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Help students find  
a healthy balance

with unique tools that support their  
physical, social, and mental health

Specific
Be detailed about your goal.

Measurable

How will you know you’ve  

achieved your goal?

Attainable

What will be challenging about 

your goal?

Relevant

How will this improve academics 

or your personal or social life?

Time-bound

What is a realistic time frame for 

you to achieve your goals?

Why is this goal important to you?

List at least 3 steps that will help you reach your goal. 

 1.

 2.

 3.

How will you celebrate your success?

MAS RTG   al

Nasco MyPlate Cling Kit, p. 17

See PE items starting on p. 36

Grab a free 
SMART Goals 

worksheet, 
p. 4

Your order  
could qualify  

for special  
pricing!

If you need help with  
a large order, call 
1.800.558.9595.

http://nascoeducation.com
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Choking hazard label information 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD 
— Small Parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
• CHOKING HAZARD (2) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD 
— Children under 8 yrs. can choke or suffocate on uninflated or 
broken balloons. Adult supervision required. Keep uninflated 
balloons from children. Discard broken balloons at once.
• CHOKING HAZARD (3) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD 
— This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

• CHOKING HAZARD (4) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD 
—Toy contains a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
• CHOKING HAZARD (5) WARNING: CHOKING 
HAZARD — This toy is a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.
• CHOKING HAZARD (6) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD 
—Toy contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

This icon indicates that additional freight charges may apply. Call Customer Care 
for more information.

Nasco Education Price Change Policy
Due to unforeseen cost increases or operational changes, we reserve the right to change published 
catalog prices or our shipping policy without notice. Refer to our website for the most current pricing. 
Some products may be excluded from further discount. Please contact us for a quote.

Certified in a program of toxicological evaluation by a medical expert to contain no materials in 
sufficient quantities to be toxic or injurious to humans or to cause acute or chronic health problems.

2 3

1.800.558.9595 
Monday – Friday 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST

Ordering information
901 Janesville Ave.
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538

nascoeducation.com

orders@nascoeducation.com

1.800.372.1236
Sales tax collected in AL, CA, 
FL, GA, IL, IN, KS, MA, MD, MI, 
MN, MO, NJ, NY, OH, PA, SC, 
TN, TX, UT, WA, WV, and WI. 
For more details, including sales 
tax exemption information, visit 
nascoeducation.com/sales-tax.

Simplify your school day 
Durable equipment and 
all-in-one learning kits
Your time is precious. That’s why we’ve gathered unique tools 
that support every area of student health all in one place. You’ll 
find fun athletic supplies, news ways to teach about drug use 
and first aid, kits that support students’ mental health, and more. 

“You have GREAT customer service. I love being able to speak with a real person.”
– Jill O., NC

Free lesson plans,  
webinars, and more 
Our Teacher Resource Center is filled with tips and ideas from 
experts. Get ideas for new games and activities, find your next 
standards-aligned lesson plan, or catch up on professional 
development from your couch. 

Up to 75% off  
clearance items! 

See p. 99

Discover the newest resources  
for health and physical education

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

What's inside
Health Awareness ...........................................4–35

Equipment Packages/Kits ............................ 36–39

Games & Activities ..................................... 40–60

Adapted PE ................................................... 61–63

Fitness .......................................................... 64–67

Team Sports .................................................68–98

Clearance........................................................... 99

Get 101 ice-breakers and 
discussion starters
Communication and Choices In Jar® 
Game Set
See p. 6

Spark discussion about the 
dangers of energy drinks
Power Down Energy Drinks Display
See p. 18

Demonstrate the effects of 
prolonged smoking 
Nasco Simulated Smoker’s Lungs 
Demonstration Kit
See p. 12

Walk students through  
6 CASEL-aligned exercises
Leadership Passport Kit
See p. 4

Build skills with this  
ultra-popular game 
Zume™ Pickleball
See p. 69

NEW
Billy Bob Bones relay Volume 16 | Gr. K–12

Developed with Erin Washkuhn, – Anderson Elementary School, St. Charles, IL

LESSON PLAN
PE/Health

ObjectivesStudents will…• Learn the location of the major bones in the body

• Increase cardiovascular endurance
• Improve teamwork and communication

Object of the game
To be the first team to build a skeleton successfully

Materials list• 4-6 hula hoops (1 hoop per group) for older 

students or 8-10 hula hoops (2 hoops per 

group) for younger kids (PE00402)

• 30 Poly Spots (1 Poly Spot per person)

(PE01408)• 6 sets of skeletons (hands, feet, legs, arms, 

ribs, pelvis, skull, etc.) (PE01355)
• 4 cones to identify boundary lines 

(PE01368)• 1 hula hoop to house bones (PE00402)

Specific
Be detailed about your goal.

Measurable

How will you know you’ve  

achieved your goal?

Attainable
What will be challenging about 

your goal?

Relevant
How will this improve academics 

or your personal or social life?

Time-bound

What is a realistic time frame for 

you to achieve your goals?

Why is this goal important to you?

List at least 3 steps that will help you reach your goal. 

 1.

 2.

 3.

How will you celebrate your success?

MAS RTG   al

Combine sports knowledge 
with STEM learning
STEM Sports Kits and Curriculum
See p. 36

Check out our newest pickleball post at 
resources.nascoeducation.com

Browse the full selection at  
nascoeducation.com

Experience a school-focused 
ordering process   
Ordering is easy — use your school’s online ordering system, send us an 
email or fax, or give us a call. We’ll help you navigate bids and quotes, 
answer any questions, and offer individualized support.

Contact us at 1.800.558.9595 or  
custserv@nascoeducation.com

NEW Nasco Sun 
Safety Experiment 

Kit, p. 22

NEW

http://nascoeducation.com
mailto:orders@nascoeducation.com
http://nascoeducation.com/sales-tax
http://resources.nascoeducation.com
http://nascoeducation.com
mailto:custserv@nascoeducation.com
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HEALTH AWARENESS
Character Development

HEALTH 
AWARENESS

Childhood is a time of rapid 
growth, both physically and 
mentally. Help students 
navigate new territory with 
themselves and others and 
learn how to build healthy 
habits for life. 

Quick Index
 Character Development 4–7

 Mental Health 8–9

 Sensory 10–11

 Drugs &  
              Alcohol Education  12–16

 Nutrition 17–21

 Hygiene & Oral Health 22–23

 Human Development 24–25

 Reproductive Systems/ 
                              Pregnancy  26–27

 Ready-or-Not Tot® 28–30

 First Aid & CPR 31–35

NE40284

Nasco Curiosity Cubes  
Conversation Starter Kit
Gr. 3–12  Encourage students to open up to 
their peers with Curiosity Cubes. The cards and 
cube manipulatives in this kit are designed as 
conversation starters to get students talking as 
a way to build their SEL skills and relationships 
with classmates. Includes 3 sets of question 
cards and a set of cube manipulatives. 
NE40165 — $23.70

Nasco Grow Your Character Classroom Kit
Gr. 2–5  Just like flowers, good character traits 
need to be nurtured for them to grow. With 
this kit, you can engage students in develop-
ing good character traits within themselves 
and recognizing them in others. Kit includes 
everything that 30 students need to complete 
this unit: lesson plan with Flower Power Tracker 
booklet and certificate of achievement repro-
ducibles, chenille stems, construction paper, 
pom-poms, and a watering can. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE40145 — $51.50

Nasco SEL Journal and Passport Kits 
Take your students on a journey of self-reflection and skill-building. By the time they complete 
their passports, they’ll be well on their way to building leadership, resilience, and public 
speaking skills. Each kit includes everything that 30 students need to complete the unit. Includes 
passports, certificates of achievement, and a teacher guide. Deluxe Kits also include journals 
and colored pencils.
For Grades K–5 
NE40284 Leadership Deluxe Kit — $288.40
NE40492 Leadership Basic Kit — $195.00
NE40285 Resilience Deluxe Kit — $288.40
NE40489 Resilience Basic Kit — $195.00

For Grades 6–12 
NE40286  Leadership Deluxe Kit — $391.40
NE40491  Leadership Basic Kit — $195.00
NE40287  Public Speaking Deluxe Kit — $391.40
NE40490  Public Speaking Basic Kit — $195.00

NE40490

Deluxe kits include journals 
and colored pencils

NEW

5-Minute Leadership Activities
Gr. 6+  Topics: leadership qualities, achiev-
able goals, motivation, developing leader-
ship, and more. 50 pages. 
WA29315 — $38.65    

5-Minute Racism, Diversity,  
and Identity Activities
Gr. 6+  Introduce a lesson or utilize extra 
minutes of class time with 50 activities 
addressing race, diversity, and personal iden-
tity, each lasting 5 minutes or less. 50 pages.
SB52825 — $38.65

Nasco Understanding Others, Understanding 
Ourselves: A Social Awareness SEL Kit
Gr. K–3  Help students learn to talk about differences 
between people and groups with a kaleidoscope of 
experiences, histories, abilities, and points of view, 
while helping them also discover the building blocks 
of leadership and the power of our similarities. Kit 
provides great context for current events and social 
movements. 
NE40035  — $229.34

Nasco Action and Reaction: 
Historical Examples of 
Responsible Decisions SEL Kit
Gr. K–3  Help students explore the 
importance of responsible deci-
sion making, focusing on how to 
act, where to act and why action 
is important through the stories 
of Jackie Robinson, Amelia Ear-
hart, Rosa Parks, Jim Henson, Jane 
Goodall, Martin Luther King, Jr., and 
Gandhi. 
SN37257  — $205.95

The SEL Solution
Integrate Social and Emotional Learning into Your Curriculum 
and Build a Caring Climate for All
Shows how to integrate lessons on social-emotional topics 
into the curriculum. 191 pages.
PE09975 — $43.19

Nasco Winning at Relationships SEL Sewing Kit
Gr. 4–8  Learning how to build strong relationships is one of the most 
valuable SEL skills your students can develop at school. With this kit, 
you have what you need to help students create classroom connec-
tions, expand their social awareness, and practice hand-sewing. Kit 
includes everything that 30 students need to complete this unit: lesson 
plan, felt, embroidery floss, needles, muslin, polyester stuffing, and 
ribbon. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE40289 — $30.90

SpecificBe detailed about your goal.

MeasurableHow will you know you’ve  achieved your goal?

AttainableWhat will be challenging about your goal?

RelevantHow will this improve academics or your personal or social life?

Time-boundWhat is a realistic time frame for you to achieve your goals?

Why is this goal important to you?

List at least 3 steps that will help you reach your goal. 
 1.

 2.

 3.

How will you celebrate your success?

MAS RTG   al

Goal-setting 
worksheet

To download this free worksheet, visit 
nascoeducation.com/blog  
and search SMART Goals.

5-Minute Relationships Activities
Gr. 6+  In just 5 minutes, students will 
become more informed about communica-
tion skills, family, relationships, and more. 
52 pages. 
WA28711 — $37.50      

Nasco Responsible Decision-Making Desk Pet Kit
Gr. PreK–5  Desk pets are a powerful classroom management and 
SEL tool you can use to teach your students responsible decision-
making and self-management. This kit includes materials for up to 
30 students. Contents include a Responsible Decision-Making Desk 
Pets Lesson Plan with reproducible Pet Adoption Application and My 
Responsibilities worksheet, 30 assorted desk pet erasers , 30 “pet 
home” containers, 30 adoption certificates, 40 each of 6 mini awards 
(240 total), Our Responsible Behavior tracking chart, 30 graduation 
certificates, 120 assorted mini eraser prizes, and 1 clear plastic storage 
box with carrying handle.
NE40144  — $79.95

http://nascoeducation.com
https://www.nascoeducation.com/leadership-a-nasco-sel-passport-kit-for-grades-25-ne40492-1.html
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https://www.nascoeducation.com/nasco-grow-your-character-classroom-kit-ne40145.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/leadership-a-nasco-sel-passport-kit-for-grades-25-ne40492-1.html
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https://www.nascoeducation.com/resilience-a-nasco-sel-passport-kit-for-grades-25-ne40489-1.html
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https://www.nascoeducation.com/5-minute-racism-diversity-and-identity-activities-sb52825.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/nasco-understanding-others-understanding-ourselves-a-social-awareness-sel-kit-ne40035.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/nasco-action-and-reaction-historical-examples-of-responsible-decisions-sel-kit-sn37257.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/the-sel-solution-book-pe09975.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/nasco-winning-at-relationships-sel-sewing-kit-ne40289.html
http://nascoeducation.com/blog
https://www.nascoeducation.com/5-minute-relationships-activities-wa28711.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/nasco-responsible-decision-making-desk-pet-kit-ne40144.html
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HEALTH AWARENESS
Character Development

HEALTH AWARENESS
Character Development

In a Jar® Game Sets
Get students talking about their feelings and focusing on the positive with the portable games in 
this set! Use the questions and prompts in each game jar for group activities, ice-breakers, and 
discussion starters. 
NE40456 Feelings and Mindfulness — $36.95
NE40470 Communication and Choices — $39.50

NEW

NE40456 NE40470

Social Skills Board Games
Gr. 1–5  Six games have players dis-
cuss the solutions to socially challeng-
ing situations and work together to 
decide upon the best course of action. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1).Not for under 3 yrs.
SB46274 — $43.04

Understanding Mental Health
Gr. 5+  Takes a sincere and authentic 
approach in discussing different mental 
health issues and disorders. Explains the 
importance of social and emotional health 
and the symptoms and possible treatments 
of different mental conditions. Set of 6; 48 
pages each.
SB51758 — $73.25

Life Skills
225 Ready-to-Use Health Activities for Success  
and Well-Being
Gr. 6+  Tackles a wide variety of personal 
life skills including drugs, sex, nutrition and 
food-related issues, self-esteem and more. 
225 reproducible worksheets. 288 pages. 
WA23894 — $40.80

Teambuilding with Teens
Gr. 6–12  These 36 hands-on activities make 
learning about leadership meaningful and 
fun. Teens are called on to recognize each 
other’s strengths, become better listeners, com-
municate clearly, identify their values, build 
trust, set goals, and more. 192 pages.  
WA29591 — $41.20

EnVISION your 
future

SEL Lesson Plan

Unfollowing the 
“social” norm?

SEL Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U28099.

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U28105.

“Create the highest, 
grandest vision possible 
for your life, because you 
become what you believe.” 
— Oprah Winfrey

EnVISION your future Volume 3 | Gr. 9-12

Time: 5 class periods

Developed with Stacey Stratton, MA Ed.

LESSON 
PLAN

Materials list
• White Tag Board, 22½  " x 28½  ", Pkg. of 25 

(9700996)
• Glue stick (9711358)
• Sharpie® marker [9726841(A)]
• Colored pencils (9705758)
• Markers (9729408)
• Drawing paper, approx. 10 sheets 

(9700924) or Nasco Secondary Basic Art 
Supply Kit 1 (9742822)

Additional Materials
• Pencil or pen for writing
• Scissors
• Magazines
• Access to computer and printer

CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.W.9-10.2 
CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.W.11-12.2 
Write informative/explanatory 
texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and 
information clearly and accurately 
through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of 
content.

Next Gen Standards
9-10 W6: Conduct research to answer questions, including self-generated 
questions, or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate. 
Synthesize multiple sources, demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation.

11-12 W6: Conduct research through self-generated questions, or solve a problem; 
narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate. Synthesize multiple sources, 
demonstrating understanding and analysis of the subject under investigation.

Objective
SEL Self-Management: The ability to set and work toward personal and 
academic goals.

Art/
SEL

Unfollowing the 
“social” norm?

Volume 4 | Gr. 9-12

Time: 2–3 Days

Developed with Stacey Stratton, MA Ed.

LESSON 
PLAN

CASEL’s Core Competencies
Self-Awareness: The ability to accurately recognize one’s 
emotions and thoughts and their influence on behavior.
Social Awareness: The ability to take the perspective of and 
empathize with others from diverse backgrounds and cultures, to 
understand social and ethical norms and behavior.
Responsible Decision-Making: The ability to make 
constructive and respectful choices about personal behavior and 
social interactions based on consideration of social norms, and 
the well-being of self and others.
Self-Management: The ability to regulate one’s emotions, 
thoughts, and behaviors effectively in different situations. This 
includes controlling impulses, and working towards achieving a 
personal goal.
Relationship Skills: The ability to establish and maintain 
healthy and rewarding relationships with diverse individuals and 
groups.

Materials list
•  Blank paper or 

computer

Activities
• Writing assignment
• Group or individual 

challenge

CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.W.9-10.2 
CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.W.11-12.2 
Write informative/explanatory 
texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and 
information clearly and accurately 
through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of 
content.

Next Gen Standards
9-10W6: Conduct research to 
answer questions, including self-
generated questions, or solve a 
problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate. Synthesize 
multiple sources, demonstrating 
understanding of the subject under 
investigation.

11-12W6: Conduct research through 
self-generated questions, or solve 
a problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate. Synthesize 
multiple sources, demonstrating 
understanding and analysis of the 
subject under investigation.

SEL

B. What Do You Think?
Gr. 6+  Helps students develop skills that help 
make decisions and resolve conflicts. Over 70 
situations address family relationships, friend-
ships, peer pressure, etc. Perfect for practice 
in critical thinking skills, making choices, and 
setting priorities. 184 pages.
SB53117 — $19.99

E. Decisions Card Set
Use reasoning skills to make prompt and rational 
decisions while dealing with unexpected or 
unwelcome situations.
SN36436 — $62.95

F. Consequences Discussion Cards
Each card shows either an action and a poten-
tial outcome (disruptive classroom behavior 
resulting in detention) or a behavior (bullying). 
Includes 36 cards (81/4" x 513/16").
NA10270 — $59.99

Our Emotions and Behavior Book Set
Gr. PreK–2  Help children understand how 
emotions and actions are related and how 
they can learn to manage both. Set of 8; 28 
pages each. 
EL11692 — $97.00

C. The Coping Skills Game
Students will learn to deal with feelings, adjust 
attitudes, discover choices, and more. For 2–4 
players. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SN37253 — $59.95

D. Social Skills Board Game Set
Helps students learn how to control emotions 
and make friends. For 2–6 players or teams. • 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SN02905 — $174.20

G. Digital Dangers: Safe or Unsafe?
Gr. 9+  Explores actions that are safe and 
unsafe on the internet. Students must place 
action cards under the category they feel fits 
the action and discuss their answers. Includes 
3 category cards (safe, unsafe, it depends), 30 
action cards, instructions, answer key, and safety 
tips. Laminated.
SB53112 — $114.00

A.  Creating Social and  
Emotional Learning Environments
Gr. K+  Help set the foundation for student suc-
cess by implementing SEL practices. Based on 
author Dr. Amy Cranston’s experiences, this book 
helps define SEL and digs into the real work of how 
to incorporate SEL in K–12 schools. 152 pages.
NE40173 — $29.99

B

C

D

A

GFE

LEARNING HOW 
TO MAKE GOOD 

CHOICES
sets the stage for  
lifelong success

Books include first-hand accounts 
of mental health issues

http://nascoeducation.com
http://nascoeducation.com
https://www.nascoeducation.com/in-a-jar-feelings-and-mindfulness-game-set-ne40456.html
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https://www.nascoeducation.com/in-a-jar-communication-and-choices-game-set-ne40470.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/social-skills-board-games-sb46274.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/understanding-mental-health-books-set-of-6-sb51758.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/life-skills-225-ready-to-use-health-activities-for-success-and-well-being-wa23894.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/teambuilding-with-teens-wa29591.html
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https://www.nascoeducation.com/digital-dangers-safe-or-unsafe-sb53112.html
https://www.nascoeducation.com/creating-social-and-emotional-learning-environments-book-ne40173.html
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HEALTH AWARENESS
Mental Health

Nasco SEL Reflections Journal Kit
Gr. K–8  Self-reflection, self-awareness, and 
self-management are important compo-
nents of social-emotional learning — and 
may be critical during the pre-teen and teen 
years of middle school. This journaling kit 
gives students a kick start on what can be a 
difficult task with 30 days of prompts built 
around CASEL’s core competencies. Works 
for in classroom learning or when students 
are part of your virtual education program. 
Kit includes a sketch diary, set of 5 gel ink 
pens and prompt sheet.
NE40004  — $12.64

Grades K–5 Classroom Kit

Grades 6–12 Classroom Kit

Nasco First Aid Kit:  
Student Mental Health
When students feel overwhelmed, 
they can pull out an SEL first aid kit 
and use the 6 activities and sensory 
objects to manage their emotions. 
Each of the 30 student kits in the 
classroom kit includes one 16-page 
activity booklet, 1 plastic storage 
pouch, 1 scented eraser, 1 sea shell, 1 
plastic mirror, and 3 plastic-coated 
paper clips. The included lesson plan 
provides activity walkthroughs, discus-
sion, and extension ideas. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE40158  K–5 Individual Kit — $6.70
NE40156  K–5 Classroom Kit — $203.86
NE40159 6–12 Individual Kit — $6.70
NE40157  6–12 Classroom Kit — $203.86

180 Days of Social-Emotional  
Learning Workbooks
Gr. K+  Provide students daily SEL 
activities to help them explore 
emotions, actions, relationships, 
and responsible decision-making. 
The teacher-approved activities 
will engage students in learning 
as they build their confidence in 
self-reflection and growth. 
NE40166  Kindergarten 
NE40167  Grade 1 
NE40168  Grade 2 
NE40169  Grade 3 
NE40170  Grade 4 
NE40171   Grade 5 
NE40172  Grade 6
Each  — $22.99

Create a Culture of  
Kindness in Middle School
Help students envision and create a school 
climate of respect, acceptance, and kind-
ness. Discussion questions and activities 
focus on prosocial attitudes and behaviors 
while addressing prejudice, anger, exclu-
sion, and bullying. Features 10-minute 
lessons and 48 hands-on lessons that take 
about 30 minutes. Digital content includes 
customizable student handouts and bonus 
material. 261 pages.
SN37230 — $42.70

S.E.A.L.S. + PLUS  
(Self-Esteem and Life Skills)
Gr. 7+  Covers anger management, 
assertion, awareness communication 
skills, coping skills, emotion identifica-
tion, goal setting, health awareness, 
money management, problem solving, 
risk taking, self-esteem, awareness, 
stress management, support systems, 
time management, and values 
clarification. 176-page book with 75 
activity-based handouts, deck of 75 
open-ended question cards, and CD.
WA19563 — $75.30

The Teen Relationship Workbook
For Professionals Helping Teens to 
Develop Healthy Relationships and 
Prevent Domestic Violence
Gr. 7+  Helps adolescents develop 
healthy relationships and prevent dat-
ing abuse and domestic violence. CD 
and 68 reproducible worksheets. 142 
pages.
WA21969 — $56.65

Self-Esteem Bingo for Teens
Gr. 7+  Explores 5 different areas specifically targeting self-esteem 
issues. Also includes 2 reproducible handouts and facilitator’s instruc-
tion sheet. For up to 16 students. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB38587 — $44.99

Teaching Stress Management: 
Activities for Children and Young 
Adults
Gr. K+  Features 199 low- to no-cost 
activities that help students in handling 
stress. Teachers also learn how to incor-
porate principles of stress management 
into their lessons and advocate for stress 
management programs in their schools. 
264 pages. 
SB48628 — $36.30

DVD

Stop Bullying Guide & Chart Set
Gr. 5–12  Explore bullying, its effects, and prevention. Student guide 
includes 36 pages of readings, activities, and more. Flip chart set fea-
tures ten 12" x 18" two-sided, laminated charts, plus an activity guide 
with reproducibles.
NE40353 Student Learning Guide — $14.95
NE40354 Flip Chart Set — $49.95

Roll A Role Bullying Prevention Game
Gr. 1-5  By placing themselves in the role of bully, target, and 
bystander, this game helps students understand the dramatic impact 
of bullying and teasing, and develop strategies for stopping it. Insert a 
card into each pocket on vinyl cube, roll cube, and follow the instruc-
tions. Players win points for using an appropriate “Positive Action.” For 
2-8 players.
SB50776 — $50.00

Bullying Prevention Bingo
Use a format all teens know and love to 

provide ready-made prompts that will generate 
lively discussion to get teens thinking about their 
attitudes and behaviors. Game comes with 16 
laminated bingo cards, 75 calling cards, chips, 
and reproducible handouts.
SB42968 — $44.99

Healthy Relationships 
Bingo for Teens

Gr. 7+  Teach the skills 
needed for healthy relationships 
in a nonthreatening format. 
Use the 5 sets of calling cards 
to teach each topic systemati-
cally. Process the sessions with 
the reproducible laminated 
handout afterwards. For up to 16 
students. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.
SB38558 — $47.40

THE BUCK STOPS HERE WITH BULLYING
Teach students how to protect themselves and stand up for others 

For a complete selection of SEL 
products, visit nascoeducation.com

Healthy Relationships
Gr. 7–12  Carefully illustrates unhealthy 
patterns, then shows the “healthier” 
approach for dealing with specific rela-
tionship issues. Discusses topics such as 
possessive behavior, mental and physical 
abuse, jealousy, communication skills, 
and peer pressure. 30-minute DVD. 
WA26176 — $99.95
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Nasco Quiet Bag Kit
Gr. PreK-5  Reduce stress and help students 
regain focus in the classroom. This kit is full 
of sensory solutions that classrooms need 
to help calm the nerves of students on days 
they become overstimulated or experience 
sensory overload, and help them quiet their 
mind so they can focus. When their nerves 
are calmed and their fidgety fingers are no 
longer fidgeting, they can relax and better 
concentrate on learning. • CHOKING HAZARD 
(1, 6). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE40148 — $37.61

Fidget Fun Set 2
A different sensory experience in each fidget 
will keep hands busy and exploring. • CHOK-
ING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SN36978 — $43.75

Boinks Fidgets®
Slide the marble back and forth in this fabric tube. Set of 20. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SN36387 — $32.68

Nasco Silly Sensory Kit
There’s tons of fun in this tub of silly sensory 
manipulatives and fidgets! Some compo-
nents may contain latex. Set of 12. Assort-
ment may vary. • CHOKING HAZARD (1, 3). Not for 
under 3 yrs. 
SN02929 — $40.55

Nasco Calming Corner Kits
Gr. PreK–5  Create a quiet space for 
students to relax, refocus, and manage 
overwhelming emotions. These kits contain 
items designed to meet their sensory and SEL 
needs, including tactile manipulatives, wiggle 
cushions, a weighted pillow, and art supplies. 
The deluxe kit also contains a black out tent. 
See full kit contents on nascoeducation.com. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
NE40142  Standard  — $204.88
NE40143  Deluxe — $422.20

NE40142

Bouncyband® Portable Weighted Lap Pad
Gr. PreK–12  Give restless students a com-
forting sense of security with a weighted lap 
pad. Made with super soft polyester fleece, 
this SEL sensory tool has a relaxing effect 
on the body as well as the mind. The dual 
textures of the pad will help alleviate excess 
energy, decrease restlessness, relieve stress, 
and improve attentiveness. The pad weighs 
5 lbs. and is 21" x 19".
NE40177 — $39.99

Bouncyband® Wiggle Wobble Chair Feet
Gr. K–12  Give fidgety students an outlet to 
burn off excess energy while seated. These 
chair feet transform a standard school chair 
into an SEL tool. Easily snap the feet onto 
the chair, then students can rock or wobble, 
back and forth and all around while staying 
focused in class. Set of 4.
NE40175 — $24.99

Bouncyband® Wiggle Seat  
Sensory Cushions 
Gr. K–12  Help students stay focused in the 
classroom by allowing them to quietly move 
while they engage in learning. Flexible nubs 
and bumps provide tactile stimulation and 
help calm anxiety. Pump included. Latex and 
BPA free.  
SN37244  Wiggle Seat, 103/4" — $18.98
NE40178  Portable Wiggle Seat, 13" — $24.99

NE40178

SN37244

Bouncyband® Flick Sticks - 10 Pack
Students tap, twirl, and run their fingers 
through the soft, flexible fibers to relieve 
tension. Attaches to most hard surfaces. 10 
pieces in 5 assorted colors. 
NE40380 — $14.95

Bouncyband® Dual-Pedal  
Portable Foot Swing
Gr. PreK–12  Silent foot swing releases 
students’ excess energy to reduce anxiety 
and increase concentration. Stays in place 
with heavy steel and thick rubber feet. Allow 
extra delivery time.  
NE40381 — $159.95

NEW

Evidence-based 
kit includes a 

curriculum guide
Nasco Calmee Classroom Calm Corner Bundle
Use this evidence-based kit to create a calm corner where students can learn to identify emotions, 
self-regulate, and rejoin the class ready to learn. Includes Calmee the Caterpillar Deep Breathing Tool, 
meditation cushion, expandable breathing ball, feelings and emotions poster, feelings flashcards, and 
curriculum guide. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE40410 — $159.95
Calmee the Caterpillar Deep-Breathing Tool. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE40409 — $39.95

NEW

NEW

Mini Sensory Twist 
and Turn Set
Color of sets may 
vary.  • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 
3 yrs.
SN37103 — $12.60

Deluxe Yacker Tracker®
A self-monitoring traffic 
light sound meter. Teacher 
determines accept-
able noise level. Range: 
50–110 decibels. 120V 
AC. Includes meter to 
track the number of times 
sound exceeds set level, 
long-lasting LED lights, 
reset button, AC adapter, 
additional face clings 
which can be added to the 
lights, and a remote. The 
193/4" H x 5" W x 53/4" D 
unit can stand alone or be 
wall mounted. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

PE05551 — $190.99

Califone® Hearing Safe™ Noise Protection Headphones
Noise reduction rating: 26 dB.
SN36358 — $14.62

Get advice  
on  creating a 

calming corner

To download this buying guide,  
visit nascoeducation.com/guides  

and search “calming corner.”

Smiley Face Foam Stress Balls 
Help students relieve stress and improve 
their concentration during the school day. 
Assorted colors; pkg. of 12. 
NE40375 — $12.95

NEW

Bouncyband®  
Indoor Framed Sensory Dark Den
Gr. PreK–12  Designed to provide a quiet, 
dark spot where students who are overstimu-
lated can relax. Pair with sensory tools to 
help students regulate their systems. Safety-
tested and accommodates electrical cords. 
Includes carrying case. Assembled 39" x 46" 
x 57". Allow extra delivery time.  
NE40385 — $139.95

NEW

Sensory

• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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Smoking and  
Alcohol Prevention Kit
A complete kit for your 
smoking and alcohol 
prevention curriculum. 
Contains inflatable lungs 
maintenance kit, Nasco’s 
real preserved inflatable 
healthy and smoker’s lungs, 
Giant Mr. Gross Mouth™ 
teeth, Teeth in Tobacco 
Juice display, and Fatal 
Vision® Goggles.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for 
under 3 yrs.
LS03781 — $943.00

Used by the National Guard  
Drug Demand Reduction Unit

Smokey Sue  
Smokes for Two
As Smokey Sue 
smokes, the smoke 
passes through a life-
like model of a 7-month 
fetus. Tar and nicotine 
collect at the surface of 
the water that mimics 
the placenta, showing 
graphically what pol-
lutants are reaching 
the developing baby. 
5" x 14" x 5". 
WA16780 — $299.99

E-Cigarettes: Facts & Myths
Gr. 6+  Examines e-cigarettes as a smoking 
cessation tool and discusses safer options. 
Provides information on nicotine addiction, 
secondhand vapor, toxic chemicals and 
carcinogens, liquid nicotine precautions, and 
other safety issues. 16-minute DVD. 
WA33697 — $120.95 DVD

Effects of Smoking &  
Vaping Guide & Charts
Gr. 5–12  Student guide includes 36 pages 
of readings and activities. Flip chart set 
features ten 12" x 18" two-sided, laminated 
charts, plus activity guide with reproducibles.
NE40347 Student Learning Guide — $14.95
NE40348 Flip Chart Set — $49.95

All About Opioid Drugs Guide & Charts
Gr. 5–12  Student guide includes 36 pages of 
readings and activities. Flip chart set features 
ten 12" x 18" two-sided, laminated charts, 
plus an activity guide with reproducibles.
NE40349 Student Learning Guide — $14.95
NE40350 Flip Chart Set — $49.95

Inflatable  Lungs Maintenance Kit
Includes necessary materials plus special instructions for 
prolonging the life of your inflatable lungs.
LS03738 — $38.50
SB29032  Bellows pump  — $25.95

Nasco Simulated Smoker’s Lungs 
Demonstration Kit
Demonstrate the effects of 
prolonged smoking. Includes a 
simulated internal tumor and 
a simulated external tumor. Kit 
includes pair of simulated smoker’s 
lungs, inflation rack and tray, air 
pump, dried section of unstained 
lung, The Effects of Smoking & 
Vaping Flip Chart, and a teacher’s 
guide. Excluded from free shipping. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE40525 — $375.00

Lung Volume Bag Kit
Silk-screened plastic bag measures lung capacity. Calibrated 
to 6 liters. Shows the relationship of body size to lung volume. 
Includes 4 lung bags, 4 mouth pieces, 4 mouth piece holders, 4 
rubber bands, and instructions.
SB06915 — $38.52

Nasco Vision Challenges 
Simulation Glasses Set
Create the realities of 6 
common age-related visual 
impairments: cataracts, 
glaucoma, macular 
degeneration, retinopa-
thy, hemianopsia, and 
detached retina. Set of 6 
pairs of glasses, and user 
guide with visual challenges 
worksheets.
SB50159 — $26.34

Alcohol Abuse &  
Addiction Guide & Chart Set
Gr. 5–12  Student guide includes 36 pages 
of activities. Flip chart features ten 12" x 18" 
two-sided, laminated charts, plus an activity 
guide.
NE40351 Student Learning Guide — $14.95
NE40352 Flip Chart Set — $49.95

Alcohol Kit
Replicas include: 12 fl. oz. beer in glass, 11/2 fl. 
oz. whiskey in acrylic glass, and 5 fl. oz. wine 
in acrylic goblet.
WA26775 — $166.69NEW

NEW

NEW

The Empathy Lungs®  
C.O.P .D. Simulator
Temporarily simulate the pronounced “short-
ness of breath” that characterizes C.O.P.D., 
as well as that of asthma and lung cancer, 
by wearing a strategically weighted, truss-
like garment around the torso and a custom-
ized airway mask. Mechanical peak flow 
meter measures user’s Peak Expiratory rates. 
Simulator comes with 2 chest constrictors (1 
small and 1 large), 3 weighted pouches, and 
all other needed components.
SB41550 — $1,070.80

Giant Cigarette Model
Gr. 3+  When you pull the long gray fabric 
“smoke” from realistic-looking ash on the 
36" “cigarette,” it becomes a banner that 
lists 100 poisonous chemicals contained in 
cigarette smoke. A reproducible handout of 
the poisons is included.
SB27164 — $139.99

Tobacco And E-Cigarettes Throw & 
Know™ Activity Ball 
Gr. 6–12  Inflatable 16" ball features 60 
questions about the dangers of smoking, 
smokeless tobacco use, and vaping. Two 
or more players. Includes a detailed activity 
guide and answer key. 
NE40507 — $55.95

Nasco Substance Abuse  
Prevention Bingo Set
Test knowledge recall for the negative effects 
of multiple substances with this three-game 
set. The set includes Alcohol Prevention 
Bingo, Smoking Prevention Bingo, and Drug 
Prevention Bingo. Each game includes 16 
laminated bingo cards, 75 calling cards, an 
informational handout, bingo chips, and 
instructions.
NE40551 — $115.95

Single Games 
SB39948  Drug Prevention Bingo  — $42.95
SB38537  Alcohol Prevention Bingo  — $42.95
SB38538  Smoking Prevention Bingo  — $42.95
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Smoker’s Mouth Displays
Each of these models shows the dangerous 
and gross consequences of smoking cigarettes 
and using smokeless tobacco, including “hairy 
tongue,” leukoplakia, tongue cancer, gum 
disease, tooth decay, and lip cancer. 
Giant Mr. Gross Mouth™ Display. Giant hand-
painted model has a 4"W cancerous tongue 
made of realistic BIOLIKE 2™ material and 
jar of tobacco to make tobacco juice. Wooden 
base. 9" x 12" x 6". 
SB27166 — $326.00
Small Mr. Gross Mouth™ Display. Hinged model 
of teeth, tongue, and oral cavity is 3 times nor-
mal size and mounted on wooden base. Bottle 
of simulated tobacco for making simulated 
tobacco juice. 6" x 4" x 8".
SB22331 — $229.00
Small Mr. Gross Mouth™ Display with Case. Same 
as model above but with carrying case. 
SB29823 — $289.48
Smoker’s Foul Mouth Display. Hand-painted 
model details gum disease, tooth decay, lip can-
cer, and more. Includes two removable tongues, 
one depicting a “hairy tongue” and the other 
leukoplakia and tongue cancer. Comes with 
simulated cigarette. 7" x 51/4" x 7".
SB44901 — $319.99

SB27166

SB44901

Wheel of Misfortune
Gr. 1+  Game includes questions about the 
identification and effects of various sub-
stances. Also has multiple-choice questions 
that call for value judgments. 201/2" x 28".
SB23392 — $220.00

Drug Abuse Prevention Posters
Gr. 6+  Each poster focuses on a particular 
drug category with emphasis given to the 
addictive properties of each type of drug, as 
well as the risks of short-term and long-term 
use. Laminated. Set of 10; 18" x 24" each. 
SB44924 — $185.40

Alcohol Abuse Prevention Kit
Gr. 6–12  Engage students in learning 
about the dangers of alcohol with interac-
tive activities and educational materials. 
This comprehensive kit includes the Alcohol 
Abuse & Addiction flip chart set, Alcohol 
Abuse & Addiction student learning guide, 
Alcohol Prevention Bingo, and 25 Smashed 
and Trashed™ disposable glasses.
NE40361 — $259.99

Actions and Consequences 
Gr. 8-12  Features 75 real-life situation cards 
exploring 6 relevant issues for teens: alcohol 
and drugs; family; managing anger, time, 
stress, and money; peer relations; personal 
health and responsibility; and rules and laws. 
6" x 41/2" cards. 
WA23886 — $29.95

Fatal Vision Opioid Program Kit
Help students actually experience the simulated 
effects of opioid use. Making them aware of 
the negative consequences gives them a new 
perspective and understanding of the inherent 
dangers. Students will get to experience divided 
attention failure, nodding out, contrast sensitiv-
ity impairment, and heaviness and lethargy of 
the extremities. Kit includes Fatal Vision Opioid 
goggles with case, wrist weights, Opioids Addic-
tion, Overdose and Death DVD, in-app educa-
tional materials, germicidal disposable wipes. 
NE40065  — $3,470.00

VIVIDLY DEMONSTRATE 
THE CONCEPT OF 

IMPAIRMENT
from the safety of the classroom

With Fatal Vision® students can experience everything from 
the results of using recreational marijuana or drinking alcohol, 
to the potentially debilitating effects of a concussion and how 
it impacts them in their everyday lives. 

Fatal Vision® Marijuana Simulation Experience
Models the distorted processing of visual information, loss of 
motor coordination, and slowed decision-making and reaction 
time resulting from recreational marijuana use. Instructional 
materials and videos guide program delivery for each of the 
activities, gives participants an understanding of cognitive 
impairments associated with recreational marijuana use, and 
demonstrates the potentially severe consequences that can 
result. For more information on the kits below, visit nascoedu-
cation.com. Allow extra delivery time. N
Starter Kit. Contains 3 activities, each demonstrating a distinct 
type of impairment and the necessary resources to help you 
build a program to educate about the potential dangers result-
ing from recreational marijuana use. Includes 1 pair of goggles.
Z51584 — $925.00

Event Kit. Contains 6 activities and the required accessories 
to help you deliver a memorable experience. Includes 1 pair of 
goggles.
Z51550 — $2,853.00

NEW

Nasco Smoking and  
Vaping Prevention Kit
All the interactive teaching tools you need 
to help students understand the dangerous 
effects of smoking and vaping. Includes 
Smoking Prevention Bingo, Effects of Smok-
ing & Vaping Flip Chart, Effects of Smoking 
& Vaping Student Learning Guide, and 
Tobacco and E-Cigarettes Throw & Know™ 
Activity Ball. 
NE40550 — $142.95

Drug Awareness Guide
Pictures 66 substances and parapherna-
lia, each cross-referenced with their street 
names, uses, and effects. Framed. 24" x 36". 
Comes with easel.
SB29856 — $289.00
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White Label Goggles. Simulate an 
estimated BAC of <.06.
SB36872  Clear Pair — $169.00
SB36874  Night Pair — $169.00
Bronze Label Goggles. Simulate an 
estimated BAC of .07 to .10. 
SB29811  Clear Pair — $169.00
SB29843  Night Pair — $169.00 
Red Label Goggles. Simulate an 
estimated BAC of .12 to .15.
SB46373  Clear Pair — $169.00
SB46374  Night Pair — $169.00
Silver Label Goggles. Simulate an 
estimated BAC of .17 to .20. 
SB27627  Clear Pair — $169.00
SB29814  Night Pair  — $169.00

Black Label Goggles. Simulate an 
estimated BAC of .25 or more. 
Goggles give a representation 
of the extreme effects of binge 
drinking.
SB41239  Clear Pair — $169.00
SB40166  Night Pair — $169.00
Assorted Packs. One pair of each 
at left, protective bags for each 
pair, and instructor’s guide. 
SB47982  Clear Pack  
(Set of 5) — $713.13
SB47981  Night Pack  
(Set of 5, blue not included) — 
$712.00

Fatal Vision® Goggles
Gr. 9+  Experience the effects of drinking with simulated impair-
ment goggles that distort vision and cause behavior similar to those 
exhibited by someone under the influence of alcohol or other drugs. 
Clear lenses for daylight or indoor simulations. Night goggles simu-
late nighttime impairment. Each pair includes protective cloth bag 
and instructor’s guide. 

Fatal Vision® Alcohol Simulation Goggle Kits
Demonstrates the effects of alcohol impairment at 5 estimated Blood 
Alcohol Concentration (BAC) levels. Experience with a sober mind 
the simulated physical and cognitive impairments of alcohol-induced 
slowed reaction time, reduced peripheral vision, and loss of equilibrium.
Fatal Vision® Alcohol Simulation Goggles Program Kit. Includes 6 Fatal 
Vision® goggles with carrying case, cleaning cloth, germicidal wipes, 
a roll of Walk the Line tape, the Fatal Vision® Tunnel Vision Lenses® 
Combo Pack, and Fatal Vision® Evidence-Based Program Guide. 5 of 
the 6 Fatal Vision® goggles each simulate a different BAC level; 1 pair 
of Fatal Vision® goggles simulates impairment from substances other 
than alcohol.
Z51567 —$1,149.00
Fatal Vision® Alcohol Simulation Goggles Event Kit. Program Kit above plus 
Smash Match® Impairment Challenge (SB50084, below right), DIES® 
Winding Sidewalk Mat (Z51577), and DIES® Roadside Sobriety Test and 
Stairs Challenge Mat (Z51578), all available on nascoeducation.com. 
Z51568 — $2,419.00
Fatal Vision® Alcohol Simulation Goggles Campaign Kit. Includes 10 
Fatal Vision® Alcohol Impairment Goggles which demonstrate impair-
ment at 5 distinct BAC levels, with clear and shaded lenses to simulate 
day/night conditions; 1 backpack; cleaning cloth; germicidal wipes; roll 
of Walk the Line tape;  Fatal Vision® Tunnel Vision Lenses® Combo 
Pack (SB47989); Smash Match® Impairment Challenge (SB50084, 
below right); DIES® Winding Sidewalk Mat (Z51577); DIES® Roadside 
Sobriety Test and Stairs Challenge Mat (Z51578); DIES® Balcony 
Danger Mat (Z51579); and 6 activities to provide a variety of resources 
to help address different alcohol-related lessons.
Z51569 — $4,439.00

DIES®  
(Danger In Every Step) 
Distracted Driving Mat
4' x 14' rubber-backed 
activity mat has graphics on 
one side depicting a rural 
town. Students use steer-
ing wheel with car to drive 
through town twice, once 
while observing safe driving 
habits and the other while 
distracted.
Z51566 — $1,150.00

Z51569

Drunk & Dangerous Glasses with Case
Gr. 9+  Dramatically simulates the effects of alcohol. 
Because the simulation is so real and intense, wearers 
are struck by the reality that alcohol really does make 
driving dangerous. Glasses create blurred vision and 
unsteady motor skills. 
SB32734 — $158.10

Distract-A-Match® 2
A simple puzzle game that uses a 
timed multitasking activity to deliver 
a hands-on lesson about distracted 
driving. Participants race to place 
shapes, match colors, and verbally 
count backwards from 100. Activity is 
repeated with a distraction.
SB46475 — $149.00

Nasco MyPlate Education Kit
All your MyPlate teaching materials in 
one assortment — presentation supplies, 
worksheets, games, and more. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
WA29673 — $614.95

Nasco MyPlate Classroom Kit
Includes 5 plates (WA29164, at 
right), display rack (WA29167), food 
kit for creating meals (WA29168), 
MyPlate poster (WA29391), MyPlate 
TearPad™ with food group tips 
(WA29393), MyPlate TearPad™/
place mats (WA29394, at right), 
MyPlate stickers (WA29395, below), 
and Dietary Guidelines  
TearPad™ (WA29125).
WA29672 — $1,250.95 

Nasco MyPlate Cling Kit
Cut out soft vinyl food replicas and 
use them as “clings” on MyPlate place 
mats. Food can be repositioned and 
reused. Kit includes 5 plastic MyPlate 
place mats (WA29396, below), 2 
sets of food clings (98 foods total), 
and reproducible sheet with nutrition 
information for each food. 
WA29397 — $105.95 
Deluxe Cling Kit. Everything above, 
polyzip envelope, and additional set 
of food clings for a total of 142 food 
images. 
WA29841 — $119.95
MyPlate Cling Place Mats. Features 
USDA MyPlate. Plastic. Set of 5;  
19" x 11" each.
WA29396 — $40.59

MyPlate Stickers
744 stickers. 11/2" x 11/2". 31 
sheets, 24 stickers/sheet.
WA29395 — $15.00

Nasco MyPlate TearPads™/Place Mats
Front shows MyPlate image with appropri-
ate food choices in each spot on the plate. 
Back has fill-in-the-blank questions. Can be 
used as a place mat. 50 sheets; 17" x 11".
WA29394 — $18.60

Plastic

Paper

Nasco MyPlate Plates
Demonstrate wise meal selection with 
replicas or real food using a plastic plate or a 
set of paper plates. Dairy section is attached. 
Features the USDA graphic to help fill plates 
with food that’s low-fat and rich in nutrients. 
Each plate is made from FDA-approved, 
high-quality material. 
WA29164  Plastic Plate — $14.16
WA31490  Paper Plates (Set of 25) — $18.22

NewPath Learning® Food and  
Nutrition Learning Centers
Gr. 5–9 Ready-to-use learning center covers 
key food and nutrition concepts. For either 
teacher-directed instruction or independent 
use by groups of up to 4 students. Visual 
Learning Guides provide direct instruction 
through a topic overview; write-on/wipe-off 
activities; and guiding, assessment review 
questions. Curriculum Mastery Game is per-
fect for small group review. Includes 4 Visual 
Learning Guides; laminated Curriculum Mas-
tery Game board; 30 illustrated, self-checking 
game question cards; materials for 4 players; 
instructions; and zippered storage pouch. 
SB53204 — $34.95

Game is 
double-sided

Healthy Helpings™ MyPlate Game
Gr. PreK–5  Use spinner to fill place mat 
plate with die cut foods. 50 food cards are 
self-checking. 4 place mats; 9"L x 81/2"H 
each. For 2–4 players. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.
EL10763 — $20.25

Smash Match™ Impairment Challenge
Demonstrates that accomplishing simple 
tasks is harder once senses are impaired. 
Timed activity involves the matching 
and placing of 64 simple traffic-related 
shapes on 11" x 17" mat, first without and 
then with Fatal Vision® goggles (goggles 
not included). This experience is easily 
extended to the tasks involved in driving 
a motor vehicle and why it is important 
to have strategies in place to prevent 
impaired driving.
SB50084 — $149.00
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5-Minute Food & Nutrition Activities
Gr. 6+  Each 5–10 minute activity gets stu-
dents thinking about healthy food choices, 
nutrients, food trends, and health. 54 pages. 
WA27903 — $38.65  

MyPlate Healthy 
Foods & Portions 
Bingo Game
Gr. K–5  Promote 
correct portion 
sizes with this col-
orful and fun bingo 
game. The images 
on the cards are 
photographs of 
portions of healthy 
foods in each food 
group, which helps players identify what 
their plates and bowls full of food should 
look like. 30 laminated cards; 81/2" x 11" each.
SB47572 — $49.00

Favorite Foods Kit
Make a lasting impression with Lipo-Visu-
als™ and replicas of favorite foods, which 
are the ones often the highest in fat and 
sugar content. Compare those contents at 
a glance with Lipo-Visuals™. Also compare 
the maximum daily fat intake and maximum 
daily sugar intake to how much is in your 
favorite foods. Set of 10 test tubes includes 
fat comparisons of these food replicas: 
• American  

cheese slice
• bun, hamburger
• candy bar
• cinnamon roll
• cola with ice

• French fries
• hamburger patty
• hot fudge sundae
• pizza, pepperoni,  

3 slices 

WA27541 — $466.95

For more nutrition 
products, visit 

nascoeducation.com

5-Minute Nutrition Activities  
for Elementary Students
Gr. K–6  Quick, easy, and effective activities 
to fill extra minutes of class time. Activities 
last 5–10 minutes. 50 pages.
WA28307 — $37.60     

GI Tract
A highly detailed cut-away model of the 
small and large intestines with the follow-
ing pathologies: adhesions, appendicitis, 
bacterial infections, cancer, Crohn’s Disease, 
diverticulitis, polpys, spastil, and ulcer-
ative colitis. Model is made from durable, 
high-quality materials and comes with 
educational card and display stand. Model 
measures 6" x 21/2" x 73/4"
SB45695 — $142.00

Power Down Energy Drinks Display 
Gr. 6–12  Informational labels on this eye-
catching display explain the effects of over-
consuming energy drinks and the dangers of 
mixing them with alcohol.
NE40508 — $264.18

NEW

Type II Diabetes Set
Gr. 5+  Educate students about Type II 
diabetes with 8 miniature models. Education 
card illustrates effects associated with Type II 
diabetes. Model display is 10"H.
SB46335 — $245.00

Sugar-Visuals™ Deluxe Teaching Kit
Visually presents the amount of sugar in 
commonly foods. Each food contains calo-
ries, grams of fiber, sugar grams, carbohy-
drate grams, and percent sugar. Includes 
instructor’s guide and 36 tubes. 
WA21213 — $411.95

Deluxe Occluded Artery Model
Demonstrates the benefits of a healthy  
cholesterol level and the deadly effects of high  
cholesterol. Two tubes represent a normal 
artery and an artery constricted by plaque.  
3"D x 7"W x 12"H. 
SB43034 — $353.90

Nasco Artery Section with Blockage Model
Model depicts various stages of plaque 
build-up on artery walls. 61/4" x 31/4". 
WA09742 — $69.95

Nasco Heart Rate Race Game
Gr. 5+  Learn how to keep your heart 
healthy and how to monitor your heart rate 
while answering questions related to fitness 
and the heart and performing exercises. 
Heartbeats can be monitored manually or 
with a heart rate monitor. • CHOKING HAZARD 
(1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB43114 — $49.95

Nasco Nutrition Question Quest Card Set
This exciting game employs an interac-
tive game-show-style format featuring six 
different categories. Players first select the 
category and point value. Next, the game 
leader reads the question in the form of an 
answer, and the players must respond in 
the form of a question. Question difficulty 
increases with point value. Enough cards are 
included to play the game five times without 
repeating a question. Nutrition question-
and-answer cards cover six categories: 
• Nutrition 

Knowledge
• Nutrients
• Food Groups
• Minerals

• Nutrition Related 
Illnesses 

• Heart Healthy 
Dieting 

Includes 5 sets of question-and-answer 
cards (150 total, 25 for each category), and 
complete instructions. For 2-6 players or 
teams. 
WA32003 — $19.95

Nasco Diabetes Toss-Up Ball
Teach the facts about diabetes in a fun way. 
This 15" inflatable ball challenges players 
with 60 questions about diabetes. Use as an 
ice breaker for group meetings, health fairs, 
or small classes. Toss up, the person who 
catches answers the question under their left 
thumb, then tosses up for another to catch. 
Answer sheet included. • CHOKING HAZARD 
(1). Not for under 3 yrs.
WA24122 — $32.14

How Much Salt?
Displays the amount of salt our body needs 
daily, the average amount we eat, the 
amount in dietary guidelines, as well as the 
amount of salt in common foods.  
WA16056 — $43.14

Nasco Food Card Sets
Use for simple food identification, nutri-
tion knowledge, and menu planning. One 
side of each card shows a color picture 
of a food. Back has a nutrition label with 
the exact portion size that the picture 
replicates. Each deck includes 100 cards 
(4" x 6" each) with representation from all 
the food groups and no exact duplication. 
Decks may have the same food, but in 
different serving sizes. Includes 1 of each 
item below.  
WA24925 — $124.95  
WA24923  Food Cards 1 — $38.90 
WA24924  Food Cards 2 — $44.80

MyPlate Food Bingo  
with Build a Healthy  
Meal Challenge
Gr. 2+  Learn how to make 
30 healthy meals from 95 
whole foods. Cards have 
Build a Healthy Meal and 
Get Fit activities and show 
portion sizes, gluten-free 
foods and more. 30 lami-
nated bingo cards, checking 
chart, 115 picture squares, 
instructions and recipe book. 
For up to 30 players.
WA35402 — $48.30

Sugar, Fat, and Salt Test Tube Display Set
Each set comes with a guide featuring ideas 
for use. Do not store in high heat. Includes 
three sets of 10 tubes. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs. 
WA27627 — $232.95

Death of an Artery
9" x 12" model with 5 fixed cross 
sections of arteries to show the 
various stages of arteriosclerosis. 
Includes protective felt cover.
SB22334 — $184.99
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Protein
• almonds
• chicken
• egg
• peanut butter

• pork chop
• salmon
• beef roast
• tilapia

Dairy
• cheese cubes
• cheese (Swiss)
• milk (chocolate)

• milk (skim)
• milk (whole) 
• yogurt

Grains
• bread
• cereal (dry)
• flatbread
• oatmeal

• popcorn
• rice
• toast
• tortilla

MyPlate Food Kit
Assortment of replicas pro-
vides a variety of foods to cre-
ate many different meals on 
MyPlate, or use these replicas 
with those you already have 
on hand. 
WA29168 — $530.95

Kit includes 42 food replicas:

Complete MyPlate Kit
This kit combines 5 plates 
(WA29164), the display rack 
(WA29167), and the food kit 
(WA29168, above). 
WA29169 — $757.95 

Carb Counting Food Kit and TearPad™
Make it easy for students to count carbs. 
The foods on the TearPad™ come to life with food 
replicas. Kit includes 41 food replicas, the Carb 
Counting TearPad™ (WA26778), a storage case, 
and resealable bags. 
WA26787 — $499.95

Nasco Nutrition Hands-On Education Kit
Contains a variety of games, activities, and educational materials  
to help stimulate interest in learning more about nutrition. Visit  
nascoeducation.com for a complete listing of the contents of this kit.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB48622 — $1,014.99

Food Replica Starter Kit
A food replica starter kit containing foods from all food groups. 
Resealable bags are included for storage. Visit nascoeducation.com 
for a full list of the replicas in this kit.
WA09755 — $342.95

Food replicas are not toys and are not intended for use by unsupervised children under 12 years old.

Body Fat Replicas
Dramatic 3-D visual replicas of human fat. Made of soft, pliable, long-lasting vinyl plastic. Replicas represent approximate volume of real fatty tissue; 
weights vary.
1-lb. and 5-lb. Fat Replicas and 1-lb. and 5-lb. Muscle Replicas. Includes 
WA14533, WA04313, WA14573, and WA24038. 
WA25815 — $542.95
5-lb. Fat and 5-lb. Muscle Replicas. Includes WA04313 and WA24038. 
WA25814 — $385.95

1-lb. Fat and 1-lb. Muscle Replicas. Includes WA14533 and WA14573. 
WA14562 — $119.95
1-lb. and 5-lb. Fat Replicas. Includes WA14533 and WA04313. 
WA14574 — $320.79

How Much Sugar? Set
Set includes How Much Sugar? test tubes 
and the Sugar and Food Replica Kit. For a 
full list of the replicas in this kit, visit  
nascoeducation.com.
WA21009 — $308.95

How Much Fat? Set 
Set includes the How Much Fat? Test Tube 
Display — Part 1 (WA16053) and the Fats 
and Food Replica Kit. Includes storage case. 
Visit nascoeducation.com for a full list of the 
replicas in this kit.
WA19652 — $271.95

WA25815

WA25814

WA14562

WA14574

Portion Comparison Kit
Great for comparing what you should be 
eating to what you are actually eating. 
12-replica kit with resealable bags. Visit nas-
coeducation.com for a full list of the replicas 
in this kit.
WA18888 — $256.39

Exchange Portions Replica Set
All replicas in this kit conform to the portion sizes in the Exchange 
List System. Contains 30 foods covering each of the exchanges. Visit 
nascoeducation.com for a full list of the replicas in this kit.
WA20485 — $332.95

For more food replicas, visit 
nascoeducation.com
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Vegetables
• beans (green)
• beans (kidney)
• broccoli
• carrots
• chickpeas

• corn on  
the cob

• juice (tomato)
• lettuce 

(romaine)

• potatoes 
(mashed)

• tomato slice
• yam

Fruit
• apple
• banana (half)
• blackberries
• grapefruit (half)
• grapes

• oranges  
(mandarin)

• peach (2 halves)
• raisins
• strawberries

Nasco Portion Sizes Kit
An easy way to help your students visualize portion sizes for all food 
groups. Example: tennis ball equals 1 cup of cooked rice or 15 grapes. 
Components: nickel, tennis ball, baseball, deck of playing cards, 1" 
wooden cube, CD case, matchbook, and laminated card with food 
portion size equivalents. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
WA20511 — $32.00
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Time Timer® WASH™  
30-Second Hand Hygiene Timer 
Help students know how long to wash with 
this easy-to-understand, touchless timer. 
Use the included suction cup to affix timer 
to mirror or countertop. Then wave hand in 
front of timer for a visual display that breaks 
the handwashing process into three parts: 
5 seconds of soaping, 20 seconds of scrub-
bing, and 5 seconds or rinsing. Requires 3 
AA/1.5V batteries (not included).  
NE40036  — $29.90

Bag of Germs Set
Each bag comes with a special replaceable 
pouch with approximately 4 oz. of Germ 
Powder™. Use UV light after washing to 
reveal any remaining “germs.” Includes Bag 
of Germs (101/4" x 7"), UV light, teacher’s 
notes, and nylon carrying case. 
SB36980 — $169.99
SB34586  UV Lamp — $44.30

5-Minute Hygiene & Safety Activities
Gr. K–6  Use to introduce lessons, reinforce 
earlier learning, or as a conclusion to les-
sons. Get students thinking about hand-
washing, personal hygiene, personal safety, 
and more. 53 pages. 
SB47214 — $34.78

Motion 
activated

The Germ and 
Epidemic game
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27894.

The Germ and Epidemic game & 
the ABCs of Hand Washing game

Volume 17 | Gr. K–9

Developed with Erin Washkuhn, – Anderson Elementary School, St. Charles, IL

LESSON 
PLAN

PE/
Health

Objectives
Students will…
• Learn how germs are spread
• Learn how to properly wash hands
• Improve cardiovascular fitness

Introduction
To introduce the lesson, gather students together to listen to the book, Curious 
George Discovers Germs, and explain the importance of hand washing to stop the 
spread of germs.

Materials list
• 8 hula hoops, 24" dia., set of 12 (PE00402)
• 30 yarn balls, set of 6 fleece balls in 6 

colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and 
purple) (PE08265) order 5 sets for a total 
of 30 balls)

• 2-4 green yarn balls (use the green fleece 
balls from the group of 30 above)

• 1 multi-purpose bucket (C12623)
• Curious George Discovers Germs (EL14483)

For a complete selection 
of hygiene products, visit 

nascoeducation.com

Glo Germ™ Ultra-Bright Kit
Nearly invisible in ordinary light, Glo Germ™ (fluorescent plastic particles) glow under UV light and 
show where bacteria can hide and areas most often missed in handwashing. Hand-held 21 LED ultra-
violet flashlight, 8-oz. bottle of Glo Germ™ oil (approximately 75–100 demos), 1.9-oz. bottle of Glo 
Germ™ powder (approximately 75–100 demos), and translucent plastic case.
WA28161 — $166.95
Glo Germ™ Kit, Small. Identical to kit above 
(WA28161), except with a 9 LED ultraviolet 
flashlight.
WA28160 — $114.95
Glo Germ™ Oil. 8-oz. bottle (approximately 
75–100 demos).
WA19096 — $21.50

Glo Germ™ Powder. 4-oz. bottle of powder 
(approximately 150–200 demos).
WA19097 — $20.50
Glo Germ™ Gel. Recommended where staining may 
be of concern. 8-oz. bottle (approximately 75–100 
demos).
SB41547 — $24.36

Clean Mouth/Dirty Mouth Display
Shows the contrast between the “clean” side 
of the mouth with healthy teeth and gums 
and the “dirty” side with tartar, cavities, 
gingivitis, and periodontitis. Also lists steps 
to keeping teeth healthy. 10" x 81/2" x 15".
SB46342 — $289.00

Plaque Hunter™ Demonstration Model
Demonstrate the importance of proper 
brushing and flossing techniques. Rub invis-
ible simulated plaque over teeth and gums, 
brush the teeth, then shine the included UV 
flashlight on the model. Any residual plaque 
illuminates a brilliant electric blue. 
SB50822 — $183.86

Good Hygiene/Bad 
Manners
Gr. K–5  Learn what 
behaviors demonstrate good 
personal hygiene. Students 
must place behavior cards 
under the category they feel 
fits the behavior and discuss 
their answers. Includes 
three category cards (good 
hygiene, bad manners, only 
in private), 30 behavior 
cards, instructions, and 
answer key. Laminated.
SB53111 — $129.95

Mr. Clean Mouth™ Display Set
Three times life size. Has normal anatomy 
and soft BIOLIKE™ tongue for teaching 
proper brushing and flossing. Includes 
mouth, giant toothbrush, and carrying case. 
8" x 6" x 4". 
SB29825 — $303.44
SB23380  Giant toothbrush — $45.90

Den-Test
Gr. 4+  Visually demonstrates the effects of brushing on the amount 
of cavity-related bacteria present on the teeth. Students learn sterile 
techniques as they grow bacteria from their mouths on nutrient agar 
plates. Required but not included: hot plate, autoclave, and bleach. 
For 24 students working in pairs. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB39928 — $119.99

Plaque busters
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27895.

Volume 15 | Gr. K–8

Developed with Erin Washkuhn, Anderson Elementary School, St. Charles, IL

LESSON 
PLAN

Plaque busters

Help!Help!

muah-Ha-ha!muah-ha-ha!

Objectives
Students will…
• Learn the proper way to brush their teeth
• Increase cardiovascular endurance
• Partake in a fun and cardiovascular activity

Object of the game
Avoid the plaque monsters

Objectives
Students will…
• 
• 
• 

Object of the game
Avoid the plaque monsters

PE/Health/
SEL

Materials list
• 2-4 Giant Toothbrushes (SB23380)
• 2-6 Yarn Balls (PE08250[C])

Toothbrush
Rounded, soft nylon bris-
tles. 7" handle. Assorted 
colors.
SN36706 — $1.20     12+  $1.07

Oral Hygiene Model
Gr. 7+  Hinged jaw and movable tongue 
make it easy to view and access the inside 
of the mouth. Includes 9" demonstration 
toothbrush. 61/2" x 71/2" x 4". 
SB48601 — $54.10

Teeth
Oversized model of pre-molars and molars 
featuring many common dental problems.  
51/2" x 2" x 31/2".
SB35432 — $122.30

NEW

Quick activities teach personal 
hygiene and safety

Beads change 
color when 
exposed to 

UV light

HEALTH AWARENESS
Hygiene & Oral Health

Nasco Sun Safety Experiment Kit
When students experiment with applying sunscreen to their color-changing Energy Beads, 
they’ll see how successfully sunscreen prevents the effects of sun exposure. Kit includes supplies 
for 25 students: 750 Energy Beads, Stretch Magic® Clear Jewelry Cord, 50 SPF Sunscreen, and 
a lesson plan with graphic organizer.
NE40524 — $45.93
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My First Skeleton 
Miniature 161/2"plastic skeleton comes fully 
assembled and mounted on stand. Movable 
jaw on springs, removable arms and legs, 
and key card with all bones labeled. Includes 
11" x 14" chart with questions and answers, 
trivia games, and more.
SB22563 — $27.35

Poly Bones Puzzle
Gr. K-8  Encour-
ages active, hands-
on learning of the 
skeletal system. 21 
pieces. 7'. 
PE01355 — $92.95

Muscle Man  
Puzzle Set
Gr. K-8  Teaches 
location of basic 
frontal muscles. 
Large 6'4" puzzle has 
25 poly vinyl pieces 
depicting 19 muscles, 
including neck, abdo-
men, and quadriceps. 
Fade-resistant poly 
vinyl parts will not 
crack or tear. Approxi-
mately 1/4" thick. Solu-
tion guide and quick 
activities guide.
PE08034 — $92.95

B

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27893.

A

Billy Bob Bones relay Volume 16 | Gr. K–12

Developed with Erin Washkuhn, – Anderson Elementary School, St. Charles, IL

LESSON 
PLAN

PE/
Health

Objectives
Students will…
• Learn the location of the major bones in the body
• Increase cardiovascular endurance
• Improve teamwork and communication

Object of the game
To be the first team to build a skeleton successfully

Materials list
• 4-6 hula hoops (1 hoop per group) for older 

students or 8-10 hula hoops (2 hoops per 
group) for younger kids (PE00402)

• 30 Poly Spots (1 Poly Spot per person)
(PE01408)

• 6 sets of skeletons (hands, feet, legs, arms, 
ribs, pelvis, skull, etc.) (PE01355)

• 4 cones to identify boundary lines 
(PE01368)

• 1 hula hoop to house bones (PE00402)

A. Human Skeleton
Legs, arms, and skull with 32 teeth are 
removable. Mandible hinged with springs. 
Calvarium sectioned to permit study of 
cranial vault. 5'7"H.  Allow extra delivery 
time.  N
SB02011 — $391.18

B. Advanced Skeleton with Muscles. Same as 
skeleton above, but also features detailed, 
accurate paintings of muscle origins in 
red and insertions in blue. Bones and 
muscles numbered for identification. Fully 
articulated. Includes key. 5'6"H.  Allow extra 
delivery time.  N
SB14901 — $1,045.66

3D Model Making Kits - Sets of 5
Gr. 5–12  Each kit includes materials and assembly instructions for creating five 3D paper models. 
Students can use assembled models to learn about structures and functions. Teacher guide 
provides illustrated readings, activities, vocabulary, an assessment, and more.
NE40355 Human Heart — $34.95
NE40356 Lungs — $34.95
NE40357 Antibodies — $34.95

NE40355
NE40356

NE40357

Billy Bob  
Bones relay

PE/Health Lesson Plan

Peter Bachin Anatomical Chart Series
Lithographed in four colors with 3-D effects. Set of 10 includes Skeletal 
System, Muscular System, Vascular System and Viscera, Nervous 
System, Lymphatic System, Male Reproductive System, Female Repro-
ductive System, Digestive System, Respiratory System, and Endocrine 
System. 26" x 20". Laminated.
SB25037 — $286.00

Back side

Skin Burn/Normal Model
Enlarged two-sided skin cross-section. Burn 
side of the model shows indication of first, 
second, and third degree burns. Reverse side 
illustrates normal skin anatomy. Model size: 
6" x 21/2" x 4". Card size: 61/2" x 51/4".
SB46482 — $99.00

Liver Model with Pathologies
Full-size liver model shows conditions such 
as cirrhosis (septal and nodular), biliary 
obstruction, gall stones, and tumor. Model 
measures 8" x 41/2" x 51/2". 
SB46336 — $130.00

Kidney Model 
with Pathologies
Oversized two-sided 
kidney model has 
a normal anatomy 
cutaway on one 
side and a disease 
anatomy cutaway 
on the other side. 
Model: 33/4" x 21/2" 
x 61/2".
SB46337 — $97.00

Heart Model (2-Part)
Model opens in half to show inner chambers 
and valves as well as aortic arch, superior 
and inferior vena cava, and pulmonary and 
cardiac veins. Mounted on stand. Model: 
33/4" x 4" x 41/4". Information card: 61/2" x 51/4". 
SB32595 — $112.00

Human Pelvis Models
Gr. 7+  One-half scale, mid-sagittal cross-
sections showing the anatomy of a male or 
female pelvis. 
Male Pelvis Model. Shows anatomy of the pel-
vis and testis. Normal size prostate included. 
SB32598 — $106.08
Female Pelvis Model. Shows the anatomy of 
the pelvis, including ovary and fallopian tube. 
SB32597 — $110.25
Complete Set. Includes 1 male pelvis model 
and 1 female pelvis model.  
WA28895 — $203.43

SB32597

SB32598

Body Systems, Structures, and Functions Kit
Gr. 6+  First, complete an activity that exposes current knowledge and 
ideas about the sizes and locations of specific organs. Next, group 
Organ and Structure cards and explore the functions of several human 
body systems. Create a 3-D model of selected body systems. Finally, 
color the organ systems on a diagram and test knowledge of systems 
and organs. Takes about 5 class periods to complete. For 8 groups of 
4 students. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB52342 — $401.65

Genderless 
Human Torso  
with Open 
Back (17-Part)
Head is opened, 
exposing half 
of the brain. 
Dissected neck 
shows muscular, 
glandular, 
vascular, and 
neural struc-
tures. Thorax 
and abdomen 
are removable. 
Back is opened and dissected, showing the 
vertebral column, spinal cord, and nerve 
endings. Removable parts: torso, cerebrum, 
cerebellum, left and right lung with ribs, 
heart (2 parts), liver, stomach (2 parts), 
half kidney, half bladder, seventh thoracic 
vertebrae, intestine, colon with pancreas, 
transverse colon, and cecum cover. Key card.  
9" x 13" x 34". Allow extra delivery time. N
SB48432 — $669.29

American 3B Classic Skull (3-Part)
Highly accurate representation of fissures, 
foramina, processes, sutures, etc. Can be 
disassembled into skull cap, base of skull,  
and mandible. 9" x 6" x 63/4". 
SB33945 — $153.00
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7-8 week actual size

Nasco Human Reproduction and Development Kit
Nine hands-on plastic models and replicas depict developmental stages of human development. 
Four fetal replicas are magnified 10 times, and the other five are actual size. Guide provides 
in-depth background information and study questions, along with blackline drawings and a 
CD-ROM in PowerPoint format. The Life’s Greatest Miracle DVD tells the story of embryonic and 
fetal growth.
WA25812 — $867.95

Pregnant Woman Model
Life-size median section of a woman in the 
ninth month of pregnancy is shown in this 
three-part model. Placenta is in the uterus, 
and the fetus is removable. 15" x 93/4" x 153/4". 
SB23480 — $754.80

For individual fetal replicas, 
call 1.800.558.9595

DVD

Sex Education Chart Series
Set of 9 full-size (36" x 44") wall charts 
includes male and female reproductive 
organs, endocrine system, menstruation and 
fertilization, embryo and fetus growth, birth, 
multiple births, basic human inheritance, 
and sexually transmitted diseases. Charts on 
chart head. Tripod base included. 
SB21143 — $472.66

Conception to 
Birth Folding 
Display Set
Shows the various 
developmental 
stages — from 
zygote to embryo to 
fetus to newborn. 
58" x 221/2".
SB23386 — $199.99

With Child Life-Size Display
Life-size standing display shows the child-
bearing cycle from preconception planning 
through 6 weeks postpartum. Overlapping 
images reveal the progressive changes in 
mother and fetus from month to month. 15 
pages, 18" x 24". 
WA17647 — $229.99

Uterus/Fetus Model Set
Includes 5 lifelike BIOLIKE 2™ models illustrate fetal development at 8, 10, 16, 22, and 40 weeks. 
Fetal models can be removed for hands-on instruction.
SB32704 — $649.26

Guide to Contraceptives Display
Contraceptives and hand-painted anatomical models 
mounted in a carrying case with fold-out information panels 
with facts about various birth control methods. Display is 29" x 
20" when open. Reproducible handout included. 
SB23376 — $604.10

Sex and Consequences Game
Gr. 7+  Players are faced with possible 
situations and decisions about sex and are 
rewarded for knowing facts about STDs, 
pregnancy, and sexual activity. Includes 22" 
x 28" game board, 1 spinner, 8 game pieces, 
1 die, 24 dilemma cards, 72 question cards, 3 
track sheets, and instructions. 
SB40204 — $175.00

Condom 
Demonstrator
An economical 
way to demon-
strate how to use a 
condom correctly. 
If used correctly, 
condoms are 97% 
effective as birth 
control and reduce 
risks of sexually 
transmitted infec-
tions. Wood. 7" L x 
2" dia. 
SB49467 — $31.92

Wheel of Choices
Gr. 7+  Players are faced with sexual situa-
tions and learn the facts on STDs, contracep-
tives, date rape, teen pregnancy, and more. 
Wheel-spinning game can be played in teams 
or individually. Includes teacher’s guide. 
SB24976 — $250.00

Contraceptive Awareness Guide
Attention-grabbing and informative, this framed chart pictures and 
describes a wide range of contraceptive options and lists the advan-
tages, disadvantages, and reliability of each method. Chart has its 
own easel for tabletop display or can be mounted on a wall. 36" x 24".
SB29854 — $249.99

AIDS and STD Transmission  
and Control (A Simulation) 
Illustrates how easily sexually transmitted 
diseases can infect teenage populations, as 
well as the permeability and effectiveness 
of latex barriers in preventing STDs. For 3 
classes of 30 students working individually 
and in teams. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for 
under 3 yrs. 
SB26208 — $289.95

Fetus Development Set
Set of 8 models (14 pieces) on bases illustrates the detailed stages of 
pregnancy development. First-month embryo, second-month embryo, 
third-month embryo, fourth-month fetus in transverse lie position, 
fifth-month fetus in breech position, fifth-month fetus in transverse lie 
position, fifth-month twin fetuses, and seventh-month fetus. Approxi-
mately 41/2" x 6" x 8" each. 
SB47759 — $292.32

Sexually Transmitted  
Infections Poster
Covers the different STIs. Metal eyelets 
in each top corner for hanging. Lami-
nated. 20" x 26". 
SB24788 — $24.40

Reproductive Systems / Pregnancy
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Nasco 
Ready-or-Not Tot®  
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Basic Model
WA32125 White None 1 10 20–24 2 ✔ $178.10
WA32124 Black None 1 10 20–24 2 ✔ $178.10

Standard Model
WA18306 White Male 3 5–30 25–27 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ $390.95
WA18307 White Female 3 5–30 25–27 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ $390.95
WA18308 Brown Male 3 5–30 25–27 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ $390.95

WA18309 Brown Female 3 5–30 25–27 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ $390.95

WA19646 Black Male 3 5–30 25–27 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ $390.95

WA19647 Black Female 3 5–30 25–27 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ $390.95

WA19015 Asian Male 3 5–30 25–27 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ $390.95
WA19016 Asian Female 3 5–30 25–27 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ $390.95

Intermediate Model
WA21377(A) White Male 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $409.95
WA21377(B) White Female 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $409.95

WA21377(C) Brown Male 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $409.95

WA21377(D) Brown Female 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $409.95

WA21377(E) Black Male 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $409.95

WA21377(F) Black Female 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $409.95

WA21377(G) Asian Male 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $409.95
WA21377(H) Asian Female 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $409.95

Enhanced/Drug-Affected Model
WA20521 White Male 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $419.95
WA20522 White Female 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $419.95

WA20523 Brown Male 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $419.95

WA20524 Brown Female 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $419.95

WA20525 Black Male 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $419.95

WA20526 Black Female 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $419.95

WA20527 Asian Male 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $419.95
WA20528 Asian Female 4 5–30 31 7 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ $419.95

Basic
A crying parenting manikin  

that teaches childcare 
techniques without breaking 

the budget.

Intermediate
A cost-effective simulator with  

a “day care” feature, which 
allows the program to be 
paused during class time.

Enhanced/Drug 
Affected

A simulator that demonstrates 
the effects of drug use and  

extra childcare requirements.

Intermediate Ready-or-Not Tot® Control Box. Includes all the Intermediate model features.
WA26791 — $249.00

Enhanced/Drug-Affected Ready-or-Not Tot® Control Box. Includes 
all the Enhanced/Drug-Affected model features except the 
bendable neck.
WA20551 — $269.00

Extra Student Keys. For Standard, Intermediate, and 
Enhanced/Drug-Affected Ready-or-Not Tot.
WA18310 — $11.80
Extra Teacher Keys
WA18311  For Standard Ready-or-Not Tot — $12.95 
WA20529  For Intermediate & Enhanced/Drug-Affected  
Ready-or-Not Tot — $14.95

9V Alkaline Battery. Brand may vary.  
SB19164 — $5.35

Easy-to-Use Teacher Correction Template
You never have to worry if students neglected the 
manikin. Nasco Ready-or-Not Tot® uses set programs 
so the teacher always knows when the manikin required 
care. Student response to the manikin’s needs are easily 
checked using the template provided.

Standard Ready-or-Not Tot® Control Box. Includes all the Standard model features.
WA18876 — $229.90

NEW

“It goes without saying that the seniors who took the tots home loved 
the experience. This activity garnered a lot of positive talk among all 
students at the school, and it’s clearly a popular hands-on activity!”

 – Jay Levine, Teacher, MA

Standard
The original manikin that 

simulates a baby’s  
varying needs.

Nasco Ready-or-Not Tot® Upgrades & Replacements
Control boxes and keys are sold separately below to make it easier for you to get replacement parts or 
upgrade the manikins you already have. 
Each Standard, Intermediate, and Enhanced control box model is compatible with any Standard, 
Intermediate, or Enhanced Ready-or-Not Tot, no matter which model was originally purchased. Control 
boxes come with student keys, teacher keys, battery, teacher correction templates, hook-and-loop strips 
for installation, and instruction book.

Ready-or-Not Tot®  
Parenting Simulators
Offer a realistic parenting experience with 
these functional, versatile parenting simula-
tors that will benefit any pregnancy education 
program. Use to demonstrate proper baby 
handling and care. Lifelike, anatomically cor-
rect simulator resembles a 20"L newborn, 
complete with soft body and movable head. 
Each manikin cries at preselected intervals 
around the clock, requiring students to tend 
the “baby.” Easy to operate — includes  
simple directions. Choose from 4 different 
models. All models except for Basic pro-
vide programmed tending events that are 
unpredictable to the student but easy for the 
teacher to monitor, and the included teacher 
correction template allows for quick student 
evaluation. Parenting simulators are educa-
tional tools and intended for students over 12 
years of age. Latex free. 

Nasco Ready-or-Not 
Tot® Infant Care Kit
Pair with the Nasco 
Ready-or-Not Tot Parent-
ing Simulator to give 
students real-world prac-
tice tending to an infant. 
Includes Nasco Introduc-
tion to Baby Care Booklet, 
drawstring backpack, 3 
infant gowns, 10 diapers, 
wipes, bottle, spoon, bib, 
socks, and a blanket.
NE40483 — $65.95
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Single Baby Kit. Kit also includes: 2 receiving 
blankets, 2 hooded towels, 2 undershirts, and 
baby gown. 
WA24064  White Baby
WA24065  Black Baby
Kit — $225.00

Kit with White & Black Babies. Also includes 5 
receiving blankets, 3 hooded towels, 3 under-
shirts, and 3 baby gowns. 
WA24066 — $310.60 
Nasco Introduction to Baby Care Booklet 
WA24831 — $7.00

Nasco Baby Care Kits
Baby doll is 20"L with jointed arms 
and legs to allow for changing posi-
tions. Soft vinyl body is washable. 
Includes seat for bathing, 3 cloth 
diapers, 3 disposable diapers, baby 
wipes, baby gown, 2 undershirts, 
booties, baby bottle, baby spoon, 
soap, bib, shampoo, washcloth, 
towel, cotton balls, baby oil, baby 
lotion, baby powder, and 20 baby 
care booklets.

Evenflo®  
Soft Infant 
Carrier
Perfect for 
carrying an 
infant simula-
tor around. 
Two front 
carrying posi-
tions (baby 
can face in or 
out). 
WA32126 — 
$38.99

Evenflo® Infant Seat
Simulate safe transportation practices and 
proper restraint using this infant seat and a 
Nasco Ready-or-Not Tot®. The five-point 
harness and two-piece chest clip securely 
fastens a manikin. Comes fully assembled. 
Fits 19"– 29" manikins or dolls. Assorted 
fabric colors and styles. Allow extra delivery 
time.  N
WA28949 — $79.99

DVD

CPR Prompt® Training and Practice Manikin 
Realistic anatomical markings (Adam’s apple, carotid arteries, navel, rib cage, 
chest notch) make it easy to learn correct hand placement for checking pulse, 
performing chest compressions, and more. Meets American Heart Association 
criteria for desirable manikin features. 5-year warranty on manikin. Allow extra 
delivery time for items with N.
Features:
• Practice of Heimlich maneuver, CPR, and mouth-to-mouth breathing
• Realistic anatomical markings 
• Head tilt/chin lift required to open airway
• Audible compression clicker to ensure proper technique
• Easy-to-clean heads (dishwasher safe)

Adhesive strip 
seals the  

face shield to 
the mouth.

NE40209

Laerdal® Mini Anne Plus 
Teach students lifesaving CPR skills with the  
use of an inflatable manikin torso that’s 
part of a self-learning CPR program. The 
16"L x 13"W x 2"H manikin features visible 
chest rise during ventilations and an audible 
clicker that gives immediate feedback on 
compression depth. The Mini Anne Plus 
Kit includes the essentials to help deliver 
quality training. For more information, go to 
nascoeducation.com. Allow extra delivery 
time. N
NE40209 Mini Anne Plus Body Complete — 
$71.76
LG02270  Mini Anne Plus Kit — $702.00
LG02271 Mini Anne Plus Body Complete with 
Pump Bag — $97.76

LG02270

Adult & Child CPR Anytime® Kit 
Everything your students need to learn the lifesaving skills of CPR, AED awareness, and choking  
relief in about 30 minutes. Kit includes Mini Anne® Personal CPR Manikin, Adult & Child CPR  
Anytime® DVD (English/Spanish), replacement lung, skills reminder card (English/Spanish),  
and manikin wipes.
NE40366 — $52.49

Mini Anne Global 
This low-cost CPR kit includes an inflatable Mini Anne® Personal CPR Manikin, a simulated AED 
trainer, and a plastic storage bag. The manikin includes landmarks for compression point loca-
tion, a clicker for audible feedback on optimal compression depth, and ventilations with visible 
chest rise. 20"L x 12"W x 31/2"H. 
NE40367 — $37.43

Mini Anne Lungs
Pack of 6 replacement lungs for Mini Anne® Personal CPR Manikin. 
NE40368 — $15.60

DVD

NE40366

NE40367

NE40368

Available Supplies
Face Shield/Lung Bags. Pkg. of 10. For 
adult, child, and infant CPR Prompt® 
manikins. Adhesive strips hold shields 
in place.
LF06206 Adult/Child — $19.95
LF06207 Infant — $20.95

Face Shield/Lung Bags. Pkg. of 100. 
Insertion tool included.
LF06208 Adult/Child — $98.95
LF06209 Infant — $88.95
Insertion Tool. Pkg. of 5.
LF06943 — $41.95

NEWNEW
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Nasco Love to Care™ Back Sack
The right size for protecting the Love to Care™ simulator. Polyester with a drawstring top and 
adjustable cord shoulder straps. 9" x 14". 
WA32201 — $5.70
Pack of 10 Back Sacks
WA32202 — $50.06 

Nasco Love to Care™ Parenting Simulator
Takes the glamour and novelty out of parenting sim-
ulation. Plain muslin simulator cries at preselected 
intervals around the clock. Press the red heart on 
the chest to stop the crying for a 10-minute tending 
time. Once the tending time is completed, it will cry 
again. Push the button to begin a sleeping period. 
This is an educational tool intended for students 
over 12 years of age and not a toy. 15"H. 
WA32122 — $55.50
Pack of 10 Nasco Love to Care™ Simulators
WA32123 — $531.84 

Components LF06001* LF06002 LF06050 LF06100 N LF06700 N LF06312

Adult/Child Manikin 1 5 5 1

Infant Manikin 1 5 2 1

Adult/Child Face Shield/Lung Bags 10 50 50 50 10

Infant Face Shield/Lung Bags 10 20

Lung Insertion Tool 1 1 1 1 1

Carrying Bag 1 (cardboard) 1 (nylon) 1 (nylon) 1 (nylon) 1 (nylon)

Each $131.17 $89.95 $436.95 $639.95 $737.95 $213.95

* Age selector dial adjusts chest compression piston for learning adult or child techniques.

Ready-or-Not Tot®

The Empathy Belly® Pregnancy Simulator
A specially designed, weighted vest that allows teens and adult males and females to experience 
pregnancy firsthand and gain a realistic understanding of what it feels like to be pregnant. Devel-
oped by Birthways, Inc.
Over 20 symptoms and effects of pregnancy are felt including:
• Weight gain of 30–33 lbs.
• Pregnant profile — enlarged breasts  

and abdomen
• Pressure on bladder and other  

internal organs
• Shortness of breath

• Postural changes of back and shift in center 
of gravity

• Mild fetal kicking “movements”
• Increased body temperature and perspiration
• Awkwardness in body movements
• Change in personal and sexual self-image

Effects are simulated through the use of a rib belt and strategic positioning of various weighted  
components. In order for the “pregnant” belly to look and feel realistic (rounder), it needs more  
water in the vinyl bladder. This teaching model includes an instructor’s training manual and DVD, 
laminated flashcard, 30 informed consent release forms, and a laminated color poster on the  
third trimester of pregnancy. Should not be used on anyone weighing less than 100 lbs. or more  
than 300 lbs. Fabric U.S.A. and imported.
Large Version (33 lbs.) with Expectant Father/Adult. Designed for men of average or above-average 
size/older teenage boys of above-average size or have the build of an adult male. Includes DVD.
SB43113  — $950.64
Small Version (30 lbs.) with Pregnancy Prevention. Fits most women, men of small stature, and 
most teenage girls and boys ages 12–18. Includes DVD.
SB43112  — $979.20
Replacement Weighted Vinyl Bladder. With water conditioner. 
SB27159 — $212.91
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Life/form® Universal AED Trainer
Simply push a button to set the sequence of events that will teach the appropriate steps to fol-
low in both “shock” and “no shock” situations. Select from 8 training scenarios for manual and 
hands-free training. Lightweight trainer comes with reusable pads and electrode sets, 9V bat-
tery, and operating instructions. Follows AHA Guidelines. 5-year warranty.
LF03740 — $484.90
Replacement Training Pads. Pkg. of  5 pairs.
LF03743 — $76.00

Pediatric AED Training Pads. Pkg. of 5 pairs.
LF03744 — $79.50

CPR and first aid 
training and certification

(Lesson 1 of 2. Download “Vol. 2: Triple threat triage,” to extend learning.) 

Volume 1 | Gr. 9–12

Time required: Grades 9 and 10, 
allow 2–3 weeks (daily schedule) 

Grades 11 and 12, allow 1–2 weeks, 
depending on class size

Developed with W. Deenene Brewer, MPH, healthcare science instructor at Empower College and Career Center, GA

LESSON 
PLAN

Objectives
Students will...
• Understand and execute adult, child, and infant CPR 
• Understand and execute first aid skills 
• Explain what condition is managed using CPR
• Describe how to assess a victim for sudden cardiac arrest
• Demonstrate how to perform CPR
• Demonstrate how to use an AED
• Explain basic first aid terminology
• Describe how to manage basic first aid scenarios

Resources
• CPR vocabulary and anatomy handout (p. 3)
• Optional quizzes that can be used in online games for 

review and vocabulary (pp. 5–9)
• CPR slides (pp. 10-46)

Materials
• CPR Prompt TPAK 700 7-Pack-Blue (LF06700)
• Adult Face Shield/Lung Replacement Bags (LF06208)
• Baby Buddy Lung Replacement Bags (LF06209)
• LIFEPAK CR Plus AED Trainer Device (SB46489)
• Practi-Valve CPR Training Valve (SB46504)
• Clorox Wipes (WA34853)

Standards 
Aligned to Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) American Heart 
Association (AHA) Guidelines 

STEL-2Z. Use management processes in planning, organizing, and 
controlling work.

Health
sciences

Developed with W. Deenene Brewer, MPH, Healthcare Science Instructor at Empower College and Career Center, GA

LESSON 
PLAN

Health
sciences

Triple threat triage
(Lesson 2 of 2. Download Volume 1, CPR and first aid training, to extend learning.) 

Volume 2 | Gr. 9–12

Time required: 1–2 weeks 
(daily schedule) 

Objectives
Students will...

• Review the biggest factors that influence a triage situation 
• Plan for responding to a three-injury emergency scenario

Prep
• Reproduce a class set of the “Triple threat triage student guide” 

to be used throughout this lesson. 
• Make three copies of the “Triple threat triage scenario list” and 

cut the scenarios into strips.

Materials list
• Triple threat triage student 

guide 
• Triple threat triage 

scenario list
• What Should I 

Do? The Basics 
of First Aid DVD 
(SB44860) (optional) 

• First Aid Emergency Kit (SB13977) (optional)
• Coach’s Team First-Aid Kit (PE03621)

STEL-2Z
Use management processes in planning, 
organizing, and controlling work.

ETS1.A 
Defi ning and Delimiting Engineering 
Problems: Criteria and constraints also 
include satisfying any requirements set 
by society, such as taking issues of risk 
mitigation into account, and they should 
be quantifi ed to the extent possible and 
stated in such a way that one can tell if a 
given design meets them.

S-IC.6
Evaluate reports based on data.

ELA-Literacy SL.9-10.1.d
Respond thoughtfully to diverse 
perspectives, summarize points of 
agreement and disagreement, and, 
when warranted, qualify or justify their 
own views and understanding and make 
new connections in light of evidence and 
reasoning presented.

Materials list
Triple threat triage student 

Triple threat triage 

What Should I 
Do? The Basics 

 DVD 
 (optional) 

First Aid Emergency Kit (SB13977) (optional)

PE03621

CPR and first aid
Health Sciences Lesson Plan

Triple threat 
triage

Health Sciences Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U28161.

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U28162.

Features:
• Adult and child capa-

bilities
• No messy cleanup
• Lightweight and 

portable
• Totally sanitary, one-

piece lung/mouth 
protection system

• Realistic chest rise

• Simple-to-use
• Tough and durable
• Unique airway sys-

tem opens and closes 
with proper technique

• Rebreathing airway
• Anatomically correct 

with palpable land-
marks

Basic Buddy® Plus Powered by Heartisense™
• 2019 AHA Compliant
• Student and instructor apps (included) provide real-time 

feedback and feature adult capabilities, as well as a real-
istic interface

• Training data is saved digitally on the phone or tablet
• Instruction manuals included
• Each add-on kit includes a breath module with a  

lung/mouth protection bag and a set of breath  
modules attached

• Requires 2 “AAA” batteries per kit (not included)
• 1-year limited warranty on Basic Buddy® Plus add-on kit 

hardware
*Student and instructor apps run on Apple® iPhone® 
devices. (iPad®, Android™, and Apple® tablet/phone not 
included).
LF03693(A) — $255.00

Components LF03693 LF03694 N LF03695 N LF03693(A)

Basic Buddy® Manikin w/Head 1 5 10 1

Lung Insertion Tool 1 5 10 1

Basic Buddy® Lung/Mouth  
Protection Bags

10 50 100 10

Lung Bag w/sensor 1

Add-on Kit 1

Instruction Manual 1 1 2

Carrying Bag 1 2

Each $138.95 $628.95 $1,157.95 $255.00

Available Supplies
Basic Buddy® Lung Bags.  
Pkg. of 100.
LF03696 — $72.95 

Basic Buddy® Carrying Bag. Holds 5 fully 
assembled manikins. 
LF03697 — $62.95

Student app:
Easy, intuitive real-time training and 
measurement of CPR feedback for 

improving students’ skills.

Instructor app:
Able to link up to 6 manikins.  

Well organized monitoring screens. 
Exporting/printing results.

Basic Buddy® CPR Manikin
Airway opens using head tilt/chin lift method with a visible chest rise when ventilated. 

Xiphoid process provides an anatomical reference point for hand placement and compres-
sions. Manikins fit into bags fully assembled.  5-year warranty on manikin. Allow extra delivery 

time for items with N.

3B Scientific BASICBilly+ CPR Training Manikin 
Easily train, monitor, analyze, and debrief your 
students’ CPR performances with this high-quality 
manikin. They will learn how to provide basic 
life support using correct cardiac massage and 
ventilation techniques while receiving direct feed-
back through a free and user-friendly mobile app. 
Manikin features realistic landmarks for learning 
correct hand position for chest compression and 
head-tilt functionality for resuscitations or simulate 
obstructed airways. Includes 5 disposable lung 
bags and an additional face mask for hygienic 
artificial ventilation. Allow extra delivery time. N
NE40269 Light  NE40270  Dark  
Each — $421.26

Laerdal® QCPR Trainers
Prepare students to be ready when it matters the most with these 
realistic and affordable manikins designed to train students and young 
medical professionals to become lifesavers through CPR training. Not 
only will these manikins improve training, but they will also increase 
student engagement and confidence by being user-friendly and 
having a realistic feel. Once set up, students will be ready to receive 
real-time feedback and learn all the key parameters of quality CPR 
as defined by the American Heart Association. Students can perform 
and practice foreign body removal, proper hand placement, and 
correct compression, ventilations, and more. Allow extra delivery time. 
N

Laerdal® Little Baby QCPR 
Key features: 

• Head-tilt with open/locked airway
• Feedback on hand positioning
• Visible chest-rise on ventilations
• See and feel the baby’s ribs
• Landmarks, nipples, breast tip
• Limbs with realistic movement
• Durable construction with realistic length and weight
• 2 “AA” batteries will last for months and are easily changed

LG02255  Little Baby QCPR – Light — $290.16
LG02257  Little Baby QCPR 4-Pack – Light — $1,090.96
LG02258  Little Baby QCPR 4-Pack – Dark — $1,090.96

Laerdal® Little Anne QCPR 
Key features: 

• Anatomically correct oral and nasal passages
• Perform head-tilt, nose-pinch, chin-lift, and jaw-thrust to see chest 

rise 
• See and hear that compressions are done correctly
• A built-in clicker signals when the correct compression depth is 

achieved
• Durable construction with realistic length and weight

Allow extra delivery time. N
LG02247 Light — $310.96

Laerdal™ AED Trainer 3
Simulates the Philips HeartStart® 
FR3 AED in appearance and opera-
tion. Configured with 8 real-world 
scenarios that are AHA and ERC 
2010 Guideline compliant. Includes 
AED Trainer 3, Quick Start Guide, 
HeartStart Training Pads III, Heart-
Start Interconnect Cable, external 
manikin adapter, training infant/
child key with tether, 4 AA alkaline 
batteries, and carry case. Allow 
extra delivery time. N
NE40557 — $599.00

Laerdal® Little Anne® Airways 
LG01059 — $85.00

Baby Anne® Airways 
• Pkg. of 24
LG01063 — $34.97

LG02255

NEW

First Aid & CPR

Laerdal® Little Anne AED Manikin
This realistic and affordable manikin is only operable when using the 
Laerdal® AED Trainer 3 (NE40557, below), a device that has 10 pre-
programmed scenarios for simulation training. This manikin features 
oral and nasal passages that allow realistic nose pinch required for 
mouth-to-nose ventilation. Natural obstruction of the airway allows 
students to learn the important technique of opening the airway. The 
head-tilt, chin-lift, and jaw-thrust functionality allows students to 
correctly practice all maneuvers necessary when resuscitating a real 
victim. Allow extra delivery time. N
LG02235 — $446.16
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HEALTH AWARENESS
First Aid & CPR

HEALTH AWARENESS

Nasco First Aid &  
Blood Pathogens Deluxe Kit
Put your students’ first aid skills to the test 
with these kits. During first aid training, sim-
ulate injury situations that need immediate 
attention so they are ready to help whenever 
there’s an emergency. For more information, 
visit nascoeducation.com.
NE40227 — $253.74

Children’s First Aid Poster Set
Features up-to-date information for CPR and 
choking first aid for infants and children or adults. 
Each poster features step-by-step instructions 
and photographs and text on each poster clearly 
explain how to safely resuscitate and clear 
obstructed airways. 18" x 24" each.
SB50010 — $41.70

Demo Dose® EpiPen Trainer
Teach the proper method of using a pre-
loaded syringe for allergic emergencies with 
this prototype of auto-injector syringe (with-
out a needle or medication). Unlimited use.
PN01127 — $22.44

Act+Fast™  
Anti-Choking Trainer
Students wear trainer to learn the Abdomi-
nal Thrust Maneuver. When performed 
correctly, a foam plug shoots into the air, 
making instruction realistic and leaving 
students confident. Can be used standing, 
sitting, on the ground, or for choking self-
rescue by using a counter or chair. Trainer 
has adjustable shoulder straps, air bladder 
for practicing Abdominal Thrust Maneuver, 
and 30 foam plugs (20 yellow standard 
plugs and 10 green easy plugs for beginners 
and children). Also includes foam back slap 
pad for additional choking rescue practice.
SB48084 — $172.00

Back slap pad for  
additional choking rescue

First Aid Basics: Knowing  
What to Do in an Emergency
Shows viewers how to respond to com-
mon medical emergencies while waiting 
for professional help to arrive. Each section 
describes trauma situations or symptoms of 
distress and the best way to address them. 
34-minute DVD. 
SB48716 — $129.95 DVD

First Aid Kit
A first aid kit designed for use with up to 
25 people. Packaged in a weatherproof 
plastic case with a wall mounting handle/
hanger. Complies with OSHA requirements. 
Contents meet ANSI Z308.12009. Visit 
nascoeducation.com for a full list of the 
contents of this kit.
SB13977 — $39.95

Brayden Pro CPR Training Manikin
Intuitive app and feedback screens provide real-time CPR 
feedback, including hands-off time and ventilation perfor-
mance. Offers a timeline of assessed performance measured 
through 8 key CPR metrics for quantitative analysis and 
debriefing. Can be configured for AHA and ERC Guidelines. 
Can be set for differing responder skill levels, 1 or 2 responder 
scenarios, and ventilation only or compression only. Monitors 
up to 6 manikins. Bluetooth® link connects manikin to app on 
Android™ tablet, allowing data to be exported. 
SB52400 — $1,274.84

SB51965

SB52400

SB50941

Brayden CPR Training Manikin
Lights display visual flow of blood from heart to 
brain during CPR. Anatomical landmarks include 
sternum, rib cage, sternal notch, and xiphisternum. 
Audible feedback reinforces compression depth
Realistic chest rise with correct ventilations. Oral 
and nasal passages allow realistic nose pinch 
required for mouth-to-nose ventilation. Realistic 
head tilt and chin lift for opening airway. Requires 
6 “C” batteries (included).
SB51965  Manikin w/Red Indicator Lights
SB50941  Manikin w/White Indicator Lights
Each — $573.48
Brayden CPR Training Manikin 4-Pack Carry Case
SB52287 — $161.00

Artificial Lung Kit
24 each of artificial lungs, silicone airway valves, and air filters. 
Compatible with Brayden CPR training manikins above.
SB52971 — $100.00

Medtronic Physio Control AED 
Training Electrodes Adhesive 
Pads — Five Pairs
Includes 5 pairs of reusable AED 
training electrode adhesive pads. 
Each pair works for approx. 30 
applications. NOTE: Not com-
patible with old-style training 
electrodes. 
SB34784 — $63.00

Practi-CRdM® CPR  
Compression Rate  
and Depth Monitor
Measure compression rate and 
depth while practicing CPR on a 
manikin. Monitor is worn on stu-
dent’s wrist. Provides an audible 
beep when compression depth is not within the range 
of 2"– 25/16" (5-6 cm). Diode illuminates red when com-
pressions are below 100 cpm or above 120 cpm. When 
compression rate is between 100-120 cpm, diode illumi-
nates green, allowing students to check their self-timing. 
Flexible wristband fits any size wrist. May be used with any training 
manikin. Rechargeable lithium battery lasts a minimum of 3-4 hours 
and may be charged via USB port (charging time: 2-3 hours). 1-year 
warranty. 
SB53208 — $55.95

Practi-Valve™  
CPR Training Valves
A cost-effective alternative 
to a standard one-way valve 
when using a CPR mask for 
classroom instruction. Fits 
most CPR masks. For train-
ing use only. 
SB46504 Box of 10 — $12.75 
SB50962 Bag of 50 — $58.82

AED Practi-Trainer — Bilingual
Offers bilingual scenarios (English and Spanish), a fully functional 
remote control, volume adjustment and pause functions, adult and 
child connectors, and pads. Includes 8 pre-programmed scenarios to 
simulate various cardiac arrest cases. Audible metronome paces CPR 
chest compressions. Audio port allows you to connect speakers so the 
entire class can hear scenarios as they play out. Plug-in design allows 
for easy upgrades and language changes. Includes nylon carrying case. 
Base requires 3 “AA” batteries (not included). Remote control requires 
2 “AAA” batteries (not included). Meets 2005 ECC guidelines.
SB47847 — $198.00
AED Practi-Trainer 4-Pack. Com-
pact carry case includes 4 trainers 
each with their own nylon carry 
case.
SB52283 — $740.00

Adult AED Trainer Pads - 1 Pair
SB47343  — $11.50

Zoll AED Trainer Package
Practice realistic device operation using AHA recommended training 
scenarios. Screen messages, audible tones, and voice prompts guide 
the user through all aspects of the rescue. Handheld remote control 
for instructor use is pre-programmed with the 8 American Heart 
Association Heartsaver AED training scenarios and offers a manual 
scenario function, plus attach pads, low battery, and call-for-service 
simulations. Training unit is powered by 6 “C” cell batteries (not 
included) or an AC adapter. Includes training electrode kit, training 
remote control, AC adapter, handheld cord, operator manual, and 
administration guide. 1-year limited warranty. 
100-8008 — $1,300.95

CPR Barrier Mask with Gloves
One-way valve eliminates blow back 
to the caregiver. Translucent vinyl mask 
conforms to facial contours, allowing easy 
monitoring of victim. Individually poly-
wrapped face shield, pair of non-latex 
vinyl gloves, and CPR instructions. 
SB47256 — $4.75

CPR Practi-SHIELD™
Offers cost-effective barrier protection for students 
sharing a manikin. Ideal for CPR and AED training. 
Individually folded and packed in a dispenser box. 
Latex free. For training only. Box of 36.
SB49982 — $12.50

CPR Mask Combo Kit
Adult/child mask features a one-
way filter valve and pliable bladder 
to facilitate proper seal. Infant 
mask uses the adult mask’s one-
way valve and is not collapsible. Kit 
includes 1 adult/child mask, 1 infant 
mask, a one-way valve with filter, 
disposable nitrile gloves, antiseptic 
wipe, instructions, and red zippered 
pouch with belt loops.
SB50954 — $23.29

First Aid & CPR
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EQUIPMENT PACKAGES/KITSEQUIPMENT 
PACKAGES/KITS

Save time with equipment 
packages and kits that give 
you everything you need to 
keep students active. Whether 
you’re refreshing gear for the 
new school year or starting 
from scratch, fill your gym with 
the essentials for students to 
use year-round. 

NEW

Nasco Individual PE Student Kit for 
Elementary Students
Gr. K–5  Get PE basics for use in class, for 
after-school programs or summer camp. 
Kit includes: set of 3 flying scarves, jump 
rope, 6" dia. ball, drawstring bag to hold 
contents, and an instruction sheet with 25+ 
activity ideas. 
NE40006  — $16.25

Nasco I Spy, I Move: Self-Management 
Adventures in Body and Mind Kit
Gr. PreK–3  Get outside, find some bugs, 
and let the fun begin. Use this kit in class, for 
after-school programs or summer camps. 
Watch how bugs move, compare their speeds, 
monitor distances traveled, and then see how 
students can do the same. SEL reflections 
included on included instructions. Kit includes 
"Everything You Need to Know About Bugs" 
book, Eye Spy magnifying bug viewer, bug 
net, pedometer, digital stopwatch, retractable 
tape measure, composition book, direction 
sheet, and drawstring bag.  
NE40047  — $35.53

Nasco Individual PE Student Kit for 
Middle Schoolers
Gr. 6–8  Help students stay active with a 
pedometer, resistance band, jump rope, and 
tennis ball. Use this kit in class, for after-
school programs or summer camps. Kit also 
includes: a composition book for journal-
ing, recording progress and more—making 
activity time part of the important SEL com-
ponent of your class time; a drawstring bag 
to hold contents; and an instruction sheet 
with a list of activities that can be assigned 
by the teacher or student-led.
NE40007  — $22.60

I SPY, I MOVE
Self-Management Adventures in Body and Mind

Look at your guide and in your 

notebook, write down all of the 

bugs you see and how they move.

Are they fast or slow? 

Do they jump, walk, fly, crawl, dig, slither, etc.? 

How do their body shapes help them move? 

Try to collect one and look closer if you’d like.  

(Be careful. Some bugs bite and sting!)

Before your walk:

Check the weather outside.

In your notebook, record 

the temperature.

Is it sunny, cloudy, rainy, 

snowy, etc.? 

Write in your notebook 

what you are wearing for 

your walk. Why is that 

important for the weather?

Stretch  

it out!

In the spring and fall, go 

on weekly adventures 

around where you live 

and look at the nature 

that surrounds you.  

Each week, make sure you walk 

through this list and record your  

information. You may notice that 

sometimes there are more bugs than 

other times. Why might that be? 

Pack in your adventure bag:

Think about what you need. Bring an adult.

• Water

• Bug container that magnifies

• Pedometer

• Insect guide

• Timer

• Measuring tape

• Net

• Notebook

• Pencil/Pen

ONLY AT NASCO

Hyper Ball Volume 3 | Gr. K–12

Developed with Erin Washkuhn, 2011 NASPE Elementary Teacher of the Year, Midwest District

LESSON 
PLAN

Object of the game
To be the first team to get all 10 tennis balls on their cones

Rules
• Gentle tags – no pushing or tripping.
• Tennis balls must be placed on the cones, not thrown at the cones.
• No puppy guarding the jail or cones.
• No tag backs.
• Have fun and work together.

Materials list
• 10 tennis balls (PE01096) (set of 3 practice balls)
• 24 medium cones (PE01373) (4 sets of 12" 

multicolored cones)
• 2 large cones (PE05906) (18" orange cones)
• Pinnies [PE05769(A-F)] (adult size in red, blue, 

yellow, orange purple or green) or [PE05770(A-F)] 
(youth size in red, blue, yellow, orange, purple, or 
green)
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PE/
Health

Objectives
Students will…
• Demonstrate teamwork and sportsmanship
• Increase cardiovascular enduranceMaterials list

Hyper Ball
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27886.

STAY ACTIVE
indoors and out!

Give every student their own 
supplies to keep them active!

NE40527

NE40535

NE40536 NE40537 NE40538

NE40530

STEM Sports® Kits and 
Supplemental Curriculum

STEM Sports’ turnkey K–8 curriculum uses popular sports and real-life application to drive STEM-based 
learning in classrooms, after-school programs, and camps. Each curriculum has 8 lessons that provide a 
minimum of 16 hours of instruction and include physical activity. The 5E lesson plans are aligned to NGSS, 
CCSS, and/or National Standards for K–12 Physical Education, and many include worksheets. The program 
is easily scalable for teachers, administrators, and even volunteers. Allow extra delivery time. N

Programs are available in 3 options:
• Full Kit: Includes the curriculum manual and all the reusable sports equipment and 

science supplies needed to fully implement the program
• Kit Without Sports Equipment: Includes the curriculum manual and all the 

reusable science supplies needed
• Curriculum Manual Only: No sports equipment or science supplies included

Multi-Sport for Grades K–2. Includes 8 lessons, 2 
each about soccer, football, basketball, and golf. 
NE40527 Full Kit — $2,650.00
NE40534 Kit Without Sports Equipment — $1,950.00 
NE40540 Curriculum Manual Only — $875.00

Multi-Sport for Grades 3–5 & 6–8. Includes 8  
lessons, 2 each from the Basketball, Football,  
Soccer, and Volleyball modules. 
NE40526 Full Kit — $2,650.00
NE40533 Kit Without Sports Equipment — $1,950.00 
NE40539 Curriculum Manual Only — $875.00
Basketball for Grades 3–5 & 6–8
NE40528 Full Kit — $1,550.00
NE40535 Kit Without Sports Equipment — $1,235.00 
NE40541 Curriculum Manual Only — $875.00

Football for Grades 3–5 & 6–8
NE40529 Full Kit — $1,550.00
NE40536 Kit Without Sports Equipment — $1,235.00 
NE40542 Curriculum Manual Only — $875.00
Soccer for Grades 3–5 & 6–8
NE40531 Full Kit — $1,600.00
NE40537 Kit Without Sports Equipment — $1,235.00 
NE40544 Curriculum Manual Only — $875.00
Volleyball for Grades 3–5 & 6–8
NE40532 Full Kit — $2,100.00
NE40538 Kit Without Sports Equipment — $1,450.00 
NE40545 Curriculum Manual Only — $875.00
Golf for Grades 3–5 & 6–8
NE40530 Full Kit — $2,050.00
NE40543 Curriculum Manual Only — $875.00
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Nasco P.E. Station Starter Pack
Accommodates 54 students. Includes 6 foam flying discs, 12 hoops 
(30"), 6 volleyballs, 12 Hi-Li scoops, 6 basketballs, 12 limited flight safety 
baseballs (3"), 12 limited flight safety softballs (4"), 6 footballs, 6 soccer 
balls, 6 playground balls, 6 polyethylene cones (9"), 6 mesh ball bags, and 
1 mesh storage bag. Colors may vary. N
PE04067 — $607.99

Nasco School Pack
Includes 6 Nasco Easy Grip balls (6"), 6 Nasco Sup-
R-Safe® volleyballs, 6 flying foam discs (81⁄4" dia.), 6 
Nasco cup and limited flight safety ball sets, 6 Nasco 
Soft Tek soccer balls (size 5), 6 jump ropes with yellow 
handles (8'), 12 scoops with 6 limited flight safety balls, 6 
women’s size basketballs in 6 colors (281⁄2"), 6 Nasco Soft 
Tek junior footballs (10"), 6 ball hops, 6 Nasco spots (10" 
dia.), 6 Nasco Easy Grip balls in 6 colors (8"). Colors 
may vary. 
PE09167 — $435.64

Nasco Recess Playground Pack
Accommodates 50 students. Includes 4 Spald-
ing® TF-150 basketballs (2 each of size 5 and size 
6), 1 set of indoor/outdoor bases, 1 foam safety 
bat with ball (27"), 4 competition flying discs 
(91⁄4". dia.), 1 Nasco red playground ball (81⁄2"), 18 
plastic segmented jump ropes (6 each of 7', 8', 
and 16'), 2 Champion® rubber soccer balls (size 
4), 2 POOF® foam footballs (91⁄2"), 1 POOF® 
spiral foam football (8"), 2 POOF® foam soccer 
balls (71⁄2" dia.), 1 Fun Gripper™ football (81⁄2"), 
3 Nasco playground balls (81⁄2"), 6 game cones 
(6"), 2 mesh bags with shoulder strap (48" x 
24"), and 6 Twirl ‘n’ Jumps. Colors may vary.
PE07130 — $331.20

Nasco Middle School Sport Pack
Includes a variety of balls appropriate for middle school sports. 
Includes 6 basketballs (size 6); 6 Mikasa® footballs (size 4); 
6 Nasco soccer balls (size 5; 1 each of 6 colors); 6 Tachikara® 
Volley-Lite® white volleyballs; 2 mesh ball bags with drawstring 
top and shoulder strap (48" x 24").
PE08302 — $446.55

Nasco Elementary  
Classroom Playground Kit
Set of 31 assorted playground items. 
Perfect for recess and PE class. Colors 
may vary. For a full list of components, 
visit nascoeducation.com.
EL11109 — $176.50

Nasco Hand-Eye Coordination Kit
Have students practice hand-eye coordination with 84 assorted items 
to throw, catch, and scoop up. Kit includes beanbags, foam disks, balls, 
and more. For a full list of components, visit nascoeducation.com.
PE01760 — $299.50

Nasco Sup-R-Safe® Ball Package
Inflatable “foam” balls. Not foam-coated; roto-molded without seams. 
Foamed-vinyl walls. High-tactile surface. Air fillable through standard 
athletic-ball valves. Include 6 each of softballs, playground balls, vol-
leyballs, soccer balls, basketballs, and footballs.
PE08297 — $231.85

Nasco Elementary Sport Pack
Dribble, throw, kick, and volley with a set of 24 assorted balls. 
Pack includes enough balls for students to play a variety 
of team sports in class like basketball, football, soccer, and 
volleyball. Colors may vary. For a full list of components, visit 
nascoeducation.com.
PE08303 — $329.15

ONLY AT NASCO ONLY AT NASCO

Refresh your supply of balls 
that get lots of use

SAVE WITH NASCO 
EQUIPMENT PACKS
Stock up on quality gear for a 
variety of sports and activities

Nasco Before & After School Pack
Accommodates 100 students. Includes 6 Nasco ULTRABALLS™ (81⁄2" 
dia.), 6 RHINOskin® balls (31⁄2" dia.), 6 Nasco rubber basketballs (size 
6), 6 Nasco rubber footballs (size 4), 6 Nasco rubber soccer balls (size 
4), 3 Fun Gripper™ soccer balls (size 4), 6 SuperSafe™ footballs (size 
4), 6 rainbow plastic flying discs, 6 RHINOskin™ coated foam discs, 
4 bases, 2 Super Bats (29" L), 6 limited flight safety softballs (3" dia.), 
12 nylon jump ropes (6 each of 8' L and 9' L), 1 set of UltraSof™ foam 
horseshoes, 6 plastic cones (12" H), and 6 mesh bags with shoulder 
strap (48" L x 24" W). Colors may vary. Allow extra delivery time. N
PE07126 — $530.14
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GAMES &  
ACTIVITIES

Quick Index

There’s no such thing as 
boredom when there are active 
games to play and interesting 
activities to engage in. Help 
students refine their motor 
skills, build social skills, and 
more while having a blast  
in class. 

GAMES & ACTIVITIES
Cooperative Games

Nasco Foam Croquet Set
6 mallets (291/2") with plastic shafts, foam 
handles, and foam heads; 9 wickets with 
foam bases; 6 foam balls; and 2 foam pins. 
Mallets and balls come in 6 colors. Mallet 
head: 5" x 21/4". • CHOKING HAZARD (1, 3). Not 
for under 3 yrs.
PE08681 — $77.75

Nasco Indoor Bocce Set
Can be used both indoors and out where 
“limited roll” is necessary. Neoprene cover. 6 
pairs of rainbow-colored balls and 1 “Jack” 
(target ball). For up to 6 players.
PE09146 — $69.30

Ring Toss
Includes 5 colorful artificial rubber rings (5") 
and 161/2" x 161/2" x 7"H base. 
PE07565 — $100.40

Indoor/Outdoor Horseshoe Set
Rubber-coated shoes. 4 rubber horseshoes 
and 2 rubber mats with pegs.
PE00382 — $29.95

Metal Ladderball®
Bolas perform like real golf balls. Steel lad-
der: 37" x 81/2" x 5". Includes 2 ladders, 6 
bolas, and travel/storage carrying bag.
PE07383 — $73.35

Replacement bolas 
available online

Deck 
 Tennis Rings
6" dia. sponge 
rubber rings. Play 
indoors or out. Set 
of 12; 4 assorted 
colors (colors may 
vary). 
PE00385 — $54.80

B. Alphabet Beanbags
Printed with upper- and lowercase letters.  
Canvas covers. Nontoxic plastic pellet filling.  
Set of 26; 4" x 4" each.
PE01180 — $41.95

Beanbag Toss 
All-weather lawn target with 301/2" x 301/2" 
frame and mesh pockets. 6 classic-style 
beanbags. 
PE05565 — $46.35

A. Smart Toss™ Beanbag Tossing Game
4 play options: colors, numbers, shapes, and 
free play. Wipe-clean vinyl board with carrying 
handle (24" L x 20"W x 19"H when set up), 12 
canvas beanbags that store in 2 pockets, and 
activity guide.
PE06576 — $116.07

D. Target Matz
Two teams of 2 players take turns throwing  
discs onto mats to score points. Includes 2 mats, 
4 blue discs, and 4 red discs. For 4 players. 
PE07324 — $110.95

C. Baggo: The Official Bag Toss Game
Two lightweight polyethylene game boards with 
handles (2' x 3 '; 6" dia. hole) are superior to 
wooden boards. 8 beanbags (65% polyester/35% 
cotton) filled with treated, unpopped corn. Includes 
instructional booklet, wall mounting bracket, built-
in scorekeeper, and distance regulator.
PE06751 — $172.20

E. RampShot™
Players attempt to throw balls directly into goal 
to score points. Both teammate and stealer from 
other team stand behind goal and attempt to 
catch rebounding balls for points or extra tosses. 
3 out of 4 players are always active. Includes 2 
ramps, 2 nets, 2 stickers to place on ramps, and 
4 balls. For 4 players (2 teams of 2 players).
PE09313 — $87.55
Set of 4 Replacement Balls. 2 yellow, 2 green.
PE09498 — $12.90

A

D E

B

C

9 Square in the Air 
Player in center square serves ball to any other square by hitting ball up and out of top of center 
game square. Players must return the ball to another player’s square to remain in game. 
Deluxe Game Set. PVC pipes are height-adjust-
able at 5', 6', and 7'. Pipes snap and lock into 
metal connectors. Protective feet, game ball, 
and storage bags. Assembled structure: 18'L x 
18'W x 5' to 7'H. Allow extra delivery time. N 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
NZ10239 — $922.85

Replacement Balls. Latex free. Pack of 5.
PE09617 — $32.75

MASTER THE ART
of agility and accuracy

Improve hand-eye  
coordination

 Cooperative Games 40–44

 Classic Games 45

 Playground Balls 46–49

 Domes, Cones,  
              Poly Spots, Hurdles 50–52

 Hula Hoops 53

 Pinnies 54

 Jump Ropes 55

 Scooters & Ride Ons 56

 Flying Discs & Saucers 57–58

 Play Balls 59

 Balance 60

Nasco Ladder Golf Set
All-weather foam bolas. Safe for indoor use. 
Easy to set up. 2 PVC goals (27"L x 24"W x 
39"H) and 6 bolas (3 yellow and 3 orange). 
PE08977 — $65.10
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PVC Beanbags
Internal seams. Sets of 12 in 6 colors.
PE03865 4" x 4" — $29.95 PE03866 5" x 5"— $34.95

Soft Cloth Beanbags
Overlocked edges. Nontoxic plastic pellet filling. 3 each of 4 colors.
PE01297  3" x 3"— $9.95
PE01304 4" x 4"— $10.95

PE01311  5" x 5"— $12.95
PE01318 6" x 6"— $18.95

Deluxe Parachutes
Ideal for achieving cooperative group 
movement through many different activi-
ties. Ripstop nylon. Carrying bag.

Product No. Dia. No. of Handles Each
PE01680 6' 8 $15.95
PE01681 12' 12 $58.95
PE01682 20' 18 $122.95
PE01683 24' 20 $109.95
PE02623 35' 28 $247.80

Nasco Cannon Launchers
Stomp on launcher and launch balls into the 
air. Fun unique way to work on catching and 
racket skills. Uses 3" balls. 91/2"W x 5"H. Works 
with Nasco 3" All Sport Balls, tennis balls, and 
70 mm foam balls.
Set of 6 Cannon 
Launchers. 36 balls  
(6 of each color).
PE08747 — $175.85

Individual Cannon 
Launcher. With 6 balls. 
No color choice.
PE09151 — $29.55

Nasco Battle of the Ships
Turn the famous ship-sinking game into a 
live-action game. Teams place ships on their 
sides of the court and set up pins. Sink ships 
by knocking over other team’s pins. 10 ships 
(5 red, 5 blue), and 34 pins (17 red, 17 blue). 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE09137 — $155.25

Treasure Island
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27761.

Developed by Troy Pickard, Olivet College, Olivet, MI

LESSON 
PLAN

PE/Health/
SEL

Treasure Island Volume 11 | Gr. K-12

Time: 50 mins.

Object of the game
To successfully knock down all of the other teams’ bowling pins.

Objectives
Students will…
• Demonstrate teamwork and sportsmanship
• Learn how to develop strategies
• Practice throwing skills
• Increase cardiovascular endurance

Materials list
• Cannon launchers, set of 6 launchers and 

36 balls (PE08747)
• Super Scooters, 16"; 2 scooters per team 

(PE09199-PE09204)
• Foam bowling pins, set of 10; 4 pins per 

team (PE08674)
• Floor Tape, 1", set of 6 rolls (PE08259)
• 36 RHINOskin® “Soft Play” balls, set of 6; 

6 per team (PE04237)

9" Balloons 
Pkg. of 25. 
•CHOKING HAZARD (2). 
Not for under 8 yrs. 
9715554 — $3.30

12" Balloons
Pkg. of 50. • CHOK-
ING HAZARD (2). Not for 
under 8 yrs. 
9742228 — $7.35

Nasco Scoop Ball Set
Challenges hand-eye coordination skills as 
players try to position themselves just right so 
that they can catch the ball in the scoop with-
out the ball bouncing out. Each color includes 
pair of scoops and ball. Set of 6 colors. 
PE04242 — $36.44

Nasco Soft Catch Pads
Flexible catch pads allow ball to stick anywhere 
on the surface. Ball sticks to catch pad via 
hook-and-loop. Catch pads have adjustable 
wrist strap. Nylon construction for durability. 
Includes 6 catch pads in 6 colors (8" dia.) and 
6 balls in matching colors (21/2" dia.).
PE09733 — $29.10

Nylon Beanbags
Ready to withstand constant use. Set 
of 6 assorted colors.
PE07357 3" — $7.75
PE07358 4" — $8.85

G

A. Nasco Rainbow Catch-a-Cups
Baseball-size limited flight safety ball attached 
to strong, thin nylon cord. Remove ball and cord 
to play bounce-catch with a tennis ball. Use with 
fleece balls during relays. Set of 6 colors.
PE07083 — $15.70

I. Nasco Bucket Ball Transfer
Develop teamwork, communication, and prob-
lem-solving skills. Up to 10 students work as a 
team to move and dump “toxic waste” (16 balls) 
into “neutralizing container” (green baskets). 
Each of 10 detachable ropes (5' each) are easily 
repositioned on transport basket for additional 
problem-solving opportunities.
PE08695 — $101.45

G. Ring Toss Game
Play indoors or out. 18 foam rings in 6 colors (10" 
dia. each) and 6 plastic cones in 6 colors (12" H). 
PE07356 — $167.95

H. Team Walking Straps
Designed to train cooperation and balance for 5 
people walking together. Made of soft material.  
Set of 2; each 55" L.
PE09421 — $38.95

E. Flipitz
Race to flip foam pieces to have your color on 
top, use as knockdown targets, build pyramids, 
and more. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE09725 — $156.59

D. Nasco Giant Egg and Spoon Set
A large version of the classic egg-and-spoon 
race. Develops hand-eye coordination and bal-
ancing skills. Both eggs and spoons are covered 
in soft fabric. Includes 6 eggs (12" x 20") and 6 
spoons (8" x 15"), 1 each of 6 colors.
PE09553 — $111.75

F. Nasco Marble Run
Students line up tubes and think and act quickly 
so they don’t lose their marbles. Fast-paced 
challenge requires teamwork and cooperation. 
Includes 8 PVC tubes and 3 extra-large marbles. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1, 5, 6). Not for under 3 yrs.
PE08694 — $48.65

Set of 24

C

I

F

H

B

B. Lollipop Foam Paddles
Gr. K+  Durable, sturdy foam paddles for  
batting around balloons, pom poms, and more.  
17"L x 8" dia. x 2" thick. Set of 6 colors.
PE03322 — $53.64

C. Nasco Blindfolds
Perfect for cooperative and trust activities. Elas-
tic headband with hook-and-loop closure. Soft 
fabric blindfolds fit most kids and adults. Set of 6 
colors. Fabric imported.
PE08937 — $36.00
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Speed Stacks® Jumbos
Make floor relays and doubles stacking a challenge. Includes 6 each of  
6 colors. 9" dia. x 101/2"H.
PE09935 — $252.58

StackMat™ Voxel Glow
Optimum stacking surface. Accuracy to 0.001 seconds. Memory 
feature to save best times. Data port to connect to external display. 
Has Gen 4 Graphics, Gen 4 Pro Timer, Gen 4 Voxel Glow Mat, and 
Gear Bag.
PE09513 — $42.55

Speed Stacks® Tournament Display Pro
Displays data to 3 decimal places when 
connected to StackMat™ Pro Timer or to 
2 decimal places with Gen 2 Timer. Shows 
stacker’s time in digits visible up to 100' away. 
Runs for approximately 32 hours of continu-
ous use with standard alkaline batteries.
PE08543 — $158.60

Speed Stacks®
The official cups of the WSSA (World Sport Stacking Association).  
Sets of 12 cups with quick release stem and online stacking instructions.
PE03906  Green
PE03907  Yellow
PE03908  Orange

PE03909  Pink
PE03910  Blue
PE03912  Purple

PE03914  Red

Set — $24.99

Spikeball®
Intense, fast game reminiscent of volleyball. Smack palm-sized ball 
down on taut, hula hoop-sized net so it ricochets up at other team. 
Team has up to 3 hits to control ball and bounce it back. For 2 teams 
of 2 players each.
Spikeball®. For beginners and recreational play. 36" dia. x 8"H net, 3 
balls (4" dia.) and backpack.
PE09150 — $66.89
Spikeball® Pro. The official kit of U.S.A. Spikeball® tournaments. Legs 
and rims are 33% stronger. Ball allows for spin. 36" dia. x 8"H net, 2 
balls (4" dia.), official serving line, portable ball pump and gauge, and 
backpack. 
PE09696 — $109.60

Speed Stacks® Sport Packs
Enough equipment for your entire class to participate at once. Includes 
curriculum guide, soft carrying case, and online stacking instructions. 
Allow extra delivery time.
15 Sets. 15 sets of Speed Stacks® 
(red, blue, green, yellow, orange 
and purple), 3 StackMats™ 
(timer and mat).
Z51403 — $508.10

30 Sets. 30 sets of Speed Stacks® 
(red, blue, green, yellow, orange 
and purple), 6 StackMats™ 
(timer and mat).
Z51404 — $759.00

Large Block Towers
Gr. 3+  Includes 58 
pine blocks and carry-
ing/storage bag.
Giant. Builds from 3' 
up to 5'. tall. Blocks 
are 81/4"L. Allow extra 
delivery time.  N
PE07317 — $214.26
Jumbo. Builds from 2' 
up to 5' tall. Blocks are 
6"L. 
PE09948 — $99.95

Giant 4-in-a-Row Game
Plywood frame and smooth finished wooden 
black and red counters. Remove locking 
pegs at side to flip frame and let counters fall 
out. 223/4"L x 16"W. 
PE09396 — $85.31

Crayola® Washable  
Sidewalk Chalk
Use on almost any surface, includ-
ing paper, driveways, sidewalks, 
and more. Spray with water to 
wash. Assorted colors. Box of 48.
9732029 — $7.40

Giant Floor Games
Players must get up and move around 
carpet to move pieces. Contains carpet 
and all needed pieces. Carpet size: 70" x 
63" x 3/16".
Complete Set. Includes 1 of each game  
below.
PE09277 — $76.55
Individual Games
PE08645  Chess PE08646  Checkers
Each — $41.95

A. Checkers
SB12685 — $6.95

B. Scrabble®
9719346 — $26.73

F. Uno®
SN00501 — $9.95

C. Connect 4®
SB19383 — $20.95

D. Sorry!® Board Game
SB19710 — $19.95

E. Monopoly®
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB19709 — $34.95
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GAMES & ACTIVITIESGAMES & ACTIVITIES

Tachikara® Playground Ball Set
Resilient and soft. Triple protection against ozone and weathering. 
Antioxidant agent added to rubber for added durability. 2 ply. Set of 6 
colors; 81/2" dia.
PE00073 — $32.90

Nasco Colored Playground Balls
Soft but extremely tough. Great for kickball. Latex free. 2 ply. 100% 
rubber. Set of 6; 81/2" dia.
PE00392 — $39.65

Mikasa® Playground Balls
Perfect for 4-square and other playground games. Made of premium 
rubber. Latex free. 81/2" dia. 
PE08485  Neon Orange
PE08486  Neon Green
PE08487  Red

PE08488  Blue
PE08489  Yellow 
PE08490  Pink

PE08491  Green
PE08492  Purple

Each — $9.80

Heavy-Duty 4-Ply  
Playground Ball
Rubber shell with nylon 
winding over rubber bladder. 
81/2" dia.
PE00233 — $9.15

Voit® Playground Set
High quality at an economical price. Rubber. Set of 6 colors; 81/2" dia.
PE06061 — $38.65

Baden® Playground Balls
PE01675  Orange 
PE01676  Blue
PE01677  Green 

PE01678  Yellow
PE01679  Purple

Each — $7.75 

Nasco Red Rubber Playground Balls
Use for kickball, dodgeball, etc. 2 ply.
PE00229  5" ball — $6.90
PE00230  6" ball — $6.50
PE00231   7" ball — $7.50
PE00232  10" ball — $7.87
PE03171  13" ball — $16.40

Mikasa® World Adult  
Kickball Association® Kickballs
Official WAKA game balls. Premium rubber 
cover. Latex free.
PE08478  Youth Kickball, 81/2" — $11.30
PE05595  Adult Kickball, 10" — $13.60

RHINOSkin® Poly Playground Ball Sets
Bladderless and seamless. Rotational molding process duplicates feel, texture, and weight of the 
best playground balls on the market. No shape distortion or air leakage, even if overinflated. Sets 
of 6 colors.
PE07683  Set of 6" balls — $41.20
PE07685  Set of 81/2" balls — $60.35

Playground BallsPlayground Balls
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FIND THE PERFECT BOUNCE
for individual or group play
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E. RHINOskin® Allround
Vinyl coating is hand sprayed onto the balls, giving them superb qual-
ity control. Great for little hands. High density. Set of 6 colors; 61/4".
PE00240 — $97.41

F. RHINOskin® Special
No-sting practice increases confidence. High density. Set of 6 colors; 
81/2" dia.
PE04239 — $169.00

B

C

A

A. Nasco Low Density Dodgeball
Set of 6 colors; 61/4".
PE07216 — $48.65

B. Nasco Low Density  
Softi Balls
Set of 6 colors; 61/4". 
PE07374 — $62.05

C. Nasco Special  
High Density Ball Set
Set of 6 colors; 81/4".
PE07375 — $80.25

The technique used to create Soft Skin foam balls molds 
the outer skin and foam ball together, making it more 
durable than a sprayed-on coating. Each ball has a smooth 
outer surface and is safe for use at all grade levels.

D. RHINOskin® Dodgeballs
Soft to eliminate the fear of being hurt when hit. Ultra-durable, high-
quality foam construction. Non-sting surface. Polyurethane cover. Set 
of 6 colors. 6" dia.
PE04237 — $84.95

Blaster ball
Volume 5 | Gr. K–12

Developed with Erin Washkuhn, 2011 NASPE Elementary Teacher of the Year, Midwest District

LESSON 
PLAN

Materials list
• 4 cones, 12" H (PE00346) 
• 25-30 RHINOskin® Dodgeballs (PE04237) 
• Omnikin® Ultra Ball (PE02276)
• Nasco Soft Tek Soccer Ball Set (PE08701) 

PE/
Health

Object of the game
Be the first team to get the Omnikin® ball to cross the other team’s goal 
line by using accurate throws.

Objective
Students will…
• Practice accurate throwing

Blaster ball
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27888.

Super Ball Set
High density. Sets of 6 colors.
Super 70 Ball Set. Baseball size (21/2" dia.). 
PE07211 — $19.85

Super 90 Ball Set. Softball size (31/4" dia.). 
PE07210 — $29.10

PRACTICE CATCHING SKILLS SAFELY
with these alternatives to hard baseballs

For a complete selection of 
dodgeballs, visit nascoeducation.com

RHINOskin® Foam Ball Pack
• 12 Softi balls (61/4" 

dia.; 2 each of 6 
colors)

• 12 Special balls 
(81/2" dia.; 2 each of 
6 colors)

• 2 mesh ball bags 
with drawstring top 
and shoulder strap

PE08296 — $503.03

Nasco Value Ball Packs
These packs each contain an assortment of balls for three different 
 levels of play.
Elementary Ball Pack
• 6 junior basketballs
• 6 junior footballs
• 6 junior volleyballs
• 6 size 3 soccer balls
PE01756 — $205.00 

Middle School Ball 
Pack
• 6 rubber 

basketballs
• 6 rubber footballs
• 6 volleyballs
• 6 size 4 soccer balls
PE01755 — $186.45 

Official-Size Ball Pack
• 6 rubber 

basketballs
• 6 rubber footballs
• 6 volleyballs
• 6 size 5 soccer balls
• 6 playground balls 

(81/2")
PE01757 — $211.05

Elementary  
Ball Pack

Nasco Foam Softball Set
Safe, durable foam construction. Set of 6 colors; 31/2" dia. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (3). Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE08659 — $16.25

Nasco All-Sport Ball Set
Inflatable. Easy to hold and catch. Seam-free molding process ensures 
balls won’t break apart or peel. Bounce, size, and resistance adjustable 
with standard valve. Set of 6 colors; 4" dia. 
PE08364 — $19.85

D

E

F

UNIQUE  
COATINGS

make for safer, more  
durable equipment

GAMES & ACTIVITIESGAMES & ACTIVITIES
Playground BallsPlayground Balls
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Domes, Cones, Poly Spots, HurdlesDomes, Cones, Poly Spots, Hurdles

Speed Hurdles
Perfect for speed and jumping drills. Adjust the space between each 
hurdle to test stride length. Made of lightweight PVC plastic.
6" Speed Hurdle Set. Set of 6 
colors.
PE06447 — $79.31

12" Speed Hurdle Set. Set of 6 
colors.
PE06448 — $82.40

Adjustable Training Hurdle
Adjusts to 11 different sizes, 12" to 24". 
Collapses for safety when hit. High-
impact plastic cross board. Powder-
coated 1" steel legs.
PE04252 — $39.75

Multi-Dome II®
Domes have 5 pole slots and 4 perimeter holes for multiple obstacles. 
Fill with water or sand and seal with cap. ABS plastic. Holds any diam-
eter hoops. Middle of horizontal slot can hold wands or make game 
standards. 10" dia. x 5"H. Set of 6 colors. 
PE03365 — $112.05

Nasco Cones with Poles
Round base with slotted top lets you add instructions for stations and 
games. 391⁄2" pole fits in slotted top. Connect hula hoops or flat hoops 
with clips (not included) to create stations. Cones are 12"H. 6 cones 
and 6 poles.
PE09253 — $61.70
Set of 6 Cones. 6 colors. 
PE08749 — $36.30

391/2" Pole. 1" dia.
PE08954 — $3.50

Set of 48 Cones. 8 of each color. 
PE08104 — $39.95
Saucer Field Cone Carrier Only. For 
up to 100 cones.
PE00343 — $6.15

Individual Saucer Field Cone. 
Orange.
PE00344 — $1.30

Ultimate Cone Crossbar
Adjusts to fit all plastic and vinyl cones. Over/under bars can fit over 
the tops of narrow plastic cones and the wider diameters of vinyl 
cones. Adjustable end loop. 2" square flat surface area allows them to 
rest on top of cone when they need to fall off with just a grazing of the 
foot or leg. Set of 6 colors.
PE07333 — $55.50

Plastic Cone Set
Bright colors for high visibility. Lightweight polyethylene. Easy to stack and carry. Economical. 
Set of 6 colors; 12"H. 
PE05970 — $19.80

Flo Cone
Vinyl cones are highly 
visible. Easy storage.
PE05906 28" — $27.90
PE05907 36" — $45.75

Polyvinyl Orange Cones
Single piece construction. 
PE00345 9" — $2.15
PE00346 12" — $3.30
PE00347 15" — $5.05
PE00348 18" — $7.75

Poly 12" Numbered Cones
Sturdy, flexible, nonporous polyethylene. 
Cones numbered 1–10. Orange.
PE09641 — $125.25

Cone Island
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27758.

Cone Island Volume 14 | Gr. K-12

Time: 50 mins.

Developed with Coach Anthony Stone

LESSON 
PLAN

PE/
Health

Object of the game
Be the team with the most saucer field cones next to their team’s large cone before 
time expires to win.

Objectives
Students will…
• Get moving as fast as possible in a short amount of time
• Learn how to get from Point A to Point B as fast as possible (Gr. K-2)
• Learn how to work together as a team and get the little cones back home 

(Gr. 3-12)

Materials list
• Saucer Field Cones, 48 cones (PE08104)
• 18" Poly Cones, set of 6 (PE01366)
• Large Super Strap & Flag 30-pack 

(PE09168)
• Economy Plastic Hoops, set of 12, 36" dia. 

(PE00406)
• Youth Scrimmage Vests [PE05770(A-F)] 

Poly Cones
Tough, long lasting, poly vinyl. Heavy, 
weighted base. Flexible.
Sets of 6 Colors
PE01373  12"  — $65.80
PE01366  18"  — $97.15
*PE09639  36"  — $307.65
Individual Orange. 18"
PE01361 — $17.50

* Allow extra delivery time. N

Saucer Field Cones &  
Cone Carrier Set
Use for drills, skill stations, or 
on the playground. Easy to 
store and transport with the 
two included lightweight cone 
carriers. 9" dia. 2 carriers 
store up to 100 cones each. 
Set includes 180 saucer cones 
in 6 colors and 1 cone holder. 
PE07905 — $189.50

GAMES & ACTIVITIESGAMES & ACTIVITIES

Multi-Dome™ Arch-Gates
Set up an obstacle course, soccer challenge, use as “arch” goals, etc. 
Requires two Multi-Domes™ (PE03365, below) per arch. Set of 6 
colors. 28"W x 36"H.
PE03430 — $64.40
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Hula HoopsDomes, Cones, Poly Spots, Hurdles

D

A. Round Marker Set
Use as targets or bases. Polyvinyl. Soft and flex-
ible. Set of 6 colors; 9" dia. 
PE06418 — $18.95

Set of 6 colors. 
PE08614  10" — $19.85
PE09739  19" — $69.25

D. Arrow Marker Sets
Polyvinyl. Soft and flexible. Sets of 6 colors. 
Complete Set. Includes 1 of each set below.
PE09281 — $28.65
Curved Arrow Markers. 
11" x 10". 
PE05972 — $14.20

Straight Arrow Markers. 
15" x 6".
PE05973 — $16.15

B. Poly Spots
Divide kids up, set up skill stations. Use as 
directional cues. Tough, weatherproof, flexible, 
nonskid vinyl. 
5" Poly Spots — Set of 6 Colors
PE03572 — $21.65
9" Poly Spots — Set of 6 Colors
PE01408 — $32.05
Individual 9" Poly Spots
PE01402  Red
PE01405  Green
PE01403  Orange

PE01406  Blue
PE01404  Yellow
PE01407  Purple

Each — $6.20

C. Numbered Poly Spot Sets
Use as beanbag targets, obstacle courses, 
bases, markers for exercise stations, etc.
PE03570  Numbers 1–10 (9" dia.) — $56.75
PE03571  Numbers 1–30 (5" dia.) — $87.65

C

B

A

Nasco Spot Sets
Coordinate activities, mark spots, and assign stations on the 
gym floor. 

100 Acre Words: 
A physical education game

Volume 12 | Gr. K-5

Time: 50 mins.

Developed with Coach Anthony Stone

LESSON 
PLAN

Prerequisites
Students should have prior knowledge and practice on how to safely move in a 
closed area.

Object of the game
Increase spelling proficiency and apply chasing/fleeing and dodging concepts. 
Introduce pulling flags.

Overview
Tiger needs help gathering honey for Bear’s birthday. He is going to enlist his 
friends of the 100 Acre Words. The goal is to collect all the honey (saucer field 
cones) from the beehives (yellow hoops) and put it in their team honey pot 
(colored hoop that matches the team’s color, located in the center of the playing 
area) before being caught by the bees.

Psychomotor objectives
Students will…
• Perform movement skills during activity
• Complete a task with a partner or a 

group in a certain amount of time in an 
activity

Cognitive objectives
Students will…
• Demonstrate safe movements in 

general space
• Participate safely in group physical 

activity

Affective objectives
Students will…
• Learn how important teamwork and 

good sportsmanship are in a group 
setting

• Follow directions and listen to the rules 
of the game being played

• Be able to settle disagreements in a 
partner or team setting

PE/
Health

Materials list
• Saucer Field Cones, 48 cones (PE08104)
• Large Super Strap & Flag 30-Pack 

(PE09168)
• Set of 12 Economy Plastic Hoops, 36" dia. 

(PE00406)
• Scrimmage Vests (pinnies); adult set of 6 

(PE09607) or youth set of 6 (PE09608)
• Clipboards (BE01562) 
• Spelling Words (attached with lesson plan 

download)

ObjectivesStudents will…• Learn about the different areas of geography in the world
• Learn what animals live in different areas of the world• Learn how to follow instructions

• Work as a team and show good sportsmanship• Practice settling arguments and disagreements• Check their heart rate before and after the activity (optional)

Defender of the habitats Volume 13 | Gr. 3-12Time: 50 mins.

Developed with Coach Anthony Stone

LESSON PLAN
PE/Health/SEL

Purpose of the gameThis strategy game encourages students to 
work together. The game teaches students the 

importance of critical thinking in addition to learning 

about the world’s habitats.

Object of the gameBe the first team to safely bring back all animal 

cones belonging to their habitat.

PE09168

Materials list• Saucer Field Cones, 48 cones (PE08104)

• Floor Tape, 1", set of 6 rolls (PE08259)
• Large Super Strap & Flag 30-pack (PE09168)

• Economy Plastic Hoops, set of 12, 36" dia. (PE00406)

• Youth Scrimmage Vest [PE05770(A-F)] 

Visit nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans 
and search U27760 and U27759.

Defender of the 
habitats

PE/Health Lesson Plan

100 Acre Words
PE/Health Lesson Plan

“Skinny” No-Kink Hoops
Flexible. Lightweight. Includes 2 each of 

6 colors.
24" Dia.
PE04159 — $64.05
30" Dia. Allow extra delivery time.  N
PE04160 — $71.90
36" Dia.  Allow extra delivery time.  N
PE07026 — $79.00

No-Kink® Hoops
Round, hollow, light hoops. Extra-thick walls 
prevent kinking. 2 each of 6 colors.
24" Dia. 
PE01037 — $68.80
30" Dia. Allow extra delivery time.  N
PE01038 — $86.45
36" Dia. Allow extra delivery time.  N
PE01075 — $94.65

"Skinny" Hoop
 1.7 mm

wall thickness

No-Kink® Hoop
 1.7 mm

wall thickness

HoopKlipperz
Create new configura-
tions for obstacle and 
target setups. Rubber-
like insert on inside of 
each C-clip holds hoops 
and wands in place. 
Stays stable on outdoor 
surfaces. Set of 6 colors.
PE05621 — $50.05

Foam Hoop Holders
Slide hoops or wands into 
tear-drop shaped slit. 
Hoops can be set vertically 
or horizontally. Set of 6 
pairs; 2 each of 6 colors. 
PE07030 — $37.10

Hoop Activity Warm-Up
Improve flexibility, agility, and coordination while moving and jumping 
around multicolored hoops. 30 plastic hoops in assorted colors and 
activity guide. 30" dia. Allow extra delivery time.  N
PE04051 — $155.15

SlotCones™  
Obstacle Set
Create multi-challenge 
obstacle courses. Slot-
Cones™ are heavier and 
stronger than average 
plastic cones. Each cone 
has 1 vertical slot and 5 
horizontal slots for hold-
ing hoops and crossbars. 
Includes 24 SlotCones™ 
(18"), 12 hoops (36" dia.), 
and 12 poles (391/2").
PE09916 — $324.75

GAMES & ACTIVITIESGAMES & ACTIVITIES
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Adult-Size Reversible 
Scrimmage Vests
100% nylon mesh vests 
with reinforced necks, 
armholes, and elastic 
bottoms.
PE03230  Blue/Red
PE03231  Black/White
PE03232  Blue/Yellow
PE03233  Green/Red
PE03234  Yellow/Green
PE03235  Yellow/Red
PE03236  Blue/Green
Each — $6.50

Team Color Arm Bands
Tough and lightweight with hook-
and-loop design. Set of 6 colors; 
12"L x 11/2"W.
PE03623 — $4.65

Scrimmage Vests
Make them stand out in a game with a vest made of tough 
polyester mesh. Easily find the top with stitching on the neck. 

Individual Scrimmage Vest
(A)  Red
(B)  Blue

(C)  Yellow
(D)  Orange

(E)  Purple
(F)  Green

PE05770  Youth PE05769  Adult
Indicate color by letter code: PE05769(A)
Each — $5.40

Sets of 6. Includes 1 of each color below.
PE09608  Youth PE09607  Adult
Set — $27.50

AdjustaLength™ Jump Rope
Adjusts from 7' to 9'. Sizing mechanism  
won’t move while rope is in use. Set of 6;  
colors may vary. 
PE02411 — $24.60

Nasco Ball Hops
Plastic ball on unbreakable round ankle ring 
and 17"L vinyl cord. Set of 6 colors.
PE07084 — $22.05

Licorice Speed Ropes
Rope sizes coded by handle colors. Perfectly 
balanced. Fast and accurate rotation. Ropes 
are assorted colors.
Product No. Length Color Each
PE00415 7' Red $2.85
PE00416 8' Yellow $3.20
PE00417 9' Blue $2.80
PE00418 10' Green $3.70
PE00419 16' Orange $4.20
PE00420 32' Purple $7.04

Choose a jump rope length
A rope is the correct length when the user stands on the center 
of the rope and the handles reach the armpits. Follow these 
general guidelines:

6' Rope
Up to 4' 5" tall

7' Rope
4' 5" to 4' 10" tall

8' Rope
4' 10" to 5' 3" tall

9' Rope
5' 3" to 5' 10" tall

10' Rope
Over 5' 10" tall

B

A

B. Plastic Segmented Ropes
Plastic segmented heavy-duty nylon rope.
Product No. Length Color Each
PE08936 6 ' Green & White $2.60
PE00408 7' Red & White $3.70
PE00409 8' Yellow & White $3.60
PE00410 9' Blue & White $4.55
PE00411 10 ' Orange & White $4.00
PE00412 16' Red, White & Blue $5.85

Ankle Dangles
Attach loop to ankle and swing plastic ball 
in a circular motion, jumping over ball as it 
moves around on tether. Set of 6 colors.
PE08418 — $34.80

A. Deluxe Beaded Jump Ropes
Segmented with tubing in center.

Product No. Length Each
PE04146 7' $5.75
PE04232 9' $6.80
PE04144 16' $11.95

Referee Nylon Mesh Pinny
Heavyweight nylon. One-piece elastic  
waistband. 
PE03225 — $8.25

For more pinnies, visit 
nascoeducation.com

Great for 
individual 

exercise
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Scooter Board Stacker
Store and transport 12" and 16" boards. Low 
center of gravity for stability. The 37" pole 
and strap are removable so the base can be 
used as a scooter. 
PE00189 — $54.70

Scooter  
Replacement Casters
Set of 6.
PE07544 — $44.20

Standard Scooter Boards
High-density polyethylene. Non-marring, swivel 
casters with smooth operating ball bearings. 
Center hole for stacking. 175-lb. capacity.
12" Scooter 6-Color Set
PE04249 — $133.90
16" Heavy-Duty Scooter 6-Color Set. 11/2" poly 
plastic, 16". 
PE04245 — $247.20
12" Individual Scooter. Color may vary. 
PE04248 — $19.90
16" Individual Heavy-Duty Scooter. 11/2" poly 
plastic. Color may vary.
PE04244 — $31.10

Connect-A-Scooters®  
with Heavy-Duty Ball-Bearing Casters
With 2", smooth-operating ball-bearing  
casters that won’t mark floors. Hand 
protectors. Interlocking channels snap 
boards together. Molded polypropylene.
12" Scooter 6-Color Set
PE03519 — $167.50
16" Scooter 6-Color Set
PE03520 — $213.30
6-Pack of Casters
PE07542 — $42.25

Visit nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans, 
search U27884 and U27892.

Scooter 500
PE/Health Lesson Plan

Twidditch
PE/Health Lesson Plan

Volume 1 | Gr. 1+

Time: 50 mins.

Developed with Jan Smith, Burney Elementary School, Plant City, FL

LESSON 
PLAN

PE/
Health

Twidditch 
(Turf version of Harry Potter™-style Quidditch™)

Objectives
Students will…
• Develop teamwork and communication skills
• Develop passing, agility, manipulative skills, and hand/eye coordination

Introduction
Twidditch is a busy, active, multi-level game for many players, beginners 
to advanced. It involves movement on scooters, basketball-style hoop 
shooting, soccer-style goalkeeping, and old-fashioned Keep Away — all 
going on at once with multiple balls and two or more teams.

Materials list
• “Broomsticks” are simulated by gym floor scooters 

 Super Scooters (PE09318)

• 6 goals, 3 at each end
 4' Pugg® Goal with Carry Bag, single (PE05145)
 Skore™ Tossing Targets (PE00035)

• 20 Quaffles (balls of soft material about softball size) 
 Super 90 Ball Set (PE07210)

• 2 different colored Snitches™, one for each team 
(A Snitch™ is a very small ball that can be hidden in 
a closed hand)
 Vinyl Golf Balls (PE08608)
 Practice Golf Balls (PE09362)

• 2 Hand Tally Counters (SB16447)

Scooter 500 Volume 10 | Gr. K+Time: 50 mins.

Developed with Troy Pickard, Taylor Pringle, and Jimmy Schoof – Olivet College, Olivet, MI

LESSON PLAN
PE/Health

ObjectivesStudents will…• Learn how to follow instructions
• Perform specific tasks designated by the teacher

• Improve physical and cardiovascular fitness

Materials list• Super Scooters, 16", set of 6 (PE09280)
• Round Base Cones, 12" H, set of 6 

(PE08749)

Nasco 16" Super Scooters
Safety handle design. Smooth-rolling, 
institutional-quality scooters. Set of 6.
PE09280 — $174.70

Nasco Disc Golf Target
Lightweight steel target with 8 horizontal chains. Portable and 
easy to assemble indoors or out. 471/2"H. 
PE09568 — $123.50

Shield® Saucer Slam Flying Disc Game
Similar to horseshoes, but played with a flying 
disc. Use indoors or out. Containers fold flat 
for storage. Includes 2 scoring containers, 
flying disc, and rules.
PE08218 — $66.35

DISCatcher® Traveler
Simple one-action setup. No tools needed. 
16 real chains. Tripod base for use on sand 
or inclines. Extremely lightweight. Allow 
extra delivery time. N
PE05444 — $173.45

Skore™ Tossing Target
Attachable net. Single hoop with telescoping 
post and 2 playing disks. Game instruc-
tions. Use indoors or out. Lightweight and 
portable. 
PE00035 — $63.25

Nasco Disc Horseshoe 9-Target Set
Press 20" dia. PVC disc golf targets into ground to create a 9-hole 
course. Hoop assembly with stake in the ground: 24"H. Stake length: 
51/2".
PE09758 — $71.15

Skill Shot
Portable disc golf target with tripod base, 
canvas basket, and chain assembly. Shoul-
der carrying bag.
PE03415 — $183.95

Used in our Twidditch  
lesson plan!

Turbo Connect-A-Scooters®
Gr. 3-12  Great for alternative 
surfaces. Handles protect hands. 
Double race bearings. 4" “fast 
trak” non-marring PVC inline skate 
wheels with vinyl protectors sit 
outside edge of board.
16" Scooter Boards 6-Color Set.  
Allow extra delivery time. N
PE04099 — $364.33
4-Pack of Casters
PE07543 — $41.70

Partner up for  
Saucer Slam!
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C

B. World Class Heavyweight Frisbee®
The original Frisbee® disc. Powers through the 
toughest wind. Mega sailing power. Designs may 
vary.
101/4" Ultimate. 175 g. 
PE06801 — $17.00 

103/4" Dia. 200 g.
PE03276 — $15.55 

D. Beamo®
Giant, lightweight flying hoop generates throws 
well over 100'. Foam and soft Lycra® fabric. 30" 
dia. 
PE07848 — $24.00 

C. Competition Plastic Discs
Colors may vary.
91/4" Dia. 125 g.
PE00379 — $3.60

101/4" Dia. 165 g.
PE00380 — $4.90

E. Nasco Flying Foam Disc Set
Dense polyurethane foam with pebble texture for 
better grip. Set of 6 colors; 81/4" dia. 
PE07224 — $26.00

A. Disc Golf Set
DX plastic construction offers great grip. Putter, 
mid-range driver, and distance driver.
PE05440 — $29.85

G. Rainbow Flying Discs
Molded polyethylene. Set of 6 colors; 9" dia.  
(90 g).
PE01874 — $18.65

GF

A

F. Nasco Durafoam Flying Discs
Tough foam material holds up to outdoor use. 
Our strongest vinyl foam flying disc. Set of 6 
colors; 8" dia. 
PE09763 — $25.95

D

E

K. Rainbow Pom Ball
Approximately 31/2". Made with synthetic and 
natural latex. Colors may vary.
SB18426 — $5.18

L. Fleece Ball Sets
Great for paddle games and indoor play. Soft, 
all-yarn center.
3" Fleece Ball Set. Set of 6 colors.
PE08265 — $18.75
4" Fleece Ball Set. Set of 6 colors.
PE08250(C) — $27.40
Individual 4" Fleece Ball
PE08250(A)  White 
PE08250(B)  Multicolor  
Each — $6.50

H. Nasco Funny Face Balls
Kick, throw, catch, and shoot. Tacky coating 
makes it easy for all ages to catch. Soft inflatable 
ball. Set of 8; 10" dia.
PE07209 — $35.00

H I

J

I. Uncoated Foam Balls
Low density. 
PE00235  7" — $10.30
PE00969  81/2"— $14.40

J. Beach Balls
Gr. PreK+  Inflatable. Colors may vary.
PE00845 16" — $2.60
PE00846 20" — $3.25
PE00847 24" — $4.25
SN30616 48" Jumbo — $12.45

K

Nasco Emotions in Motion SEL Kit
Gr. 2–4  Students are inundated with countless emotions 
every day and it can be overwhelming. With this kit, you 
have what you need to teach them to recognize and control 
those emotions. Kit includes everything that 30 students 
need to complete the activities in this unit: lesson plan, Emo-
tions Balls (NE40154), paper fasteners, and poster board. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (3). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE40288 — $94.09B

L
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Balance

B. Nasco Grab Balls
Returns to round shape if stepped on. 6" dia.
Set of 6 Colors
PE09756 — $46.60
Individual Ball. No color choice.
PE09767 — $8.00

C. Reaction Balls
Great for hand-eye coordination skills. Solid rubber.
Baseball Size
PE06457 — $5.90

Softball Size
PE06458 — $13.40

A. Nasco Easy Grip Ball Sets
Unique texture pattern. Sets of 6 colors. 
Foam Vinyl. Soft, inflatable.
PE08620  3" — $15.70
PE07223   6" — $27.05
PE06407  8" — $32.35
Coated Foam. 6" dia.
PE08623 — $47.65

D. Nasco Sea Critter Beanbag Set
Fun critters strengthen grip while providing a tac-
tile experience. Bumps and lines, as well as the 
shape of the critter itself, make squeezing each 
one a unique experience. Indestructible vinyl rub-
ber. No seams to leak. Washable. Set of 6.
PE06410 — $34.25

E. Nasco Soft Catchball
Teach hand-eye coordination, color tracking, and 
catching skills. Soft foam core and durable nylon 
cover. Has 6 legs (1 each of 6 colors). 11" W.
PE09736 — $14.70

A

D

C

E

Curve-A-Beam™
Gr. K–8  Lay ends tightly together or con-
nect with unbreakable plastic plugs. Allows 
15 balance configurations. Institutional-
tough, tear-resistant Ethafoam. Section: 2' L 
x 41/2"W. Total length: 12'. Set of 6 colors. 
PE07157 — $84.45

Gonge Hilltops &  
River Stones
Jump from hilltop to hilltop or 
stone to stone without touch-
ing the floor. Rubber studs on 
base prevent slipping.
Gonge Hilltops. Hilltops 
cannot overturn. Set of 5 in 3 
heights: 3", 7", and 10".
PE03953 — $249.55
Gonge River Stones. Set 
of 6 includes 3 big stones 
(143/16"H) and 3 small stones 
(913/16"H). 110-lb. weight 
capacity. 
PE03952 — $77.95

Nasco Launcher with Ball
One-piece launcher made of molded plastic. 
Special groove for 3" ball. 2' x 4". 
PE07221 — $16.75

River Stones

Hilltops

Potato Sacks
Large, heavy-duty 
burlap bags. Pkg. 
of 12. 
PE00747 — $60.95

Stepping Buckets
6 buckets (5" H x 113/4" dia.) joined with 
braided nylon rope. Nonslip stepping area. 
190-lb. weight capacity.
SB35923 — $45.95

Balance Disc
Super-soft vinyl disc. Smooth side and 
knobbed side. Can be inflated or deflated 
from 1" to 21/2". Use for lower back, pelvis, 
balance, and posture exercises. 14" dia. 
PE06523 — $41.20

B

Improve balance and 
strengthen muscles

Rock Around
Rock from side to side or spin around. 21/2' dia. 
x 6" H. 165-lb. weight capacity.  
PE05961 — $53.95

Develop physical 
coordination 

skills, balance, 
and vestibular 

orientation

GAMES & ACTIVITIES

Plastic Platform Stilts Set
Adjustable hand cord and nonmarring 
rubber base rim. Set of 6 colors. 175-lb. 
weight capacity. 
PE07373 — $43.25
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Nasco  
Inflatable Exercise 
Ball with Legs
Stabilizing legs keep 
ball from rolling when 
not in use. When in 
use, person’s weight 
makes legs retract in 
ball. Ribbed, nonslip 
surface. 300-lb. weight 
limit. Colors vary. 22".
PE09822  — $17.75

Bouncyband®
Give students an outlet for releasing excess 
energy and alleviating anxiety, hyperactivity, 
and boredom. Foot rest band allows students 
to quietly move while working. Support pipes 
prevent bands from slipping down. For round 
legs with a maximum diameter of 17/16". Latex 
and phthalate free.
Bouncyband® for Elementary School Chairs.  
Fits chairs with legs 13" to 17" apart. Support 
pipes: 4"L x 11/2" dia. Blue. 
SN37225 — $16.23
Bouncyband® for Middle/High School Chairs.  
Fits chairs with legs 17" to 24" apart. Sup-
port pipes: 4"L x 11/2" dia. Black. 
SN37224 — $16.99
Bouncyband® for Desks. Fits desks with legs 
20" to 28" apart. Support pipes: 8"L x 11/2". 
Black. 
SN37226 — $16.99

• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SN31482 — $40.55

Whirl ’O Rope Easy Jump Rope Trainer
Many jumpers can participate even in a 
limited space. Develops rhythm and timing. 
Continuous jumping provides an aerobic 
workout. 
PE07939 — $6.45

Wheelchair  
Soccer Pad
Never again use cardboard  
and duct tape to attach a blocking pad to 
the front of a wheelchair. • CHOKING HAZARD 
(1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE09727 — $56.25

Gel Floor Tiles
Step, sit, or jump on the tiles and watch the 
colors ooze, or push the gel around with 
hands. Acrylic with wood base. Holds up 
to 150 lbs. Set of 4; 20" x 20". Allow extra 
delivery time. N
Z51211 — $235.87

Silishapes Sensory Circle Set
Each ultra-soft, flexible silicon circle has a 
different textured pattern. On floor, circles 
will grip and not slip even on a shiny surface. 
Set of 10; 5 large (133/4" dia.) and 5 small 
(31/8" dia.).
PE09397 — $78.20

Nasco Super Flings
Swing them and fling them into the sky. Pro-
motes hand-eye coordination. Easy to catch.  
Set of 6 colors.
PE08609 — $36.30

Tactile Ball Assortment
All-natural foam rubber. Set of 6; 3" dia. 
SN35702 — $57.65

Novelty Rubber Animals
A fun way to teach movement. 
Great for aerobic activities.
PE02182  Fish, 14"
PE00866  Chicken, 20" 
Each — $8.95

36" Ribbon Wands
Ribbon is attached to 9"L plastic sparkle 
wands with swivels. 6 wands in 6 colors. 
SN01899 — $17.10

Crocodile Hop™ 
Floor Game
Hop down river or use markers to learn 
colors, shapes, numbers and counting 
(1-10), problem solving, and how to follow 
simple directions. Includes 100"L x 30"W 
vinyl floor mat, 2 inflatable cubes (5"), 40 
animal markers, and activity guide. 

Beanball Set
Tacky feel. Stuffed with plastic pellets. Set of 
3; 21/2" dia. Instruction booklet. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE01752 — $9.50

Giant Pompon Ball
Squeeze and rubber bubbles emerge from 
the center. Assorted colors. Set of 12, 5" dia.   
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
SN35732 – $15.45

Fling Sock™
Fast, fun game of toss, catch, and pass. 
Beanbag with fabric tail and foam grip. 
PE00894 — $15.95

Trick Stix
A challenging juggling game. Toss and spin 
25" fringed stick between 2 straight plain 
sticks (19").
PE02396 — $22.45    

Mystix Juggling Sticks
Easy to learn. Perfectly balanced. Hand 
painted. Fiberglass core. Rubber coating for 
excellent grip. Colorful tassel ends. 28"L. 
PE05613 — $46.35

Folding Trampoline
Gr. PreK–1  Weatherproof mat with padded 
cover over bungee cord, easy-grip handle, 
and 333/4" x 333/4" tubular steel frame. Use 
indoors or out. Quick assembly. 321⁄4" from 
floor to handle. For 1 child weighing up to 
150 lbs. Allow extra delivery time. N 
SB41993 — $118.04

Floor Surfer
Developed in partnership 
with children’s physiothera-
pists to ensure safe use by 
students with all levels of 
motor skills. Roller board 
combines play and training 
of motor skills. Made of 
plastic with inserts of EVA 
foam. 23" x 15" x 5".
PE08419 — $150.17

Balance of Nature Step-a-Stumps
Excellent balancing surfaces to coordinate 
children’s gross motor, balance, and muscle 
development control. Made of durable 
molded plastic with soft, textured surfaces. 
Can be arranged in a variety of combina-
tions to create games, obstacle courses, and 
more Set of 6; 2 of each size stumps with 
nonslip surface rings. Small stump: 81⁄4" dia. 
x 4"H. Medium stump: 91/2" dia. x 41/2"H. 
Large stump: 11" dia. x 51⁄4"H.
EL10744 — $78.95

Juggling Scarves
Excellent for teaching large groups of stu-
dents to juggle. Set of 12; 3 colors; 16" x 16".
SN32202 — $16.80
Classroom Pack of 108 Scarves
PE01767 — $122.93
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FITNESSFITNESS

Strengthen students’ minds 
and bodies with knowledge 
and inspiration. Encourage 
them to create and maintain 
a healthy lifestyle with 
confidence-boosting exercise 
tips and easy-to-use fitness 
tools.

STRENGTH TRAINING BUILDS  
MORE THAN MUSCLES

Benefits include improved self-esteem, mental  
discipline, injury avoidance, and more

Cando® Kettlebells
Colors differentiate weights. Vinyl coating 
reduces potential for floor scratching. Allow 
extra delivery time. N
Color Product No. Size Each

Yellow PE09592 5-lb. $28.85
Red PE09593 7.5-lb. $30.90
Green PE09594 10-lb. $41.20
Black PE09596 20-lb. $64.90
Silver PE09597 25-lb. $80.35

Chrome Rubber-Ended Dumbbells
Rubber ends won’t scuff surfaces. High stress knurled 
steel alloy handles with chrome ergonomic grips. Allow 
extra delivery time.  N
Product No. Size Each
PE07448 5-lb. $22.65
PE07450 10-lb. $30.85

Body Sport® Neoprene Colored Dumbbells
Synthetic rubber gives dumbbells a cushioned feel. Oil- and sweat-resistant. Sealed off from 
moisture to prevent rust. Will not damage floors or tables. Stacks easily. Latex free. Allow extra 
delivery time.  N
Color Product No. Size Each

Rubine Red PE08840 1-lb. $3.80
Light Green PE08841 2-lb. $7.50
Turquoise PE08842 3-lb. $8.50
Light Purple PE08843 4-lb. $13.35
Red PE08844 5-lb. $13.40
Orange PE08845 6-lb. $14.75

Color Product No. Size Each
Blue PE08846 7-lb. $16.90
Green PE08873 8-lb. $22.35
Dark Blue PE08871 10-lb. $27.70
Gray PE08870 12-lb. $44.30
Black PE08869 15-lb. $36.05

Wai Lana Yogi Mat™
Sticky, nonslip surface cushions spine, knees, 
ankles, and elbows. Lightweight, and easy to 
wash. 68"L x 24"W x 1/8"H. 
PE06353  Blue
PE06354  Purple
Each — $26.95

Body Sport® Yoga 
 and Fitness Mats
Cushioned with firm  
support. Nonslip surface. 72" 
x 24". 100% recyclable. PVC 
and phthalate free.
1⁄8" Thick
PE08919  Black 
PE08920  Purple 
Each — $30.90
1⁄4" Thick
PE08921  Black 
PE08922  Purple 
Each — $33.44

Body Sport® Fitness Balls
Improve flexibility, balance, and coordina-
tion all while increasing strength. Latex-free 
and burst resistant. 500-lb. weight limit.
PE05188 22" dia. — $22.79
PE05189 25" dia. — $24.70

Yoga Spinner® Game Kit
Gr. K–12  Engage your students with a mindful physical activity using the Yoga Spinner® Game. Take 
a break in the classroom to play this fun game that can be used as an effective SEL activity. Teach 
students that yoga can help reduce their anxiety and stress levels as well as create a positive class-
room environment. Kit includes the game and five exercise mats. The game has 54 yoga pose cards, 
a spinner with storage compartment, and instructions. 
NE40162 — $113.25

Yoga Deck For Kids on the Ball Game Kit
Gr. K+  Help students focus, stretch, and 
breathe with the Yoga Deck For Kids on the 
Ball and a set of exercise balls. The yoga 
movements featured on the illustrated cards 
are designed for students with varying abili-
ties to do on their own. These exercises can 
help increase attention span, calm nerves, 
develop postural control, and more. Kit 
includes yoga cards and a set of five exercise 
balls. 
NE40161 — $112.25

Includes  
5 exercise 

balls

NEW

Kettlebell Studio Rack
26"L x 47"W x 32"H. 660-lb. capacity. 
Allow extra delivery time. N
Z47061 — $391.40

Yoga

Wai Lana Foam Yoga Block
Aids in strengthening, stretching, and align-
ing body without strain. Ensures asanas are 
practiced correctly. 4" x 6" x 9". Blue.
PE08209 — $12.05

Calm Yoga Kit  
Help students 
relax and refocus 
their energy 
when they need 
a break. Kit 
comes with 5 
yoga mats and 
16 photographic 
yoga cards to 
illustrate differ-
ent poses.
NE40501 — $125.00
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Speed Ladder
Improves coordination, foot speed, agility, and balance. Customizable with 12 adjustable rungs. 
20'L x 20"W.
PE03781 — $41.40

C. Original Health Club Step®
Textured stepping surface adjusts from 4" to 6"  
to 8". Non-latex top is easy on the hands, feet, 
and back. Nonskid feet prevent the platform 
from sliding or scratching floors. High-density 
polyethylene. 350-lb. weight capacity (500-lb. 
weight capacity with risers). Platform: 43"L x 
16"W x 4"H. Risers: 16"L x 16"W x 2"H. 
PE03979 — $116.60

Baseline® Sit n’ Reach® Box
Measures trunk flexibility. Features built-in 
foot plate and maximum stretch indicator 
that stays put until reset. Scales printed in 
inches and centimeters. Metal. 21" x 13" x 12".
PE09966 — $154.50

E. Nasco Balance Dome
Develops core strength and stability. Can be 
used upside down for adapted physical educa-
tion activities. Strong vinyl. 171/2" dia. x 9"H. 
PE09737 — $47.90

D. Ready, Set, Move™ Classroom Activity Set
Stand on colored circle mats and roll jumbo 
cubes to see which exercise to do and how many 
times. Includes 25 foam circle mats (10" dia.) in 5 
colors; 3 inflatable 5" cubes depicting exercises, 
colors, and numbers; and activity guide. • CHOK-
ING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
EL10676 — $45.62

A

D

C

B

E

Low Powder Exercise Band
An economic solution for upper and lower body exercise. Effective 
when used alone, or with handles and anchors. Unroll desired length 
from dispenser box and cut with scissors. 50 yds. x 5"W roll. Made of 
natural rubber latex.
Product No. Color Resistance Each
PE08450 Red Light $92.70
PE08451 Green Medium $97.85
PE08452 Blue Heavy $103.00
PE08453 Black X-Heavy $119.90

Body Sport®  
Studio Series Resistance Tubes
Natural rubber tubing provides a smooth, 
consistent stretch. Great for toning and 
strength, as well as stretching, rehabilita-
tion, and mobility. Lightweight and portable. 
Padded handles. Contains latex. 4'L.
Product No. Color Resistance Each
PE08815 Blue Light $8.55
PE08816 Yellow Medium $10.70
PE08817 Red Heavy $15.05
PE08818 Green X-Heavy $18.55

Fitness Dice
One die has directions; other has screen- 
printed numbers. Exercises include toe 
touch, arm circles, jumping jacks, and more. 
Sold in pairs. 4" x 4". 
PE01241 — $19.90

Fitness Spots 
Each spot shows an exercise activity. Molded poly vinyl. Will not break, 
tear, or come apart. Set of 10; 9" dia.
PE04041 — $68.90

Nasco Drumsticks
Use with exercise balls to turn them into drums. 
Wood. Pkg. of 12; 16" L.
PE09573 — $27.40

Resistor Strips™ 
Restore strength and improve flexibility with this set. These non-latex 
strips are designed to tone and firm arms, legs, and chest. Great for 
yoga or body strengthening. Portable and lightweight. Guide printed 
directly on strip. Set of 2; 31/2"L x 3"W.
PE09499 — $13.40

Includes a carrying bag 

A. The Step®
Aerobic fitness step system allows for adjusting 
and stacking platforms together. Suitable for 
beginners and advanced steppers. High-density 
polyethylene. Stepping surface: 12" x 22". 
Nonslip bottom and rounded corners. 200-lb. 
support limit. 
6" The Step® Pack. Blue. Pack of 5 risers. Allow 
extra delivery time. N
Z40776 — $236.90
6" Blue The Step®
PE00941 — $52.95

B. Poly Push-Up Mat
Helps children safely and correctly execute a 
push-up. Foam piece in middle provides stopping 
point for a push-up. 30" x 193/4".
PE06604 — $51.70Smart Stability Balls™

Self-guided fitness device for users 
at all fitness levels. Burst-resistant 
PVC construction. 13 exercises 
printed on ball. Includes pump.
PE08504 18" dia.  — $29.95
PE08506 24" dia.  — $39.95
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Along with helping students 
feel like they belong, team 
sports offer physical, social, 
and emotional benefits. Get 
the tools you need to help 
develop teamwork, leadership, 
and cooperation. 
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TEAM SPORTS
Pickleball

TEAM SPORTS

Quick Index

Paper Target Faces – Round
Made from heavy-duty layer paper with polyes-
ter scrim mat in between 2 paper layers. Weather 
resistant. Skirted flange attaches with a pull 
string.  36".
PE09363 — $27.10

Institutional Archery Package
Cart is made from 18-gauge, 1" steel tubing with 
all-weather black powder coating; weather-resistant, 
zinc-plated hardware; and 6" dia., all-terrain, 
molded caster wheels. Also includes 3 foam targets, 
3 ten-ring target faces (36"), 3 tripod target stands, 
6 armguards, 3 Titan bows, 3 Firebird bows, 72 
Safetyglass™ vaned arrows (28"), 6 shooting gloves 
(3 medium and 3 large), 3 ground quivers, and ABCs 
of Archery manual. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z30118 — $1,725.35

Gr. 4+  One cam design, lightweight, and adjust-
able 10- to 20-lb. draw weights. Shoots fiberglass 
and aluminum arrows. Use with up to 40-lb. draw 
weight arrows. 15" to 30" draw lengths. 

Color Left-Handed Right-Handed
Black – PE09153
Green PE09158 PE09159
 
Each — $199.50

Genesis® 
Compound Bows
Official bow of the National 
Archery in the Schools Program 
(NASP). Less recoil, less noise, and 
more accurate shooting.

Archery Targets
Heat bonded rolled foam. Lami-
nated.  
Allow extra delivery time. N
36" dia. x 6" Face. Tie-on skirted 
face. Needs stand.
Z40136 — $190.30
48" dia. x 6" Face. Tie-on skirted 
face. Needs stand. 
Z40137 — $247.20

3.0 Tournament 
Swinger Set. 3.0 net 
system with metal 
frame and net, 4 
Diller paddles, 4 balls, 
nylon carrying bag, 
and rules. 
PE08148 — $259.00

Diller Set. A complete 
pickleball set for those 
who have existing net 
standards. Tie-on net 
(spans 22'), 4 Diller 
paddles, 4 indoor 
pickleballs, and rules/
strategy sheet. 
PE00100 — $188.80

Diller Paddle. Classic 
pickleball paddle. 
7-ply hardwood with 
wrapped handle and 
safety wrist strap. 
PE00098 — $19.25

Pickle-Ball® Swinger Paddle
5-ply hardwood. Synthetic-wrapped grip 
with rope safety strap. Lightweight, small-
diameter handle is great for younger players. 
PE03614 — $18.75

Nasco Wood Paddle
Multipurpose adult-sized paddle to use with 
all types of balls. Foam cushion grip. 16" x 8".
PE07226 — $8.50

Pack of 12

Dura Outdoor Pickle-Balls®
The original pickleballs. Seam-
less, molded plastic. Also great 
for baseball and softball drills. 
Orange. Pack of 12.
PE01933 — $51.30

Pickleball Set
Precise drilled holes for bal-
anced flight pattern. Indoor. 
Official size. Set of 6. 
PE09945 — $11.00

Nasco Budget Paddle Set
15" molded plastic. Set of 6 colors. 
PE05000 — $44.55

Zume™ Pickleball
Quick set up and take down. Portable. 2 wood 
pickleball paddles, 2 pickleballs, 12-ft. net kit, 
instructions, and carrying case.
PE09222 — $65.40

Pickle-Ball®
A combination of tennis and 
badminton. Plastic limited 
flight safety balls. Play on 
any hard surface. Paddles 
are great for recreational 
or institutional use. 20' x 
44' court dimensions. For 4 
players.

Cone QwikNetz
Segmented, lightweight, steel poles “lock” together and slide inside top-
taping of 9' net. Drape end loops of net over cones and “small court” 
paddle games can begin. Fits in storage bag. Cones not included.
PE05622 — $51.50

Learn more about pickleball on our 
blog at resources.nascoeducation.com

nascoeducation.com    |   1.800.558.9595

Quick Start Pickleball® Net
Portable. No tools needed or bases to fill with sand 
or water. Sets up in seconds. Adjustable height of 
30" to 52". Zipper carrying case. 22'W x 34"H. 
PE08015 — $196.40
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A. Pick-A-Paddle® Institutional Badminton Racket Set
Break-resistant racket for teaching skills in school. Shaft bends, but does not break. Nylon strings. Set 
of 6 colors; 26"L.
PE06786 — $99.80

B. Nasco Double Shaft Badminton Racket Set
Our strongest badminton racket. Twin/double shaft, braided nylon strings, and steel frame. Set of 6 
colors; 26".
PE09144 — $98.35

D. Junior Badminton Set
Shorter shaft makes learning easy. Lightweight 
plastic rackets are perfect for young children. Set 
of 6 colors.
PE08616 — $13.65 

C. Nasco Balloon Badminton
Great for beginners. Durable enough to use with limited flight safety balls. Set of 6 colors; 18" dia.  
Balloons included.
PE07930 — $78.55

Additional Rackets. Set of 2 rackets with balloons.
PE07230 — $33.20

E. Replacement Balloons 
9" Balloons. Pkg. of 25. • CHOKING HAZARD (2). Not 
for under 8 yrs. 
9715554 — $3.30
12" Balloons. Pkg. of 50. • CHOKING HAZARD (2). 
Not for under 8 yrs. 
9742228 — $7.35

A

E

C

D

B

Eclipse Ball® – Ball Only
Gr. 4+  Build racket skills and encourage 
teamwork. Uses volleyball setup. 5" Eclipse 
Ball®. For 8–12 players (4–6 per side). 
Includes game rules.
PE02748 — $16.05

Use with Eclipse Ball racquet

Mini Racket
20" tempered steel shaft and 
frame. Full-size head. 
PE00427 — $11.33

Black Knight Sceptre 
Aluminum head. Thick steel 
shaft. Double length butt cap. 
Nylon grommets. Good weight-
to-strength ratio. 12–15 lb. string 
tension. 263/8"L.
PE05988 — $25.93

Intermediate 
Intermediate 24" steel shaft 
and frame, nylon strings, and 
dimpled leather grip. 2" shorter 
than other rackets.
PE04274 — $11.30

Double Steel Shaft 
All-tempered double steel shaft 
and frame, nylon strings, and 
leather grip.
PE00430 — $20.60

Carlton® Aeroblade  
3000 Badminton Racket
Titanium alloy/tempered steel. 
Medium flex. Even balanced. 26"L.
PE08738 — $15.75

Windsor™ Badminton Racket
Steel shaft for beginner play. 
Aluminum alloy head and 
multi-filament string. Nonslip 
synthetic grip won’t unravel. 
26"L.
PE00428 — $13.40

Windsor™ Carbon  
Shaft Badminton Racket
Combination of medium stiff-
ness carbon shaft. Aluminum 
alloy head. Nonslip cushioned 
grip. Multi-filament string.
PE06992 — $19.55

Carlton® Aeroblade  
2000 Badminton Racket
Isometric head shape. Tempered 
steel. Medium flex. Head heavy. 26"L.
PE08739 — $13.40

Steel Shaft 
All-tempered steel shaft and 
frame, nylon strings, and 
leather grip.
PE00429 — $13.40

Carlton® Aeroblade  
3000

http://nascoeducation.com
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B. Nasco Foam Softball Set
Safe, durable foam construction. Set of 6 colors; 
31⁄2" dia. • CHOKING HAZARD (3). Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE08659 — $16.25

C. Nasco All-Sport Ball Set
Inflatable. Easy to hold and catch. Seam-free 
molding process ensures balls won’t break apart 
or peel. Bounce, size, and resistance adjustable 
with standard valve. Set of 6 colors; 4" dia. 
PE08364 — $19.85

A

A. Nasco Super Ball Set
High density. Sets of 6 colors.
Super 70 Ball Set. Baseball size (21⁄2" dia.). 
PE07211 — $19.85
Super 90 Ball Set. Softball size (31/4" dia.). 
PE07210 — $29.10

D. IncrediBall® Balls
Reduced weight and cloth cover. For practice 
drills indoors and out.

Product No. Description Cover Each

PE00577 23/4" dia. white  
SoftStitch™ Nylon $9.95

PE00575 23/4" dia. white  
SofTouch™

Synthetic 
leather $7.75

PE02211 31/2" dia. neon  
SofTouch™ softball

Synthetic 
leather $9.25

PE02472 33/4" dia. neon  
yellow SoftStitch™ Nylon $9.95

PE02212 33/4" dia. neon  
SofTouch™ softball

Synthetic 
leather $9.00

E. Limited Flight Safety Balls
Plastic. White.
Baseball. 23/4" dia.
PE00310 — $1.55
Softball. 31⁄2" dia.
PE00312 — $3.10

PRACTICE 
CATCHING SKILLS 

SAFELY
with these alternatives  

to hard baseballs

D

E

Carlton® T800 Tournament Shuttlecocks
All-synthetic shuttle. Designed for club 
practice and juniors. Tournament play qual-
ity. Sets of 6.
Blue (Medium Speed)
PE07508 — $13.20

Red (Fast Speed)
PE07509 — $13.20

Badminton Nets
Nylon netting with 3/4" square mesh. 21' x 21⁄2'
12-Ply Badminton Net. 11⁄2" headband with 
nylon rope cable.
PE00424 — $22.75

18-Ply Badminton Net. 2" vinyl headband.  
Side and bottom taped with nylon rope 
cable. 
PE00426 — $30.70

PE00426

PE00424

Zume™ Badminton
Sets up on any surface indoors or out in less than a minute. Freestanding base requires no tools 
or stakes. Portable. Regulation height net, 4 rackets (2 red and 2 green), 2 shuttlecocks, and car-
rying case that also serves as ballast base for net structure. For up to 4 players.
PE09221 — $87.55

Wilson® Blue Bullet Racketballs
Engineered from a unique rubber com-
pound. Offers a true and consistent bounce. 
USRA® approved. Pack of 3.
PE07816 — $6.40

Sight Guard
Full view with no distortion. High-impact 
polycarbonate with adjustable, elastic strap. 
Cushioned nose bridge. Large side openings  
for ventilation. 
PE08426 — $14.95

For a complete selection of badminton supplies, visit nascoeducation.com

Carlton® T800 Yellow  
Premium Tournament Shuttlecocks
Long lasting. Medium speed. Nylon. PVC 
base. Set of 6.
PE06985 — $13.40

Carlton® C-100 
Performance  
Club Shuttlecocks
Economical with 
improved design 
and performance. 
For school and 
recreational use. 
Nylon with a PVC 
base. Set of 6.
PE06987 — $12.15

B

C

Baseball

Softball

http://nascoeducation.com
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Nasco Phoenix Bat
Strongest plastic bat available. Twice as strong as most other plastic bats. Super long-lasting 
durability. Taped tennis grip handles for better grip and control. Standard 291/2"L x 21/8" dia. Set 
of 6.
PE09016 — $64.80

Nasco Foam Bat and Ball Set
Foam plug on bat end (no hard plastic plug or end cap like other 
foam bats). 6 foam bats and 6 foam balls; 1 each of 6 colors. 
Bats: 27"L x 31/8" dia. Balls: 31/2" dia. • CHOKING HAZARD (1, 3). Not 
for under 3 yrs. 
PE08660 — $74.55

Nasco Giant Bats
Strong, oversized bat is easy to swing. Increases chances of hitting the ball. 
Set of 6 colors; 261/2"L x 41/4" dia.
PE08611 — $33.90

ONLY AT NASCO

Nasco Baseball Bat
Easy to swing. Use indoors or out. Set of 6 
colors; 29"L x 21/3" dia. 
PE08613 — $26.50

F

C

LET’S PLAY BALL!
Stock up on the proper 

equipment for mastering  
the basics

D. Poly Big Base Set with Numbers
Nonskid poly bases will not get hard and brittle 
if left outside. Easy to store and clean. Includes 
3 bases (151/2" x 151/2") and home plate (201/2" x 
201/2").
PE04023 — $63.05 

E. Nasco Deluxe Batting Tee
Heavy rubber with metal post support. Adjust-
able from 22" to 47".
PE01016 — $28.85

C. StayPut Throw Down Bases
Nylon carpet bases with rubber backing for 
indoor use. Resists soil. Permanent antimicrobial 
treatment. Set of 5; 15" x 15" each. 
PE09335 — $34.80

B. Throw Down Base Sets
Turns any area into a ball diamond or practice 
field indoors or out. Easily cleaned. Practically 
indestructible. Home plate, 3 bases, and 
pitcher’s plate. Polyvinyl.
PE00256 — $18.85

Indoor/
outdoor set

A. Franklin® 12" Fielder
Gr. 4–12  Cowhide laminated front and soft,  
flexible palm.
PE04942  Right-Hand Thrower
PE04943  Left-Hand Thrower
Each — $18.45

F. Poly Base Marker Set
Set of 6 colors; 14". 
PE03618 — $25.75

B

For a complete  
selection of baseball 

products, visit 
nascoeducation.com

E

A

D
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Spalding® TF-150
Rubber cover material. Indoor/outdoor use. 
100% polyester windings. Natural rubber  
bladder.
PE08539  Junior Size 5 (271⁄2")
PE08538  Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2")
PE08537  Men’s Size 7 (291⁄2")
Each — $11.99

Spalding® TF-250 Composite
All-surface composite cover. Indoor/outdoor 
use. 100% polyester windings. 30% butyl 
rubber bladder.
PE08533  Junior Size 5 (271⁄2")
PE08532  Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2")
PE08531  Men’s Size 7 (291⁄2")
Each — $28.25

Spalding® TF-1000 Classic
Microfiber composite cover material for soft 
touch and dry tack feel. Wide channel for 
instant channel recognition. 100% nylon 
windings. Rotationally balanced butyl blad-
der. Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2").
PE08599 — $81.55 

Spalding® TF-500 Composite
Improved performance composite leather 
cover. 60% nylon/40% polyester windings. 
60% butyl rubber bladder.
PE08535  Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2")
PE08534  Men’s Size 7 (291⁄2")
Each — $34.99

Mikasa® Outdoor BX1000
Rubber cover. Wide channel. For outdoor 
use.
PE06583  Elementary Size 4 (261⁄2")
PE06582  Junior Size 5 (271⁄2")
PE06581  Women’s Size 6 (281⁄2")
PE05593  Men’s Size 7 (291⁄2")
Each — $13.60

Nasco Sup-R-Safe® Basketball Sets
Gr. K–7  Inflatable “foam” ball with foamed vinyl walls. Not foam 
coated; roto-molded without seams. High-tactile surface. Air fillable 
through standard athletic-ball valves. Latex free. Sets of 6 colors.
PE07924  6" dia. — $41.45
PE08625  9" dia. — $52.75

Nasco Colored Basketball Sets
Quickly divides up classes for drills, skill stations, or team play. Nylon 
winding and rubber covers. For indoors or out. Set of 6 colors.
PE06395  Mini Size 1 (22") — $55.10
PE02734  Junior Size 5 (271⁄2") — $68.10
PE02733  Women's Size 6 (281⁄2") — $64.50
PE02732  Men's Size 7 (291⁄2") — $65.80

Non-Whip Basketball Net
6 mm braided polyester. 12 loop. 21" non-
whip action net. 
PE00326 — $6.00

Nasco Basketball Rim
Metal frame assembles easily for use indoors or 
out. Straightforward net attachment system.  
30" x 30" x 331⁄2"H. Allow extra delivery time. N
PE09043 — $112.60

Nasco Big Blue Base System
Use to play volleyball, netball, badminton, and more. 
PVC base can be filled with water, sand, or pea gravel. 
Tip-n-roll wheel feature. Insert a tall or short post, 
then use a single bolt to lock in place. Tall post adjusts 
from 61" to 96"H, has a push-pin locking system, 
and features pre-marked holes for men’s volleyball, 
women’s volleyball, junior volleyball, and badminton 
official heights. Short post adjusts from 41" to 66"H 
and is great for tennis up to official badminton height. 
Lightweight, 20'L x 23"W net remains square and taut 
no matter what the height of the bases. 2 nets at same 
height can share 1 post due to the offset, elasticized, 
hook-and-loop post grabber.
PE09599  Big Blue Base with Tall Post — $141.50
PE09600  Big Blue Base with Short Post — $130.40
2-Sided Basketball Goal Attachment. Two basketball rims 
mounted back to back. Rim attachment drops into 
either tall or short post (neither post included) and is 
secured with a bolt. Rim attachment and 2 goals. 
PE09520 — $144.70

For a complete  
selection of  

basketballs, visit 
nascoeducation.com

PE09520
(Post not included)

Big Blue Base with Short Post Big Blue Base with Tall Post

Portable hoop lets you shoot 
hoop indoors or out!

For the base only, 
see p. 93

Use to play volleyball, net ball, 
badminton, and more
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Nasco Foam  
Bowling Pin Sets
Each pin is 15"H x 43/4" dia. 
Set of 10 lightweight pins; 
each weighs 14 oz.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1).  Not for 
under 3 yrs. 
PE08670  Red
PE08671  Blue
PE08672  Yellow
PE08673  Orange
PE08674  Neon Green
PE08675  Purple
PE08676  White w/Red
Set — $68.15

Not  
weighted Weighted

Bowling Pin Set
Non-weighted pins don’t require a lot of force to knock over, making 
them ideal for younger students or students with special needs. Pins 
are regulation size (15"H) and weigh 61/2 oz. each. Includes 10 polyeth-
ylene pins. 
PE00334 — $76.20

Weighted Bowling Pin Set
Pins weigh over 8 oz. and have flat bottoms. Each pin contains 11/2 
oz. of sand ballast for more realistic pin action and easier setup. 
Regulation size of 15"H. High-quality polyethylene. Includes 10 pins. 
PE00635 — $89.00

Multicolor Plastic Bowling Pin Set
Colors make pins stand out in the gym. Pins are 15"H and filled with sand for added 
weight. Includes 10 pins (2 each of red, orange, yellow, green, and blue), pattern stat 
sheet, and score pad. Plastic. 
PE06512 — $61.80

Nasco Bowling Pin Setup Sheet
Set up bowling pins perfectly every time.  
435/16"L x 393/8"W.
PE08697 — $6.35

Deluxe Carpet 30' Lane
Nonslip rubber backing keeps carpet flat for 
a consistent roll. Features color targets and 
pin spots. Rolls up for easy transportation 
and storage. Colors may vary. Allow extra 
delivery time. N
Z46061 — $394.84

Cosom® Bowling Set
Lightweight and portable lane with pin 
placement dots and directional arrows. 
Special plastic ensures lane always lays flat. 
20'L x 42"W lane rolls for storage. Includes 
lane; 10 plastic pins with pattern setup sheet; 
score pad; and Nasco foam 5-finger, 3-lb. 
bowling ball.
PE03035 — $259.05
Cosom® Bowling Lane Only
PE03034 — $137.70

Nasco Vinyl Rubber Bowling Balls
One-piece seamless vinyl rubber with 2 sets of 
finger holes on opposite sides to fit a variety 
of hand sizes. Safe for all floors. Latex free.
Set of 3. 1 of each below.
PE09279 — $100.55
PE08938  3-lb. Ball (Electric Lime/Yellow) — 
$27.50
PE08939  4-lb. Ball (Electric Orange/Yellow) — 
$31.15
PE08940  5-lb. Ball (Electric Blue/Yellow) — 
$41.45

Wacky scooter ball Volume 7 | Gr. K–12

Developed with Erin Washkuhn, 2011 NASPE Elementary Teacher of the Year, Midwest District

LESSON 
PLAN

Materials list
• Set of foam bowling pins (PE08670-PE08675)
• 20-30 Connect-A-Scooters®, Set of 6, 12" 

(PE03519)or Set of 6, 16" (PE03520)
• 20-30 youth scrimmage vests [PE05770(A-F)]
• 12 poly cones (PE01368) 
• Set of RHINOskin® Dodgeballs (PE04237)

PE/
Health

Object of the game
Knock down the opposing team’s bowling pins by either rolling or 
throwing the ball into the pins behind the goal line. Each team will get 
the ball to the other side by making good throws to their team members.

Objectives
Students will…
• Improve throwing, rolling, and catching skills
• Continue positive interaction and teamwork skills
• Partake in a fun cardiovascular activity

Wacky scooter ball
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27889.

Scorecards, 
pins, and 
bowling 
ball not 

included.
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Football

Nasco Easy Grip Footballs
Unique pattern makes these 
easier to catch. Inflatable,  
soft-foam vinyl. Set of 6  
colors; 9"L.  
PE07943 — $39.45

Mikasa® Silver Series F5000
Deep-pebble rubber football for all surfaces.  
For all-weather play. 
PE02380  F5007 Youth Size 4 — $15.45
PE02378  F5000 Official Size 5 — $15.45  

Spalding® Advance Pro Football
Laminated construction maintains durabil-
ity in all weather conditions. Soft tack com-
posite leather cover. Rubberized laces with 
diamond cross weave design for improved 
grip.
PE05002  Junior Size 3 — $45.95
PE05004  Youth Size 4 — $45.95
PE05003  Official Size 5 — $44.85

Nasco Soft Tek Junior 
Footballs
Safe for beginners. Tacky cover 
and rubber/butyl bladder. 
Good for indoor or outdoor 
play. Set of 6 colors; 10"L.
PE08700 — $58.00

Nasco Colored Footballs
Rubber with nylon winding. Tacky 
rubber stippled cover makes it easier 
to catch and throw. Sets of 6 colors.
PE02730  Junior Size 3 — $67.15
PE02729  Youth Size 4 — $57.90
PE02728  Official Size 5 — $60.45

Nasco Sup-R-Safe®  
Youth Football
Seamless foamed vinyl with 
valve for inflation. Will not 
change shape. Rotational 
molded. Yellow. 9"L.
PE07499 — $7.95
PE07926 Set of 6 — $41.60

Nasco Giant Fish Football
Giant 28"L, neoprene covered football is soft, safe, and fun to catch. Machine stitched to 
ensure durability. Use indoors or out.
Set of 6 Fish Footballs. 6 assorted colors. 
PE08648 — $84.85

Individual Fish Football. No color choice. 
PE08776 — $15.55

Flag Football Belt Sets
1" nylon webbed belt and 2 vinyl coated  
nylon flags for each of 12 players. 1 size fits 
all. Pkgs. of 12.
PE00364  Red PE01650  Yellow
Pkg. — $29.75
Replacement Flags. Pkgs. of 12.
PE00365  Red PE01651  Yellow
Pkg. — $17.50

For a complete selection 
of footballs, visit 

nascoeducation.com

Nasco Super Strap and Flags – 30 Pack
Use for flag football, team cooperative 
games, pinnies/scrimmage vest, cone 
markers, and more. Allows for 360° flag 
placement anywhere on strap. Straps have 
hook-and-loop on both ends for connecting 
multiple straps together. Hook-and-loop 
on straps have tabs on ends for easy take 
off. 12" flags have hook-and-loop on both 
ends for making loops. Straps and flags in 
6 colors. 5 straps and 30 flags each of 6 
colors below. Fits up to 40" waist.
PE08994 — $325.50

http://facebook.com/nascoeducation
http://nascoeducation.com
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https://www.nascoeducation.com/nasco-super-strap-and-flags-44-in-30-pk-pe08994.html
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Golf

Nasco Foam Golf Putting Ring Set Only. Foam 
construction with tapered edge. 45/16" inside  
dia.; 57/8" outside dia. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE08661 — $18.50
Nasco Foam Golf Ball Set Only. Set of 6 colors;  
15/8" dia.  • CHOKING HAZARD (1, 4). Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE08668 — $5.35

Nasco Golf Academy Golf
Oversized heads and balls for indoor or outdoor use. Club length: 29". 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Deluxe Set. 1 of each set below.
PE09254 — $175.80
Iron Set. Introduce basic chipping skills. Join targets to create bigger 
nesting bull’s-eye target. Includes 6 clubs, 18 vinyl balls, and 6 foldable 
targets (color may vary).
PE08946 — $92.95
Putting Set. Create your own practice course. Includes 6 putters, 18 
vinyl balls, and 18 putting targets.
PE08947 — $82.90

Nasco Foam  
Golf Club Sets
Soft, comfortable foam grips. Plastic 
shaft and head. Use indoors or out.

Ultimate Putting Partner
9' putting green with electric ball return can be set up anywhere. UL 
listed. 
PE00787 — $63.00
2-Way Putter. 31" L.  
PE05356 — $28.85

Nasco Vinyl Golf Balls
Lighter than regulation golf balls but 
heavier than foam golf balls. Use indoors 
or out. Set of 10. • CHOKING HAZARD (3). 
Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE08608 — $7.95

Practice Golf Balls
White plastic balls ideal for confined 
areas. Pack of 12.
PE09362 — $5.05

Nasco 27"L Starter Set. 6 each of putters, #7 clubs,  
#3 clubs, foam golf balls, and putting rings.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1, 4). Not for under 3 yrs. 
PE09171 — $86.20
Sets of 6 Colors. 27"L. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for 
under 3 yrs.
PE08663  Putters — $27.37
PE08665  #7 Clubs — $26.70
PE08667  #3 Clubs — $26.70

Soft Scooter Hockey
6" vinyl grip sticks meant for play on scooter 
boards. Indestructible RHINOskin® coating 
for added comfort and durability. Resistant 
to wear and tear. Lightweight and soft 
plastic blade prevents injury to players when 
hit by sticks. Includes 12 sticks (6 yellow and 
6 blue), 7" foam ball, and 4" plastic puck.
PE04098 — $123.60

Gym Hockey Ball
Soft, no-bounce plastisol. 3" dia.
PE00543 — $6.15

Soft Hockey Puck
Safe and soft puck.
PE00354 — $3.85

Hockey Puck
Hollow. Tough vinyl.
PE00353 — $1.95

Franklin® NHL®  
Street Hockey Ball Bucket
Official size: 25/8". High density  
balls with marble design. 15 balls.
PE08340 — $47.00

Pinball hockey Volume 4 | Gr. K–12

Developed with Erin Washkuhn, 2011 NASPE Elementary Teacher of the Year, Midwest District

LESSON 
PLAN

Materials list
• 26 hockey sticks (13 red/13 blue) (PE07865) 

(36" red hockey sticks) and (PE07897) (36" blue 
hockey sticks)

• 3 hockey balls (PE00543) (soft, no-bounce 3" dia.) 
or (PE08265) (set of 6, 3" dia. fleece balls in 6 col-
ors for a slower paced game)

• 8 cones (PE00346) (12" orange cone)
• 26 Poly Spots (13 arrows/13 circles, each set num-

bered) (PE05973) (15" x 6" arrows, set of 6 colors) 
and (PE01408) (9" dia. circles, set of 6 colors)

National Standards

Standard 1
Demonstrates competency in motor skills 
and movement patterns needed to perform 
a variety of physical activities.

Standard 2
Demonstrates understanding of movement 
concepts, principles, strategies, and 
tactics as they apply to the learning and 
performance of physical activities.

Standard 3 
Participates regularly in physical activity.

Standard 4 
Achieves and maintains a health-
enhancing level of physical fi tness.

Standard 5 
Exhibits responsible personal and social 
behavior that respects self and others in 
physical activity settings.

Standard 6 
Values physical activity for health, 
enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/
or social interaction.

PE/
Health

Object of the game
The objective of this game is to reinforce hockey skills while 
demonstrating good sportsmanship and teamwork.

Objectives
Students will…
• Improve passing, ball control, and shooting skills used in floor hockey
• Work together as a team to achieve a common goal
• Improve cardiovascular fitness

Pinball hockey
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27887.

TURN DEFENSE INTO OFFENSE
Improve students’ stick handling skills to score big!

http://nascoeducation.com
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Hockey & Lacrosse

Butt End
For all shafts.
PE00899 — $2.80

A. Shield® Basic Hockey Set
Middle School — Ages 10–14
12 sticks (6 red blades and 6 blue blades), 1 Hotball®, 1 Soft Shot Puck®, 
and instructions. Plastic shafts. Plastic air-flow blades with reinforced 
ribs at heel. 

Product No. Size Type Each
PE00907 42" Basic Set Indoor $204.95

A

C

Blade Covers
Foam cover makes plastic hockey blades safer and reduces  
risk of injury. 12"L.
PE01088  Blue PE04152  Yellow 
Each — $13.95

Mylec® All-Purpose Folding Sports Goal
Assembles in minutes. Sleeve netting system. Sleeves 
slide easily over tubing. High-impact 15/8" PVC tubing 
with center pipe support. Folds for storage. 24" D x 
54"W x 44"H.
PE02518 — $77.25

Lacrosse Stick & Ball Set
Outdoor fun for all ages. Sleeve netting assembles in less than 3 
minutes. Weighted bottom tubes. 12 mini lacrosse sticks (31") and 12 
rubber balls. 
PE09383 — $167.27

BUILD HAND-EYE 
COORDINATION

with challenging team sports 
like hockey and lacrosse

Floor hockey skill & 
activity circuit

Volume 2 | Gr. K–12

Developed with Curt Hinson, PhD, Playfit Education Inc.

LESSON 
PLAN

Materials list
Ages 8–11  — 36" Hockey Sticks
• SuperSafe® Hockey Set of 10 (PE07271)
Ages 10–14  — 42" Hockey Sticks
• Shield Aluminator® Indoor Hockey School Set of 12 (PE03152)
Ages 15 and Up  — 47" Hockey Sticks
• Shield Aluminator® Indoor Hockey School Set of 12 (PE03458)

• 40" Goalie Stick (PE00901) (ABS plastic goalie stick)
• Hockey Barrier (PE09669) (Set of 8 interlocking barriers, each 39")
• Red Super Strap (PE08772) (Individual strap fits up to a 40" waist)
• Franklin® NHL® Street Hockey Ball Bucket (PE08340) (Official size: 

2⅝  ". Bucket has 15 balls.)

PE/
Health

Conceptual basis for lesson
To develop teamwork, passing, agility, manipulative skills, hand/
eye coordination, and communication skills using a series of fast-
paced, challenging floor hockey exercises. The variety of activities 
will hold students’ interest and engage all participants.

Important: It is recommended that students always wear mouth 
guards and eye protection while playing floor hockey and all 
other rugged sports. (Some school districts may require this type 
of protection.)

Floor hockey skill 
& activity circuit
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27885.

B. Shield® Deluxe Hockey Set
Middle School — Ages 10–14
12 sticks (6 red blades and 6 blue blades), 2 goalie sticks, 2 Hotballs®, 2 
Soft Shot Pucks®, 2 replacement blades (1 of each color), and instruc-
tions. ABS plastic shafts. Air-flow blade with reinforced ribs at heel. 
Allow extra delivery time.  N

Product No. Size Type Each
PE08985 42" Basic Set Indoor $175.70
PE00903 42" Red, Individual Stick Indoor $22.05
PE00904 42" Blue, Individual Stick Indoor $22.05
PE00905 Red Repl. Blade Indoor $5.95
PE00906 Blue Repl. Blade Indoor $5.95

Impact Goggles
Frame is perforated for full, direct ventilation. 
SB25323 — $2.45

Leader Champion Jr. Eye Protector
Lens provides 180° peripheral vision, 
maximizes air flow, and reduces fogging. 
Removable, adjustable elastic strap. Meets 
ASTMF 803 impact standards for basket-
ball, racquetball, paddleball, tennis, squash, 
and badminton. Fits younger players. 
PE06689 — $15.35

Product No. Size Type Each
PE02287 42" Set Indoor $223.30 

C. Shield® Wood Hockey Sets
Middle School — Ages 10–14

Twelve 42" sticks (6 red blades and 6 blue blades), 2 Hotballs®, 2 Soft 
Shot Pucks®, 2 replacement blades, and instruction booklet. Hardwood 
shafts. Air-flow blade with reinforced ribs at heel. Allow extra delivery 
time.  N

B
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A

C

D

E

A. Nasco Nylon Colored Soccer Balls
Colored balls eliminate confusion over ball ownership. Nylon wound. Tacky 
rubber covers. Perfect for beginners. Sets of 6 colors.
PE02726  Size 4 — $46.05 PE02725  Size 5 — $52.95

B. Nasco Sup-R-Safe® Ball Set
Gr. K–7  Inflatable “foam” ball. Not foam coated; roto-molded without 
seams. Foamed-vinyl walls. High-tactile surface. Air fillable through stan-
dard athletic-ball valves. 6" dia. Set of 6 colors. 
PE07922 — $31.15

C. Nasco Soft Tek Soccer Ball Sets
Lightweight, inflatable, foam-coated ball with Soft Tek finish. Set of 6 colors.
PE08701 Size 4 — $71.05 PE08702 Size 5 — $73.85

D. Nasco Soft Play Soccer Ball Set
Neoprene covers layer of foam for soft, painless feel. Standard butyl blad-
der. 18-panel construction. Official size and weight. Sets of 6 colors; size 5. 
Latex free. 
PE08704 — $76.55

E. Nasco Dimple Soccer Balls 
Durable soccer ball features dimples to create extra grip. Bold and 
bright colors make balls easy to track. Shell is super tough for maximum 
durability. Junior-sized soccer ball is great for beginners. The aero-dimpled 
textured ball provides unparalleled grip and control. Also great for kickball. 
Size 4. Set of 6 colors.
PE07927 — $34.00

Mikasa® Deluxe Cushioned Cover
2-ply butyl bladder for better air retention. Improved composite cover.
Size 4 — 6-Color Set.  
Does not include black/white.
PE09256 — $92.01
Size 4. Black/White
PE02385 — $18.55

Size 5 — 6-Color Set.  
Does not include black/white.
PE09257 — $94.09
Size 5. Black/White
PE02386 — $17.50

For individual Mikasa® soccer 
balls, visit nascoeducation.com

Franklin® Competition 100
Shok-Sorb cushion cover provides 
excellent performance in all condi-
tions. Precision machine-stitched 
construction. Traditional 32-panel 
design. Butyl bladder. Official size 5.
PE05695 — $12.35

Mylec Soccer Goal
Authentic pro style design. Sleeve netting system 
assembles in minutes. 4' x 4' x 23/4'.
PE07360 — $80.35
Deluxe Soccer Goal. 6' x 5' x 4'.
PE07361 — $125.45

Franklin® Blackhawk Portable Soccer Goals
Fiberglass and steel construction ensures stability. Ideal for on-field 
training, short-sided soccer, or recreational fun. Peg hooks help secure 
goal to ground. Carrying bag. 6' x 3'
PE09632 — $40.15

PUGG® Goal with Carrying Bag
Pop-up goal is safe and durable for students. Fold it down flat and 
store it in a carrying bag. Anchoring pegs are included.
4' Goal Pair (Blue). 21/2'D x 4'W x 21/2'H. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for 
under 3 yrs.
PE07098 — $92.70
6' Goal (Yellow) Pair. 31/2'D x 6'W x 31/2'H. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 
3 yrs. Allow extra delivery time. N 
PE07097 — $123.60

Jaypro® Folding Multi-Purpose Goals
Use indoors or out. 15"/16" O.D. steel frame folds flat. Nylon net with 
vinyl sleeves won’t knot and requires no lacing. Nonmarking wheels. 
6'W x 4'H. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z46594 — $257.45

Volume 8 | Gr. K-12

Time: 50 mins.

Developed with Erin Washkuhn, 2011 NASPE Elementary Teacher of the Year, Midwest District

LESSON 
PLAN

PE/
Health

Soccer pin frenzy

Objectives
Students will…
• Improve soccer skills in a game-like activity
• Learn the importance of sportsmanship and teamwork

Object of the game
To score goals by knocking down bowling pins using proper soccer skills 
such as passing, shooting, and goalkeeping.

Materials list
• 8 bowling pins (PE08670) 

(set of 10 red, soft foam pins) 

• Nasco Soft Tek Soccer Balls, Size 4, Set of 6 
(PE08701)

• Youth Scrimmage Vests [PE05770(B-C)]
(blue and yellow)

Soccer pin frenzy
PE/Health Lesson Plan

To download this free lesson plan, visit 
nascoeducation.com/lesson-plans  

and search U27890.

B
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Nasco Junior Tennis Rackets
Aluminum. Oversize head: 133⁄4"L x 10"W. 23"L. Set of 6 colors. 
PE08642 — $146.90

Nasco Tennis Rackets
Lightweight aluminum carbon tennis racket. Official size and weight. 25"L. 
Set of 6 colors. 
PE08641 — $167.15
PE08778  Individual racket; no color choice — $31.00

Wilson®  
Championship 
Tennis Balls
Extra-duty 
Duraweave™ felt. 
For hard, abrasive 
outdoor surfaces. Set 
of 3. 
PE00857 — $7.08

Nasco Junior Plastic Tennis Rackets
For racket or paddle games. Any skill level. Plastic. Set of 6 colors; 
21"L.
PE00670 — $17.10

Dunlop® SpeedBall Foam Teaching Balls
High-density foam ball is perfect for beginners. ITF and USTA approved for level 1 training. Set 
of 12. 
PE07295 — $57.35

Wilson® Tennis Rackets
Lightweight aluminum racket is easy to 
swing. Oversize head for larger hitting area. 
C-Beam construction adds stability. Vibrant, 
colorful frame stands out on the court. Pre-
strung. Approved for 10-and-under tennis.
PE04013  US25, 25"L— $35.47
PE04012  US23, 23"L — $39.20

Tennis Balls
Make it easier for beginners to master tennis skills. Slower speed ratio allows for longer rallies and increases success rate. USTA approved.

Product No. Description Type Speed Ratio Court Size Age Range Qty. Each

PE09974 Gamma Quick Kids  78 Green Balls 25% Slower Speed 78' 11+ Bag/12 $29.40

PE09973 Gamma Quick Kids  78 Green Balls 25% Slower Speed 78' 11+ Bag/60 $98.35

PE08579 Quick Start  60 Orange Balls 50% Slower Speed 60' 10 & under Case/24 (3 balls per can) $129.75

PE09431 Quick Start  60 Orange Balls 50% Slower Speed 60' 10 & under 24-Ball Bucket $76.05

PE09432 Quick Start  60 Orange Balls 50% Slower Speed 60' 10 & under 48-Ball Bucket $135.25

PE06045 Gamma Bucket-O-Balls 48-Ball Bucket $89.90

PE08579

PE09431

PE06045

PE09974

Eclipse Ball® Racket
Gr. 4+  Official Eclipse Ball® racket with wrist 
tether. Excellent for building confidence and 
racquet skills. Age 9 to adult.
PE02751 — $35.95

Gamma Quick Kids™ Junior Tennis Racket
Lightweight aluminum racket is easier to grip 
and swing than regulation-size rackets. 93 
sq. in. head allows for optimal ball contact. 
Suitable for 3' 7" to 3' 11" players. Ideal for 
10 and Under Tennis and Tennis 10s formats. 
USTA approved for QuickStart Tennis. 21" L.
PE09972 — $42.45

Find the Eclipse 
Ball® on p. 71

SERVE UP SUCCESS
on the court and off 
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JOOLA® Midsize Table Tennis
Table is 2/3 the length and width of a regulation table. Breaks down into 
2 separate foldable halves. Each half is perfect size for card games. 6'L 
x 3'W x 30"H. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z46506 — $224.06

JOOLA® Inside Table Tennis  
Table with Net
Double anti-tilting device for safety. Two-
piece 5/8" blue top. Each half supported by 
its own powder-coated metal undercarriage 
with automatic folding legs and 4 wheels. 
24" x 61" x 64". Allow extra delivery time. 
N  • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.   
Z47099 — $456.34

Nasco Balls
Inexpensive yet durable, 
all-purpose balls. Sets of 
144. • CHOKING HAZARD (3). 
Not for under 3 yrs.

Table Tennis Balls. 40 mm. 
White.
PE08761 — $39.10
Ping-Pong Balls. Standard 
size. Orange. 
PE08607 — $33.20

Table Tennis Classroom Pack
Economical pack of 24 rubber-faced paddles and 72 table tennis 
balls. Paddles come in green, blue or red; no color choice.
PE01865 — $116.20

PE05766

1 Star Table Tennis Balls
Tube of 6.
PE00445 — $3.30

Table Tennis Paddles
5-Ply Rubber Face
PE00447 — $4.90
7-Ply Sponge Rubber Face. 
Pips in.
PE05766 — $7.75

Table Tennis

Roll-a-Net
Adjusts in height from tennis height up to 60" 
regulation badminton height. Adjustable net 
tension. Weather-resistant polyester paint 
helps avoid rusting. Locking wheels with center 
support wheel. 18' net rolls up easily and stores 
in nylon duffel on wheels. Allow extra delivery 
time. N
Z47670 — $322.08

Net tightener Center support

Tennis Badminton

Nasco Multi-Sport Net
3-in-1 net system for badminton, vol-
leyball, and tennis. 10'L x 51/4'H.
PE09061 — $108.55

Quick Start Mini- and Maxi-Nets
Portable. Sets up in seconds. No tools needed or bases to fill with sand or water. 
Adjustable height of 30" to 52".
PE03069  10' Mini-Net — $144.20 PE06052  18'  Maxi-Net — $204.68

PE00447
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Tachikara® Sensi Tec® Indoor Volleyball
Composite leather cover. High performance. Official size. Loose 
bladder construction (LBC®). Butyl bladder.
Product No. Color Product No. Color

PE05208 Scarlet/White/
Black PE05396 Navy/White/ 

Vintage Gold

PE03108 Red/White/ 
Blue PE05400 Royal/White/Silver

PE03927 Dark Green/
White PE05401 Dark Green/ 

White/Silver
Each  — $41.70

Tachikara® SVMN Volley-Lite®
Regulation size. Designed for novice players learning skills. Sensi-
Tec® composite leather. Eliminates fear of heavy ball impact and 
sting. Official game ball for age 12 and under. 

Product No. Color Product No. Color

PE00093(A) White PE09652 Black/White

PE00093(B) Royal/White PE09654 Scarlet/White/
Black

Each — $32.45

Tachikara® SV18S
Woven-fiber composite leather material over 
select cotton reinforcement. Soft, consistent 
feel. Single Unit Construction® method. 
Butyl bladder. Official size and weight. 
PE03593  White
PE09374  Black/White
PE09375  Royal/White
PE09378  Scarlet/White/Black
Each — $26.80

Nasco Rubber Colored Volleyballs
Different colors make it easy to see who owns which ball. Great for dividing classes for different  
skill situations. Rubber. Set of 6 colors.
PE02731 — $50.45

For more volleyballs, visit nascoeducation.com

Nasco Neoprene Volleyballs
Build confidence and reduce fear with sting-free balls. Neoprene cover and foam layer of foam.  
Standard butyl bladder. Latex free. Official size. Set of 6 colors.
PE09552 — $67.05

Mikasa® Recreational
Premium synthetic leather cover. Official size 
and weight. Soft feel. For indoor use. 
PE04952 — $23.70

Nasco Sup-R-Safe® Volleyball Set
Gr. K–7  Inflatable “foam” ball. Not foam coated; roto-molded without seams. Foamed-vinyl 
walls. High-tactile surface. Air fillable through standard athletic-ball valves. Set of 6 colors.
PE07925 — $47.65

Champion Sports Volleyball Trainer Set
18-panel training balls. Traditional size, but 20% lighter than traditional volleyballs. Set of 6 
colors. 
PE07671 — $80.69

Mikasa® Micro Cell® Volleyball
Composite cover and soft feel. True shape 
retention. Fabric center. Regulation size and 
weight. Green.
PE01169 — $45.98

Tachikara® Ball Cart
Galvanized steel frame with nylon cover and 
large caster wheels. Accommodates up to 
36 inflated balls. Expanded size: 25"D x 
25"W x 40"H. Nylon carry bag with adjust-
able shoulder strap. Allow extra delivery 
time. N
Z40845 — $149.00

Mikasa® Competition Volleyball Net
2.5 mm polyethylene with 4" square mesh. 
32'x 3' with 2" white headband. Vinyl-
coated steel cable. 
PE09929 — $56.65

Nasco Big Blue Base System
Fill PVC base with water, sand, or pea gravel. Tip-n-roll wheel feature for easy transport. Insert post, 
then use a single bolt to lock in place. Post adjusts from 61" to 96"H, has push-pin locking system, 
and has pre-marked holes for men’s volleyball, women’s volleyball, junior volleyball, and badminton 
official heights. 20'L x 23"W net remains square and taut no matter the base height. 2 nets at same 
height can share 1 post.
Big Blue Base with Tall Post 
 and Net
PE09602 — $236.85
Big Blue Base with Tall Post
PE09599 — $141.50
Net Only
PE09524 — $41.45

Big Blue Base Only. 211/2" dia. 
x 131/2"H. 60-lb. weight when 
filled with water. 80-lb. weight 
when filled with sand.
PE09521 — $82.90

Big Blue Base – Tall Post Only. 
Tall post adjusts from 61" to 96" 
H, has a push-pin locking sys-
tem, and features pre-marked 
holes for men’s volleyball, 
women’s volleyball, Jr. volleyball, 
and badminton official heights.
PE09522 — $66.90

BUMP, SET, SPIKE!
Find equipment  
for beginners to 

 advanced players
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Omron® Full Body Sensor/Body 
Composition Monitor with Scale
Get a comprehensive understanding of your 
body composition to help you reach your fit-
ness goals. This hand-to-foot monitor is more 
accurate than foot-to-foot monitors. Features 
a four-person profile and a large LCD display. 
Batteries included. 330-lb. capacity.
PE07959 — $158.60

LR1130 Pedometer Battery
1.5V micro alkaline button coin cell.
PE07891 — $3.15 

CR2032 Battery
Replacement battery for all heart rate moni-
tors and transmitters. 3 volts.
PE07892 — $1.95

Nasco Pedometer Wall Storage System
29" x 36" hanging storage system with 35 see-
through, numbered plastic pockets (each 33/4" x 
4"). Made of red nylon. 3 reinforced grommets for 
hanging. Sticker sheet for labeling pedometers. Roll 
up for storage. Pedometers not included.
PE06810 — $27.05

EKHO™ Worker Bee Pedometers
Step counter with extra-large digital display, 
hinged protective cover, loss prevention 
strap, and spring-loaded alligator clip. 
Also measures distance, activity time, and 
calories.
PE06720  Classroom Pack of 32 — $615.95
PE07513  Pack of 6 — $133.70

Nasco Pedometer
11/2" x 1" display. Counts steps up to 99,999. Shows 
calories burned. Displays distance in both miles and 
kilometers. 5-step delay function prevents counting 
false steps. 2" x 2".
Pack of 30. Includfes 5 of each color.
PE09273 — $220.95
Individual Pedometer. Colors vary (no color choice).
PE08013(A) — $8.35

Fingertip Pulse Oximeter
Safely monitor oxygen levels and pulse rate. 
Accurately measures oxygen saturation of 
arterial hemoglobin and pulse rate. Accom-
modates finger sizes from 1/4" to 15/16" dia., or 
users weighing approximately 33–242 lbs. 
Large LCD display with red digital readout 
displays SpO2, pulse rate, and pulse bar. 
One-button operation, low battery indicator, 
auto shut-off, and lanyard. Latex free.
SB48022 — $37.00

Deluxe Fingertip Pulse Oximeter
Safely and accurately monitor blood oxygen 
levels and pulse rates. One-button opera-
tion. Rotating display screen. Finger sizes 
from pediatric to adult. Dual-color OLED 
display with adjustable screen brightness 
and 6 display modes. Low battery indicator. 
Auto shut-off. Adjustable neck strap with 
lanyard.
SB50070 — $56.25

Nasco Digital Stopwatch Set 
Start, stop, and reset with a basic single 
function stopwatch. Set of 6. 
PE09591 — $35.95

ACCUSPLIT® S2 Survivor II
Cumulative split timing. 1, 2 fast finish. Event time-in and time-out. 12/24 hour time of day, 
month, date, and alarm. Timing range of 40 minutes to 1/100 of a second, 24 hours to 1 second. 
Water resistant to 100' (30 m). Breakaway lanyard. Magnum extra large display. Set of 6.
PE03195 — $69.95

ACCUSPLIT®  
AX725 PRO 16 Memory Stopwatch
Exclusive no-fail, million-cycle button. Dura-
ble and ergonomic case design. 10-hour to 
1/100 second. Accuracy: +/− 0.01 second/hour. 
2-line display with cumulative and lap splits. 
16 memory recall. Split counter. 1 button 
rapid split and reset. Breakaway lanyard. 
Black.
PE06384(A) —  $24.95

Ultrak® 310 Timer Set
Start/stop and reset with no other features. 
Measures to 10 hours. Set of 6 colors.
PE06883 — $58.95

Nasco Scoreboard
A portable, economical way to keep track of the score of any game. Sits neatly on any tabletop. 
Large 7" vinyl numbers score from 1–99. Center period indicator up to 5 periods. Lightweight 
with built-in handle. Folds flat for storage. No assembly required. 231/2" x 121/2".
PE09741 — $49.45

PE06720

PE07513

ESSENTIAL TOOLS MAKE 
GOAL TRACKING EASIER

whether they’re running a race or winning the game

Escali® Body Fat and Water Scale
Analyzes user fitness level by measuring per-
centage of body fat, body water, and weight 
for up to 10 users. Large tempered glass 
platform. 440-lb. maximum weight calcula-
tion. Calculates weight in 0.2-lb.  
increments. Body weight only mode.
WA29978 — $67.90

Breakaway lanyard

Breakaway 
lanyard
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Place Ribbons
Eyelet and cord (2" x 8").
L02980  Blue Ribbon 
L02981  Red Ribbon 
L02982  White Ribbon 
L03006  Green Ribbon
Each — $0.60

400-yd. Range Megaphone
Make your voice heard. 4–8 watt. Adjustable volume control. 
Powerful siren and a wrist strap. Requires 6 "AA" batteries (not 
included). 
PE04297 — $56.87

1,000-yd. Range Megaphone
Give directions from a distance. 12-25 watt. Adjustable volume con-
trol. Powerful siren and a wrist strap. Requires 8 "C" batteries (not 
included). 
PE04300 — $106.00

Master Lock® 1523 Locker Padlocks 
Fits padlock eye of at least 5/16"(8 mm) dia. 
Contains 1 control key and 1 combination chart. 
Automatic scrambling and extra cut resistance. 
17/8" wide double-reinforced stainless-steel body. 
Case of 50. Allow extra delivery time. N
NE40449 — $647.64

NEW

Coach’s Team First-Aid Kit
• Instant cold packs (2)
• Knuckle bandages (3)
• Butterfly bandages (5)
• After Bite® (3)
• Tongue depressors (6)
• Tuf-Skin® (1)
• Tape underwrap (1)
• Antiseptic towelettes (12)
• 3" x 3" gauze pads (10)
• Fingertip bandages (3)
• Scissors
• Antibiotic creams (5)
• Sports injury care handbook
• Tape
• Sam finger splint
• Acetaminophen (5)
• 3/4" x 3" bandages (10)
• 2" x 41/2" bandages (5)
• Alcohol prep pads (6)
• Latex gloves (6)
• 3" elastic wrap
• Skin Lube®  lubricant
• Triangle bandage
• 153/4" x 6" x 10"
PE03621 — $93.40

Be ready for anything with the 
ultimate first-aid kit

Floor Tape
Mark game courts. Won’t scuff or damage 
floors. Tough vinyl tape. 60-yard rolls. 

Color 1" 2"
Black PE00339  —
Blue PE01634 PE01640
Green PE01635 PE01641
Orange PE01636 PE01642
Red PE01637 PE01643
White PE01638 PE01644
Yellow PE01639 PE01645
Purple PE08258 PE08260

Each $8.25 $12.60

Set of 6 Rolls. Includes 1 each of 6 colors. 
PE08259  1" Rolls — 
$33.95

PE08261  2" Rolls — 
$77.20

Cramer® Instant Cold Pack
Squeeze bag to activate. Single use pack 
stays cold 15-20 minutes. Needs no refrig-
eration. Case of 16 packs.
PE09715 — $34.40

Nasco Squeeze Whistles
Squeeze bulb to produce a whistle at a 
high pitch and volume. Very loud. Can be 
attached to a lanyard. Set of 6 colors.
PE07928 — $89.70
Individual Whistle. No color choice.
PE07081 — $17.80

Adult Charger Mouth Guard
Helps prevent dental injuries and concus-
sions. Custom fitted. No strap. Meets 
NCAA® requirement.
PE06166  — $1.05

(A) Blue
(B) Green
(C) Yellow
(D) Red

Indicate color 
by letter code: 
PE06166(A)

Fox 40® Pearl Whistle
Two-chamber, pea-less design creates a 
lower-pitched, less shrill tone. An all-purpose 
whistle at a lower price point. 90-decibel 
pitch. Rises well above noise. 2" x 3/4".

Black PE07808
Orange PE09471
Red PE09474
Blue PE09477

Each — $3.30

Windsor™ Electronic Whistles
Loud, consistent sound every time. Great 
for referees, coaches, and teachers. Give 
verbal commands without having a whistle 
hanging out of your mouth. Hand operation 
improves hygiene. Includes adjustable wrist 
lanyard. No pea.
PE06988  3 Tone, Gray — $21.60 
PE06989  Single Tone, Orange — $19.55

For more whistles, visit 
nascoeducation.com

Coaching Aids/Storage

Open Reel Fiberglass Measuring Tape
Have reliable measuring tape on-hand for all 
measuring needs on the athletic field or in the 
gym. The coated fiberglass blade is water-
proof and dirt resistant. Double-sided printing. 
Features a shatter-proof case, a molded handle, 
and a versatile metal end hook. 100'L.
PE00476 — $ 11.95

Whistle Lanyard
Securely fasten your whistle. Heavy-duty 
nylon with a metal J-hook for quick and easy 
attachment. 193/4"L.
PE01609 — $1.00

Whistle with Lanyard 
Plastic whistle with lanyard cord is perfect 
for any gym or physical education class. 
Assorted colors. 
PE07205 — $3.10
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CLEARANCE – SAVE UP TO 75%TEAM SPORTS
Coaching Aids/Storage

C. Electric Inflator
1/8 HP compressor. 110V, AC current. Attach-
ments to inflate all sports balls. CSA approved.
PE01017 — $128.75

D. Hand Pump
All-plastic hand pump with hose. 12".
PE00506 — $6.95

E. Mesh Ball Bags
Strong 1/4" synthetic nylon. Cord locks. Set of 6. 
24" x 36".
PE03719 —$39.65

F. Mesh Ball Bag with Shoulder Strap
Carries 32 footballs, 20 volleyballs, 17 basket-
balls, or 20 soccer balls. Drawstring top and 
shoulder strap. 48" x 24". Set of 6.
PE06377 — $55.55

G. Two-Bushel Equipment Bucket
Polymer alloy for tough use. Molded one-piece  
construction. Polypropylene handles reinforced 
with brass grommets. 211/8" top dia. (163⁄4" 
bottom dia.) x 161⁄2"H. Allow extra delivery time. 
N

C12623 — $27.50

A. Portable Jump Rope Cart
Holds over 200 ropes. Black powder-coated 
steel tubing. Rubber casters for easy movement. 
12 posts, measuring 8" each. 23"L x 23"W x 
65"H. Some assembly required.
PE06524 — $226.60

H. Portable Ball Cage
All-steel construction with chrome finish. 4 non-
marring casters. 371⁄2"L x 241⁄2"W x 42"H. Allow 
extra delivery time. N
PE00497 — $303.00

B. Rubbermaid® Heavy-Duty  
Double-Door Cabinet
Holds 690 lbs. Durable resin construction with 
4 ventilated permanently placed shelves; each 
shelf holds up to 180 lbs. Lockable doors. 18"D x 
36"W x 723/10"H. Allow extra delivery time.  N
WA23012 — $327.54
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DFor more storage 
solutions, visit 

nascoeducation.com

Balls and Bats
Product No. Description Price

PE09018 Nasco Phoenix Oversized Bat – 
28", 41⁄2" dia. Set of 6. $81.30     $48.78

PE08690 Nasco Foam Bat and Ball Set – 29". Set of 6. $47.25     $35.44

PE01506 Baseballs – 27/8" dia. Plastic. Set of 6. $7.45     $5.59

PE09064 Nasco Soft Tek Basketballs – 
Men’s size – 291⁄2 ". Set of 6. $76.95     $19.24

PE09753 Nasco Heavy-Duty Beach Balls – 24".  
Set of 6. $77.95     $46.77

PE09750 Nasco Heavy-Duty Beach Balls.  – 18".  
Set of 6. $44.25    $26.55

PE03172 Nasco Red Rubber Playground Ball – 16" $18.50     $13.88

PE07377 Nasco Whale Skin Foam Balls – 81⁄2".  
Set of 6. $120.50     $72.30

Games and Activities
Product No. Description Price

PE09729 Nasco Cannon Cubes with Hook-and-Loop – 
Set of 12. $55.25     $33.15

PE09133 Nasco Foam Juggling Clubs – 18" L.  
Set of 3, 0.38-lb. $23.95     $5.99

PE08734 
Nasco Ball Transfer Game – Set of 6.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (3) WARNING: CHOKING  
HAZARD — This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$100.50     $25.13

PE09761 Nasco Freestyle Flying Discs –  
103⁄4" dia., 160 g. Set of 6. $32.50    $8.13

PE09760 Nasco Heavyweight Flying Discs –  
11" dia., 200 g. Set of 6. $49.95     $12.49

PE09730 Nasco Agility Cones – 61⁄2" H.  
Set of 48 (8 each of 6 colors). $55.25     $41.44

PE08991 Nasco Super Cones  – 11" tall with a 15" dia 
base. Set of 6. $91.95    $22.99

PE07632 High-Performance 6' Green Handle Rope –  
1/4" dia. Set of 6. $15.40    $11.55

PE07633 High-Performance 7' Red Handle Rope –  
1/4" dia. Set of 6. $15.70     $11.78

PE07634 High-Performance 8' Yellow Handle Rope –  
1/4" dia. Set of 6. $15.95    $11.96

PE07635 High-Performance 9' Blue Handle Rope –  
1/4" dia. Set of 6. $16.75     $12.56

PE09575 Nasco Adjustable Height Round Base Goal – 
40" dia. with 4 different adjustable heights. $150.75    $90.45

PE09702 Nets for Nasco Adjustable Height  
Round Base Goal Only – Set of 6. $60.25    $15.06

Flags, Belts, and Pinnies
Product No. Description Price

PE08759 Nasco Super Flag, 12" Red $1.20     $0.90

PE08756 Nasco Super Flag, 12" Green $1.20     $0.90

PE08758 Nasco Super Flag, 12" Purple $1.20     $0.90

PE08755 Nasco Super Flag, 12" Blue $1.20     $0.90

PE08760 Nasco Super Flag, 12" Yellow $1.20     $0.90

PE08757 Nasco Super Flag, 12" Orange $1.20    $0.90

PE08767 Nasco Youth Super Strap, 32" Yellow $3.15    $0.79

PE08764 Nasco Youth Super Strap, 32" Orange $3.15     $0.79

PE08772 Nasco Adult Super Strap, 44" Red $5.75    $4.31

PE08769 Nasco Adult Super Strap, 44" Green $5.10    $3.83

PE08771 Nasco Adult Super Strap, 44" Purple $5.10    $3.83

PE08768 Nasco Adult Super Strap, 44" Blue $5.10    $3.83

PE08773 Nasco Adult Super Strap, 44" Yellow $5.10    $3.83

PE08770 Nasco Adult Super Strap, 44" Orange $5.10    $3.83

PE09047 Nasco Large Super Strap, 56" Green $6.15    $4.61

PE09049 Nasco Large Super Strap, 56" Purple $6.15    $4.61

PE09046 Nasco Large Super Strap, 56" Blue $6.15    $4.61

PE09051 Nasco Large Super Strap, 56" Yellow $6.15    $4.61

PE09048 Nasco Large Super Strap, 56" Orange $6.15    $4.61

PE09613 Youth-Size Mesh Pinnie, Purple $3.20    $2.40

PE09612 Youth-Size Mesh Pinnie, Orange $3.20    $2.40

PE03221 Adult-Size Nylon Mesh Pinnie, Red $5.25    $3.94

PE03217 Adult-Size Nylon Mesh Pinnie, Green $5.25    $3.94

PE03219 Adult-Size Nylon Mesh Pinnie, Purple $5.25    $3.94

PE03220 Adult-Size Nylon Mesh Pinnie, Blue $5.25    $3.94

PE03216 Adult-Size Nylon Mesh Pinnie, Yellow $5.25    $3.94

PE03218 Adult-Size Nylon Mesh Pinnie, Orange $5.25    $3.94

PE07599 Youth Neon Practice Vest, Orange $4.95    $1.24

PE07601 Youth Neon Practice Vest, Green $4.95    $1.24

PE07600 Adult Neon Practice Vest, Green $4.95    $1.24

PE07186 Adult-Size Nylon Mesh Pinnies –  
20" L. x 12" W. Set of 6. $15.40    $11.55

Supplies
Product No. Description Price

PE07933 Falcon Sports Horn – Super-loud blast  
can be heard from up to one mile away. $81.30     $48.78

PE00340 Black Floor Tape – 60-yard rolls. 2" roll. $12.25     $7.35

PE01610 Blue Whistle Lanyard – 193⁄4" L. $1.00     $0.75

PE08013 Nasco Pedometers – 11⁄2" x 1" display.  
Set of 6. $52.20     $13.10
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The mental 
health toolkit 
that travels

Students everywhere are benefitting 
from the stress-reducing strategies  

in these portable kits. 
Learn more on p. 8
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Scan the code to shop the full 
selection of health and PE supplies!

Don’t miss up to 75% off clearance at nascoeducation.com!

Ordering is easy! We belong to a wide network of regional  
and national purchasing cooperatives and contracts.

http://nascoeducation.com
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